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Clearing, Colder
Tonight; Mostly
Fair Saturday

Christmas Pause in Viet Conflict

Allies Begin
30-Hour Truce
UnlessAttacked

Pope Thinks of Viet Nam
In Call for World Peace
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope
Paul VI did not mention any
country or belligerents in calling for "just and sincere negotiation to restore order and
friendship" in his annual Christmas message Thursday night,
but he left no doubt he had Viet
Nam in mind.
The spiritual leader of the
world's half - billion R o m a n
Catholics often does not u_le
Euch specifics in his statements.

Several considerations induced
him to speak in general terms.
It is felt at the Vatican that by
using specific references sparingly, the pontiff can exert far
greater impact on occasions
when he feels that a precise and
blunt reference is needed.
He referred to Viet Nam by
name when he called for _
Christmastruce last Sunday.
The papacy strives for neutrality in political disputes. It

tries to avoid axy impression of
favoring or opposing one side on
political grounds.
The Vatican does not want to
give any side in a dispute any
propaganda opportunities to
claim Vatican support, whether
moral or political, by seizing on
names the Pope might -voice.
If there should be any doubts
about what or whom the Pope
means in some of his speeches,
Vatican sources can usually be
counted on to spell it out privately.

SAIGON , Viet Nam (AP ) - A
Christmas Eve truce declared
by both the allied armed forces
and the insurgent Communist
Viet Cong appeared tonight to
have stilled the guns, the terror
and the slaughter that has tortured South Viet Nam for years.
The American-South Vietnamese decision to stop all offensive
action for 30 hours went into effect at 6 p.m. (4 a.m. Winona
Time) and the Viet Cong seemed to have been faithful to- their
announced promise of a 12-hour
truce as of 7 p.m.

These considerations are reflected in the Pope's Christmas
message.
"Peace is, in fact, the first
and chief good of any sodety,"
SANTA ARRIVES ON TRACTOR . . . U.S. Marines drive
down the nearby Han River to deliver Christmas goodies to
he said. "It is based on justice,
The cease-fire in the embatfreedom and order ; it opens the this amphibious tractor dubbed the "Jingle Bell Special" Vietnamese that thronged about in their sampans. (AP Phototled country turned at least
fax via radio from Saigon)
way to every other value in hu- down street in Da Nang, South Viet Nam. Tractor was floated
some of it back to the little peoman life.
ple. Most noticeable was the re"And so now , at this very moaction
in Saigon, the capital
ment, we are making a new
The streets were a mass of huplea lor peace — and this, not
manity.
simply because peace is a good
People who have not been on
thing in itself, but also because
the_-F streets perhaps for
it is 21 good wWch is ih danger
months were out in force with
today.
their children.
"Fresh schemes, which the
The three million population
tragic experiences of the last
of Saigon strode out in confiwar had given rise to . are now
dence as though all of them had
jouted by old and deep-rooted
heard directly about the truce.
nationalistic tendencies, along
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS and U.S. officials expected the
The thousands of Americans in
with newer ideologies of subver- MEDFORD. Ore. (AP) - A As the Christian world pre- war to resume in full violence ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP) - Saigon were, on the other hand,
sion and domination.
An Iowa mother remained fa- confined to their billets until
Greybound bits overturned on an pared today to observe Christ- after midnight Christmas.
"Arms, ever more powerful icy highway, killing 12 holiday- mas, war and tension once more India and Pakistan stood en- critical condition today as offic- dawn Christmas Day under a
and dreadful, become, as it bound passengers and injuring marred the celebration of the trenched in hostile positions ers pieced together the story of curfew imposed Dec. 18. Thai-few will be lifted at 6 a.m.
were?; the only guarantee of a 20 other persons late Thursday birth of the Prince of Peace.
In Viet Nam, both the United along their border, deadlocked an accident that injured the wo- Saturday.
treacherous and precarious night.
States and its allies on one side in the Kashmir dispute. India man and two other persons
peac«, to the detriment of a
The atmosphere was electric,
and the Communists on the oth- also confronted the menace of while taking four lives.
State
police
said
the
bus,
sense of justice and human
er announced the start of a Communist China, whose border Mrs. Mary Sexton, 45, of Sum- but loaded with a sense of rebound
from
Spokane,
Wash.,
to
brotherhood among peoples.
lief.
San Francisco, plunged from In- Christmas truce—30 hours on troops have been involved in
"Mo one ought to set about terstate 5 between the southern the American side and 12 on the recent shooting incidents with ner, Iowa, was taken to a Roch- From the jungles and the outester hospital in critical condi- post, reports filtering into Saidisturbing the peace of others Oregon cities of Grants Pass and Communist. But the 24 hours Indian patrols.
gon indicated that the ceasefire
before were as bloody as ever, Unrest and fear still stalked tion.
by means of underhanded Medford.
the streets of Santo Domingo Killed were Paul Komnick, 64, was just that. From An Khe,
schemes and contrived disorder. Nine persons were dead at the
in the wake of last April's re- and his wife, 49, of Bloomington, where the U.S. 1st Air Cavalry
No one ought to force his neigh- scene, state police said. One was
Division (Air Mobile) is deployvolt in the Dominican Repubbor, and today we are all neigh- dead on arrival at a hospital
111. and Mrs. Komnlck's brother, ed, Associated Press Correlic.
bors, to resort to armed de- and two others died later.
In Africa, black-ruled nations Harry H., 66, and Roy Eisen- spondent Bob Poos reported
fense. And no one ought to shirk
"all's quiet."
kept up demands that Britain berg, 55, both of Hudson, IU.
just and sincere negotiation to Ambulances and emergency
vehicles
from
surrounding
comFrom Da Nang on the northinvade
Rhodesia
and
crush
the
restore order and friendship."
munities took the injured to
white minority regime. The The Mower County sheriff's em coast where the Marines
three hospitals in the two cities.
British, who limited their reac- office said this is low the crash are based in strength, the word
Erving C-arew, Greyhound
tion to economic sanctions, are occurred Thursday on rain- was of holiday feasting—turkey
superintendent at Medford, said
worried that the tensions may slicked U.S. 63 about 20 miles or baked Virginia ham after
there were 3$ persons on the bus
shrimp cocktails and winding up
burst into a race war.
south of Rochester, near Stew- with mince or pumpkin pie.
when it left Portland, 250 miles
Bat, as always, there were artville:
to the north.
The truce orders went to inA car driven by Carl Schroed- fantrymen In the jungles , to Air
Sacred Heart Hospital in Med- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS prayers and hopes for peace.
ford reported the driver of the Stormy, wet weather, with Pope Paul VI in his annual er, Stewartville, was stopped to Force units that had been strikbus, Joseph Bailey of Battle snow, rain and gusty w i n d s , Christmas broadcast appealed make a left turn and an auto ing in both North and South
Ground, Wash., was in good whipped across broad areas in for peace negotiations in Viet driven by Mrs. Ann Chaffee, Viet Nam and to 7th Fleet carRochester, was waiting behind riers plying the South China
S. McNamara*s office.
the Western half of the nation Nam.
condition.
In Viet Nam, Francis Cardi- ¦
it.
A silver and^ed sign pro- Bailey told state police he was today.
Sea in support of the balloonclaiming "Seasons Greetings" traveling about 45 miles per The pre-Christmas storm left nal Spellman flew by helicopter A feed truck driven by Lo- ing war effort.
hung just outside the office of hour when, without warning, the heavy snow coverings in sections to bring Yuletide greetings to well Saterdalen, 25, Stewartville,
The truce went into effect at 6
Joint Chiefs of Staff where bus began to skid. He attempt- of the Rockies, in the northern troops of the U.S. Army 1st Di- for the farmer's elevator there p.m., which was 4 a.m. Winona
struck the rear fender of the Time.
many of the war plans for Viet ed to correct the skid, he said, Midwest and parts of Oklahoma. vision.
Nam are developed.
but the steering did not re- Colder air swept into* snow-cov- Throughout South Viet Nam, Chaffee car, hit the Schroeder
The Communist Viet Cong
Round-bellied Santas, sprigs spond, then the bus went off the ered regions and temperatures U.S. troops planned parties for auto, then crossed the center
of holly, and striped candy highway and rolled over.
dropped to below zero in parts Vietnamese children around line, hit the Sexton auto and announced three times on their
of Montana, Idaho, Utah and their encampments. Americans smashed into the car driven by radio today that they would unsticks ornamented doors lining
at home had sent vast stores of Roy Eisenberg.
dertake no offensive action or
the long, bare corridors of the State police said the bns Nevada.
toys, clothes and Christmas gooof terrorism from Christacts
Defense Department's squat flipped completely, going over a
Mrs. Sexton's daughter Mary,
ditch and fence, landing on its The Weather Bureau reported dies for the little Vietnamese.
mas Eve, one hour after the
headquarters building.
side about 100 feet from the a major winter storm which de- Prime Minister Nguyen Cao 13, was treated at a hospital and Allied cease-fire started, until 7
For some officers, Christmas high-way.
veloped in the Oklahoma-Texas- Ky of South Viet Nam Issued a released. Schroeder was treated a.m. Saturday, 17 hours before
¦
Day will be . holiday in name
northeastern New Mexico re- Christmas message expressing at a doctor's office. Officers said tho U.S.-South Vietnamese truce
only. These are the men who
gion spread northeastward into "respect and gratefulness *' for Saterdalen was not hurt.
period ends.
staff the National Military Com- Ambassador Returns
sections of Kansas and Nebras- the sacrifices of the U.S., Aus- William Becker, 70, MinneapoThe Viet Cong had offered
lis,
died
Thursday
night
the
,
mand center and the war From Far East Trip
ka. Heavy snow fell in Guynnon, tralian , New Zealand and Kotheir
12-hour truce In a broadrooms. These centers are on 24Okla., and strong winds caused rean forces that have Joined the State Highway Patrol said, in a cast Dec. 7. The Americans and
headon
collision
of
cars
between
(A?)
hour-a-day duty throughout the PARIS
— Ambassador- much drifting. Visibility was re- fight against the Viet Cong.
the South Vietnamese countered
year, and holidays are no ex- at-large Jean Chuvel returned ported near zero In parts ol In the quiet hills of the Holy St. Paul and the Wisconsin line with their longer cease-fire oron
U.S.
Highway
12.
to
15,000
ception.
to Paris today from a trip
Christians were
Cimarron County, Okla., Thurs- Land,
expected to visit Bethlehem, Becker lived at 2430 Blooming- der earlier this week.
day night.
McNamara is taking a brief Peking and Hanoi.
It remained to be seen If the
ton Avenue South.
skiing vacation in Aspen, Colo., Chauvel went to Peking to Snow or rain fell In most ol where Christ was born.
truce
worked. But aro>und the
with his family but he can be open a French industrial exhibi- the nation's midsection, the In Berlin, thousands of West The patrol said he -was
world there were expressions of
a
Berliners
passed
through
the
tion,
then
went
on
to
Hanoi.
He
white
covering
ln
Northern
reached swiftly in the event of
hope that it would be extended
an emergency. Holding the fort talked with leaders of China areas and rain southward to tho Communist wall to bring Christ- passenger in a car driven by after Christmas and would pav.
Melvin
Adklnson,
60,
Minneapomas
cheer
and
gifts
to
relatives
and
North
Viet
Nam,
but
what
southern
Plains
and
the
Missisin McNamara's absence will be
lis, who suffered minor injuries. the way to peace negoti ations.
in East Berlin.
Deputy Secretary of Defense was said has not been disclosed. sippi Valley.
The second car, the patrol said,
Gyms R. Vance,
was driven by David Hohler, 18, All American and Allied units'
Two members of the Joint
Route 1, Stillwater , who was ac- were on the olert and had orChiefs of Staff are spending
companied by Val George ders to react sharply in self deChristmas with the troops in
Dierks , 17, Hudson, WLs. The fense. The American cease-fire
Viet Nam.
youths escaped with minor in- was confined only to a prohibition against initiating any new
They are Gen. Earle G.
juries.
actions, Disengageoffensive
chairman
of
the
JOS,
Wheeler,
The deaths raised Minnesota's
and Gen. Harold K. Johnson,
1965 traffic fatality count to 821, ments from conflict or defenso
the Army chief of staff who
two above tho total of a year against any obvious threat were
clearly within the discretion of
spent two Chuistmases in a Japago.
field commanders obliged to
¦
anese prison camp in World JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP ) to hear Christmas carols sung dour upon arrival , warmed at
protect and preserve their men.
War II.
the
sight
of
his
neighbors—more
by
the
combined
choirs
of
the
All branches of the Allied
Adm. David J. McDonald, — President Johnson, still town's three churches—First than 50 strong—assembled to
WEATH ER
forces were keyed up, however,
chief of naval operations, took ploughing through accumulated Christian, Methodist and Bap- greet him with traditional
FEDERAL FORECAST
to observe what happens at tha
time off to visit his home in paper work, was ready to open tist.
Christmas tunes.
WINONA
AND VICINITY - end of the Vict Cong moratoriWinder, Ga. . and made ar- Christmas gifts with his family
Before the after-dark affair
Except for the chief execu- was over, he hoisted in his arms Clearing and colder tonight. um while the American trues
rangements to return to Wash- tonight.
, Traditionally, the Johnsons tive, the family did belter than the 11-month-old daughter of the; Mostly fair with little ch-ange in still was to bo In effec t for anington right after the holiday.
Remaining on deck in Wash- set aside Christmas Eve to open listen. Wife Lady Bird sang choral director and, though she temperature Saturday. Norther- other 17 hours.
ington are Gon. John P, McCon- gifts exchanged within the fami- heartily throughout the occssion tweaked Is nose—or perhaps ly winds diminishing tonight.
Officials conceded this might
nell, the Air Force chief of ly. None of the gifts was an- —as she sat beside her husband because of that, made believe Mostly cloudy and n little warmon a wicker porch swing at the he was going to carry her away er Sunday. Low tonight 10-20, call for some split-second hairstaff , and Gen. Wallace M, nounced ln advance.
line decisions.
high Saturday 28-36.
Greene Jr., the Marine com- Tlie President, his wife and 19th century dwelling—and in his waiting sedan.
As of midnight Christmas,
LOCAL WEATHER
mandant. Wherever they are, two daughters actually got off to daughters Lynda, 21, and Lucl,
Officlnl observations for the 24 however , the U.S. forces will be
the members of the JCS are a running start on the holldre, 18, joined the choirs before the But the 5-year-old sister of the
free to resume "normal operaInfant didn't like this idea and hours ending at 12 m . today:
in touch with headquarters so driving Thursday night to his serenade was over.
they can react promptly if they renovated boyhood home her*., Johnson , dressed very con- she chased after the President, Maximum, 40; minimum, 32; . Contlnucd on Pngti It , Col. 3)
noon, 34; precipitation, .07.
VIET NAM
are needed.
15 miles east of the LBJ ranch, servatively and looking a bit tugging at his trouser leg.

12 Killed, 20 War Mars Observance
Christian World
Injured in
Bus Accident Hails Christmas

THIS CHEISTMAS IS DIFFERENT . . . Ronnie Baker of
Van Nuys, Calif., faced a bleak Christmas a year ago. Doctors, wanted to amputate his cancerous left leg, and rather
than let them do it, he ran away to Arizona. A year later,
Ronnie (above) wears a wooden leg as he decorates family's
Christmas tree and is looking toward starting college. (AP
Photofax)
i

._ .

_

_

Boy Who Lost Christmas Sp irit
Leg to Save Reaches Pentagon
Life Happier

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
signs of Christmas softened the
VAN NUYS, Calif. (AP) - austere war mood in the PentaBonnie Baker wasn't making gon today. A silver Christmas
tree festooned with shiny red
any plans last Christmas. This globes dominated the anteroom
year he is.
of Secretary of Defense Robert
Last December doctors told
Bonnie he'd die if they didn't
Medical Complex
amputate his cancerous left leg.
Bather than face the operation, Set for St. Paul
Bonnie 16, ran away from
ST. PAUL M. — Plans lor
.borne.
a two-building medical complex
He got aa far as Flagstaff , were announced Thursday.
Ariz. , changed his mind, came The first building is to be
home, and, last New Year's eight stories high with 95,000
Eve, underwent the operation. square feet. Promoters said 80
per cent of the office space in
It was a success. Ronnie, fitthe $4 million structure already
ted with a prosthetic leg, can has been leased to doctors and
walk , climb stairs, drive a car, related businesses.
and hold a part time job as a
painter. He has gained 30
Good Fellows
pounds since his operation.
Contributions
Doctors feel sure they eradicated all the cancer when they Previously Listed.. $5,276.37
amputated Ronnie's leg above
the knee, although they say It'll Hanser Art Glass
Co., Inc. and Embe years before they're positive.
ployes
U
Ronnie undergoes periodic H. Choate & Co.,
checks at a clinic.
and Employes
25
As be helped hii mother and Madison 4th Grade
Room 201
2.04
two half-sisters decorate their
Warren
Warbler* ..
1
Christmas tree Thursday, BonJanet Paton
3
nie laid plans.
"This year, mother," he told Valley Wholesalers.
Mra. Lois Eisenbebss, 52, "I'm
Inc., and Employgoing to go out for New Year's
es
20
Eve?'
From
A
Friend
S
He and some friends from
From
A
Friend
.
.
.
.
15
Monroe High School are planning a New Year's Eve party. Marge, John, Doug
and Baby
5
At school he's studying horticulture , and hopes to attend Pierce In Memory of Dr. E.
Junior College in nearby CanoC. B e r g from
ga Park.
grandchildren Roger, Jean, Douglas
"Things look a lot better,
and Joey Berg ..
65
who
turned
now," said Ronnie,
17 last Jan. 28.
Total to Date ..*5,421..1
"Things are just so much
brighter, now," echoed his mother. "This time we'll have a real II. Choate k Co.—2 boxes of
toy.
Christmas."
*m

Stormy, Wet
Weather Over
Western U.S.

LBJ Planning Traditional
Christmas With His Family

4 Dead, 3
Injured Near
Stewartville

Gemini Craft: Oxygen
Tent Without a Flap

Figure Trimmer
TOPS Club Has
'Ho Ho Ho' Party

THE ENGAGEMENT of
Miss Carol Ahlera to Max
Tentls, son of Mrs. Mary
Reads Landing,
Testis,
Minn., is announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Abler. , Wabasha , Minn.
The wedding will be Jan. 29
at St. Felix Church, Wabasha. Miss Ahlers is a graduate of St. Felix High
School, Wabasha, and is cmployed at Di-Acro, Lake
City. Her fiance is a graduate of Wabasha High
School and is employed at
International Milling, Wabasha.

Mary McCahill
School Children
Present Program
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—The children of Mary McCahill Institute presented their
Christmas program in the
church parlors Tuesday and afternoon and evening.
Christmas carols were sung
by all grades. The eighth graders presented the play, "Unto
Thy Doors," by Rollin Coyle.
Taking part were Julie McKentie, Kevin Campion, John
Uscholt, Betty Wise, Mary Reck,
Jerry Heimer, Thomas Solheid,
Richard Schreck, Helen Budewitz, Phyllis Danckwart,, Michael Delmore, Joseph Redmond, Judy Ruiz, S t e v e n
Schmidt, Frank Coyle, Gerald
Miller, Stephen Haase, Michael
Maloy and Robert Schmidt.
John McKenzie accompanied
the choir.

Buffalo Memorial
Hospital Auxiliary
To Sponsor Dance
MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) The Buffalo Memorial Hospital
Auxiliary will sponsor a holiday
ball in the Mondovi High School
auditorium Wednesday starting
at . p.m.
Fred Ginder and his orchestra will provide the music. Don
Elklnton has arranged to serve
a buffet supper at the Country
Club after the Informal dance.
Tickets may be obtained from
hospital auxiliary members or
at the door.

Members of the TOPS Figure
Trimmers were hosted at a "Ho
Ho Ho" Christmas party at the
home of Mrs. Woodrow Livingstone, 572 E. King St., following the weigh in at the city
health department Wednesday
evening.
Christmas gifts were exchanged. Prites for the Christmas
Club Bank Contest were awarded to all who lost ten pounds
or more since June. Other prizes
were won by the Mmes. R. T.
Corcoran , Duane Kosidowskl ,
Roy Flattum , John Ko2lowskl
and James Meier.
A low calorie supper was served. Punch made by Mrs. Lottie
Kelly, Minnesota City, was served by Mrs. William Tomashek.
Mrs. E. H. Beynon , Minnesota
Citv. and Mrs . Merlin Rats..
Fountain City, former TOPS
members, were guests.
TOPS Figure Trimmers have
lost a total weight oi 1,213
pounds.

BLAIR, Wis. (Special ) - The
Blair Music, Needlecraft and
Culture Club memorial scholarship fund is growing, according
to Mrs. Harry Paul, fund treasurer.
Four contributions have been
received as the result of an informative letter sent to former
members in mid-December,
said scholarship fund chairman,
Mrs. Don Huibregtse.
A sum of .10 was received
from Mrs. Herbert Chapman,
Whitewater, Wis., whose husband was an agriculture teacher; |5 from Mrs. C. P. Peterson,
Mosinee, Wis., whose husband
was once the superintendent of
schools at Blair; $5 from Mrs.
Claude Kunkel, Milwauk ee, wife
of a former Blair druggist, and
$1 from Mrs. Bernard Johnson,
Fountain City, Wis., wife of a
former junior high teacher here.
Club records revealed over 77
living former members. Most of
the former members are residents of Wisconsin. Letters were
sent to eight other states and
Canada.

Holiday Drivers
Warned of Bad
Road Conditions

WASHINGTON (AP> - Sen .
Robert F. Kennedy, D-T..Y. , and
his wife , Ethel, are sending out
Christmas cards this year that
ale a bit crowded.
On the cards are: nine little
children , three lively dogs , three
grazing horses, one owl and a
falcon .
Pierre Salinger, former presidential press secretary. Is enclosing a few favorite Frenc h
recipes in his cards. When one
reached the White House—where
the French chef has just resigned—Mrs. Johnson's p r es s
secretary , Elizabeth Carpenter ,
wired :
"If you can cook any of these,
there Is a new career waiting
for you at the White House. "
CIItCM? ENTKRTAINS
W.AIR . Wis. (Special ^ - The
Naomi Circle of Faith lAJthoran
t'hnivh held a Christmas party
Thursday for residents of N_yrn Rest Home. A program and
gifts were presented.

DR . MA X L. DEBOLT

1> ».m. .nn-uKh _ p.m.
s.. U i ..«y s ._ i.r-w

0 Optomtmtrlaim
AMI

GRANNY GOWNS . . . Posing in granny
gowns that they wore to a dance entitled
"Mistletoe Magic" at the YWCA Thursday
evening are from left, Nancy Thompson, Barbara Wenger, Debbie Wise and Harriet Kowalczyk. More than half of the eighth and
ninth grade girls attending wore similar
gowns. The "Apostles" from Rochester
played for dancing from 7 to 10 p.m. More

M AIN Sit,

1' HOM , (.8 .n - .. ft.'U

than 250 attended. Decorations included red
and green streamers, mistletoe, and an artificial Christmas tree with revolving colored
lights. Chaperones were Br. and Mrs. James
Testor, Mr. and Mrs. ' Robert Gaus and Mr.
and Mrs. Reuben Everson. Mrs. Nick Kranz,
program director , was in charge. The dance
was sponsored by the ninth grade Y-Teens.
(Daily News photo)

Failure to Red [strict
May Mean Big Ballot

m

BILL MERRILL'S

DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI

T HIHI

NEW YORK (AP)-The stock
market was upset this week by
reports of Viet Nam peace feelers but it managed to post recorded highs in important averages even though more
stocks fell than rose.
The imminence of the yearend as well as a three-day

ST. PAUL (AP) - Open up
your newspaper to the middle
page and spread it out — that
could be the size of the ballot if
Minnesota legislators run at
large next year.
It's not likely to happen, but
it could if the legislature, Gov.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Karl Rolvaag and the federal
Millions of motorists beading courts don't get together on who
for the highways today In the
first part of the extended Christman weekend were warned of
hazardous driving conditions in
many areas.
Traffic accidents in the early
hours of the holiday period
killed at least 80 persons.

Highway Department RFK Christmas
Asks Bids Jan. 14
Card Overcrowded
On Maintenance Job

times a minute. Each breath
brings his lungs 30% cubic inches of oxygen. He uses some two
pounds worth of oxygen a ^av —
just to breathe.
The atmospheric pressure Is
five pounds per square inch,
about one-third of what it is on
earth.
But it works. It keeps him
alive for up to 14 days, witness
Gemini 7 astronauts Frank Bor-

Stocks Post
Record Highs

Blair MNC Club
Scholarship Fund
Receives Donat ions

The count of traffic deaths
started at 6 p.m. (local time)
Thursday. The National Safety
Council estimated that at the
end of the 78-hour holiday period
at midnight Sunday between 560
and 660 persona may die in trafFly Creek Aid
fic accidents.
The council terms this ChristElects at Blair
mas weekend the most dangerBLAIR , Wis. Special)—Mrs. ous holiday period of any year,
Clarence Rlsberg was elected a time of long trips, rnlnlmura
president of the Fly Creek La- daylight and inclement weatherdles Aid.
Stormy, wet weather, with
Others elected were Mrs. Ar- snow, rain and gusty winds ,
nold Olson , vice president; swept across wide areas in the
Mrs. Orris Olson, secretary, Western half of the nation toand Mrs. Alden Lyngen, treas- day.
urer.
Traffic deaths during last
At the Christmas party at the year's three-day Christmas holiRisberg home Dec. 17, boxes day totaled 578. The record for
of holiday baking were made a three-day Christmas period Is
by the group for distribution. 609 set in 1055. The highest toll
Fifty gift s were exchanRcd . for any Christmas, or any holiMrs. Glen Olson read "The day, was 706 in a four-day Yuletide period.
Littlest Angel. "

Bids for one maintenance
project located in Fillmore and
Winona counties and involving
the removal of various trees
constituting safety hazards will
be let Jan. 14, in St. Paul, according to the Minnesota Highway Department.
Cutting and disposal of certain large tree,, from the trunk
highway right-of-way will be
carried out at the following locations: On U.S . Ifi at Spring
Valley ; on Minnesota 30 a halfmile east of the junction with
Minnesota 250 about half-mile
east of Fillmore 25; In Hushford, and on U S. 14 at the
Arches and in Stockton .
•
GALESVILLE CUB SCOUTS
GALESVILLE , Wis ( Special >
— A skating party will be held
for Cub Scouts and their parents
at 7 p.m Tuesday at the Calesville mrling rink. Lunch will be
served.

By JOHN BARBOUR
AP Science Writer
Riding a Gemini spacecraft
through space is like living in
an oxygen tent without daring to
raise the flap.
Outside, there is nothing. Inside/ there is a strange atmosphere of some 95 per cent oxygen, 5 per cent water vapor. But
for the astronaut, it is his own
portable world.
He inhales and exhales 12

will tackle the job of reapportionment.
Secretary of State Joseph L.
Donovan, back in his office after minor surgery, said he spent
part of his convalescence meditating about the "nightmare"
possibilities.
Donovan's office Is in charge
of election procedures. Minneso-

Two Milwaukee
Women Wounded
After Argument

ta now has no legal legislative
districts because of court decisions wiping out the ones drawn
up by the legislature earlier this
year.
Unless new districts are drawn
in the next six months, Minnesota could be thrown into the
type of at-large election mess
that confronted Illinois last year.
There are those who say the
Illinois case was so bad, federal
courts would not condone a repeat. The courts themselves
haven't said this, although in
more recent cases courts have
taken other tactics,
If it does happen, here are
some of the problems:
—Voting machines couldn't be
used; a statewide paper ballot
would be printed listing every
legislative candidate.
—Voters in the general election could vote for every one of
the 202 legislative seats. (How
long would it take to make 202
'X* marks?)
—The ballot would be 16 feet
long if names all were printed in
one column, or about 2 by 2V4
feet if printed In six columns.
—Most voting booth tablewould be too small, and many
communities that use voting machines don't even have booths.
—It would cost a minimum of
$50,000 to print a statewide legislative ballot.

MILWAUKEE « . — A mother and daughter were shot and
Do you ever get tired of the wounded Thursday by a 50same old grind? Wish you could year-old man who, according to
break routine — get away from police, then ran down the street
it all — do something different? and robbed a neighborhood
Well-, sir, maybe you should. At grocery of $240.
any rate, we 're goint to suggest Police apprehended the man
just that in today 's "Something a few minutes after rn took the
money from a clerk at the marto Live By " column.
ket.
It's not easy to decide to Miss Charlene Ingram, 47,
break r o u t i n e . Folks who was shot four times, is in
learn to live within their means critical condition and her mothto say the least , this is good. er, Mrs. Stella Burnett, 67, is
On the other Land, folks can be- in satisfactory condition after
come so tied to their economy receiving a scalp wound, police
that they do little or nothing for said.
diversion on the basis that they Police said the man was a
can't afford it. This results in long time friend of Miss Ingram
The reapportionment tangle
Mom becoming weary as each and that the shooting took place
goes back to November 1964,
day presents Its burdens of the after an argument
when a Federal Court said there
house, family and chores, which
was too much variation In popuwhile being the very thing that
Sunny Beginning
lation among legislative dislends purpose to her life, can
tricts. The 1965 legislature
become very humdrum. Dad For Grim Facts
passed a reapportionment bill
lacks drive, as It appears no
matter what , he's getting no- SAIGON , South Viet Nam but Rolvaag vetoed it.
)
The Minnesota Supreme Court
where fast , as the saying goes. (AP — The daily communique
on Christmas Eve of the U.S. upheld the veto a month ago.
DIVERSION lin't the answer Military Assistance Command Since then, Rolvaag and Conto everything, but does supply in Viet Nam listed ground ac- servative leaders have sparred
some answers that are of val- tion, air strikes, naval gunfire, over conditions for a special legue to one 's outlook . Far be It strategic bombing, claimed vic- islative session. '
for me to suggest foolish expen- tories and losses,
The suburban group that
touched off the fi ght plans to go
ditures or a carefree fling, but It began :
planned activity can certainly "May the joy and peace of back to Federal Court early next
add color to life. It might only Christmas always be with you. " month and ask the court to draw
up new districts strictly on a
be a night out — to a friend's
house, spelling a change be- have a fireplace , buy a few population basis.
Donovan said his computacause a babysitter In at home special snacks, soft drinks, and
with the youngsters. Thus relax- marsr.n.allo'v.s. Let the young- tions were made for a general
ation is easy to come by. Dinner sters invite a friend in and then, election ballot on which all 202
al a restaurant will add that with a fire in the fireplace , nib- Ifigislati .e scats would be listed .
extra touch . Perhaps the great- ble, chat , sing songs and laugh Thus, there would be 404 candiest advantage is that Mom and together. It's just another way dates, plus a write-in space for
Dn<l get away from routine to of breaking routine. Without each seat.
re-establish togetherness. Some- the fi replace bit , It can all be
The primary election In Sephow when man and wife share a nccomplishf-d, for example, hy tember "could be worse—there
warmth of understanding and popping com over the kitchen would be no limit on how many
devotion for one another, it has stove.
persons could file. However,
a way of spilling over Into the
there arc no write-ins in the
SF.K
- .S SO MUCH la said of primary and if only two or three
lives of the family . From this
finding
something
for
folks
to
standpoint , breaking routine to
persons filed for each seat, the
permit a man and his wife time do and folks work so hard at It primary ballot would be about
from home with its responsi- they miss the really simple, but tho same sire.
bilities , can prove nn advantage satisfying things that provide diDonovan said his studies are
version. Someone has long ago purely conjectural thus far ,
for the whole family.
expressed these thoughts in the since there is no provision in
IN OUR HOME, we 're Mr... simple phrase, "All work and state law for his office to print
ed wilh two capable teen-agers no play makea Jack a dull boy." ¦
statewide ballot. Such ballots
to rare for stnallfry , thus makNow your name doesn't have usually are printed by each
ing an outing to friend., church, to bo Jack to realise that diver- county ior that county's legislaor dinner , easier lo come by. sion can serve a real purpose tive districts.
For a well-rounded life , it's in our lives and should be had.
Other problems would lnvolv _
equally Important that the fam- While you may need to work at requirements that printers roily also enjoy diversion . It's a breaking routine, be sure, your tate names on the ballot so each
sad state of affairs when adult., efforts will pay off. So here Is candidate appears at the ton an
bend completely and only to something to live by — break equal number of times, and the
their own advantage. Whole routine and enjoy the fruits of need fo>r bigger ballot boxes to
families .nn break routine hy diversion, aa long as that diver- accommodate the bulky wads ot
doing something special. If you sion is a wholesome change.
paper ballots.

Mountain
MailmanTeils
Of Deep Snow

Christmas weekend for Wall
Street were enough to generate
caution among traders. The reports about Viet Nam, capped
by the prospective cease-fire
agreement on Christmas, produced some heavy selling of previously strong defense issues.

The thinking was that if a
truce could really be arranged
on the Christmas holiday, why
tot a much longer cease-fire?
In the four - day trading
week, shortened by the Stock
Exchange holiday for Christmas Eve, volume totaled 32,224,961 shares compared with
47,744,800 for the full five-day
week proceeding.
On Wednesday, the Dow Jones
industrial average finally managed to better the historic closing high of 961.85 it made on
Nov. 4 and the average advanced again on Friday, closing
the week at a record peak of
966.36, a net sain of 8-51.
The Asociated Press average
of 60 stocks also made record
highs on Thursday and Friday.
The AP average advanced 1.5 on
the week, closing at its record of
357.7.

HINDMAN, Ky, (AP ) - "I've
gone through these mountains
when I had to turn my horse
over to knock the snow off her
and I've found snow a foot deep
in the saddle many a time.
"I've seen it so cold my feet
froze in the stirrups and I had
to reach down and break 'em
loose.
"And there have been times
that my horse or mule would
get so covered with ice that I'll
blue chips
bet its tail weighed 75 pounds. Selective gains by
rise in these
the
accounted
for
Oh, Lord, I've been through
Telephone,
snow, down to zero temper- averages. American
2V_ aftrecovered
for
instance,
atures and below zero."
er sinking to two-year lows in
At 62, Irvan Pratt figures he's recent weeks.
made about 1,560 trips through Of the 1,557 issues traded this
the surrounding hills on his week, however, losers outnumthrice-a-week horseback mail bered gainers, 814 to 576.
route. He missed only one trip Selective investment demand
"and that was back some years for blue chips boosted the averages to their second record
when I had pneumonia."
But now he isn't so sure he highs even while man], glamorwants to continue.1 It's been a ous issues fell by the wayside.
while since the Post Office De- The five most active issues
partment raised his salary and, this week on the New York
with pensions, he would live Stock Exchange were:
American Motors, up Vn at
comfortably without it.
"I asked for a raise and they 9% on 498,000 shares; Sperry
asked me if they gave me one Rand, off 1% at 21*4; American
would I keep on," he said. "I Telephone, up 2% at 62%;
told 'em I might. I'm not sure." Chrysler up 2V« at 55%; and
Pratt, a tall, thin mountain Pan American World Airways,
man, concedes that his age isn't off « at 50%.
making the 22-mile daily trip
any easier. And he points out
that he must furnish his own
transportation.

Hope and Troupe
"It costs around $.00 to buy a
horse and it takes an awful good In Saigon for
one to last four years. A mule
costs $100 to 200 and I've found
they last a little longer," he
Christmas Show
said.
Pratt has used up two horses
and three mules in his 10 years
on the job.
Flora Honeycutt , postmistress
at nearby Pine Top where Pratt
picks up his mail, said she
doesn't believe she could find a
suitable replacement if he quits.
"It would be hard to find anybody — and especially somebody who would make the trip
and could be depended on," she
said.
Pratt, a father of two and
g r a n d f a t h e r three times,
farmed and "did a lot of mining
— I guess I put in 20 years in
the mines" before he took over
carrying mail by horseback .
"I was --.employed at the
time. Arthritis of the spine tad
knocked me out of the mines
and I couldn't do much farming,
either ," he recalled.
A petition signed by mountaineers, who live in country too
rugged for any kind of vehicle
to visit, prompted the Post Office Department to start the
horseback route. Pratt has been
its only postman.
Pratt now has 21 families on
his route between Pine Top and
Pippa Passes. "Besides delivering their mail, I keep 'em posted on what's going on," he said.
Counting the distance to and
from the post office, Pratt
figures he travels about 22 miles
each Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday carrying the mail.
There have been many times
that ice on the winding eastern
Kentucky roads made it Impossible for mail trucks to reach
the tiny Pine Top office . But
Pratt made his rounds anyway.

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) — Bob Hope and a troupe
of 70 arrived in Saigon this afternoon on his umpteenth Christmas visit to entertain American
troops in combat zones.
Hope had a dozen singing and
dancing stars with him. Lea
Brown's band of 15 musicians,
and a big crew of production
men who will turn out a television show here.
The 63-year-old comedian
brought his gang in from Thailand, where he tore two ligaments in his left ankle Wednesday when someone inadvertently brushed him off the stage at
an air base.
"Ill do anything for a laugh,"
said Hope.
-Reminded at a news conference that . year ago he arrived
10 minutes after the Viet Cong
blew up a U.S. officers' billet in
Saigon, Hope was asked If he
was not a little nervous. He replied :
"Well, that was a very bad
thing, but I'm not scared. I may
even sleep on top of the bed this
time."
After a quick lunch, the
troupe went right Into business
for servicemen late in the afternoon. Their schedule was being
kept secret for security reasons
because wherever they go they
will attract a concentration of
troops.

Had they opened their hatches, It would have all escaped in
one gasp into the emptiness.
They could still have lived,
zipped up tight in the smaller
world of their spacesuits. . But
astronauts need both the oxygen
to breathe and the pressure protection against the vacuum of
space to survive.
But it isn't like living on
earth, even if things go well. On
an airliner soaring through tha
thin air of 37,000 feet, a passenger is fed a constant diet of that
thin air scooped up by the airplane and compressed in density. Up to an altitude of 10,000
feet, there is enough oxygen for
a person to subsist on a normal
breath. Above that altitude the
oxygen atoms are too sparse,
unless a human can pack them
together, or carry his own compressed oxygen with him.
There are drawbacks to a
nearly pure oxygen atmosphere.
You can smoke in an airplane
when it flies clear of its own
engine fumes. You can't smoke
in an oxygen-filled spacecraft
cabin, if you value your skdn.
Burning is, of course, tha
combining of certain fuels with
oxygen at usually high temperatures. The more oxygen, the
faster the burning. Light a
match, and it would flare down
to your fingertips in an oxygenpure atmosphere. Light a cigarette, and you might as well ba
smoking an explosive fuse.
That's why any flame in tha
spacecraft cabin could be especially dangerous. You could put
it out, of course, by opening the
hatches on the cabin, letting
space suck the oxygen out.
Without oxygen,- there would ba
no fire.

Multi-Family
Zone Asked on
West Milt Street

A public hearing on a request
to rezone part of an R-l (single
family residential) district to R3 (multi-family residential) was
set for Jan. 13 by the City Planning Commission T h u r s d ay
night.
Petitioners are Ralph Scharmer, 571 "W. Mill St., and Mr.
and Mrs. Eobert L. Kaehler, 600
W. Mill St.
The tract is about 600 feet
long, lying between Sarnia
Street and Lake Street. The
west boundary is Wacouta
Street and the east line of tho
southern half is on Sioux Street.
The east line of the north half
is 150 feet west of Sioux Street
and parallel to it, Thus the
north part is 300 feet long and
150 feet wide, while the south
portion is 300 feet square.
After the commission holds a
public hearing the City Council
also must conduct a hearing oa
the petition. Final action is up
to the council since an ordinance amendment is necessary
to change a zoning classification.

BELTONE
HEARING
AID
CENTER

Plymouth
Optical Co.
78 W.,1 3rd St.
Wtnetio, Minn.

Dec. 27
11-I P.M.

Cords—Batteries
Repairs all makes,
Lrwh (_•«) OyUr,
Consultant
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Counterfeit $20s
Passed at Mankato

MANKATO, Minn. (AP ) —Police reported Thursday that
some counterfeit $20 bills have
been passed In the ManJtato
area In the last few days, but
they were of a different description than that of phony $20 bills
passed this week in the FargoWahpeton, N.D., area.
Police notified the U.S. Secret
Service.

mas, an Army lieutenant colonel, and James A. Lovell Jr.,
a Navy lieutenant commander.
They lived those 14 days in
space on the nearly perfect oxygen atmosphere.
It filled their space cabin, and
it circulated through their suits,
when they were wearing them.
It was precious — and escapable.

The best care for your
heating lyitem ii our regular
service and Phllhe_t,
the first-class home heating oil from Phillips 68,
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^
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4 - Alter Hour, j-.HSl
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Board Names
Sauer Home
Administrator

Appointment of a hospital administrator as administrator
of the new Sauer Memorial
Home was announced today hy
William English, president of
the home.
He is Lloyd E. Candy, 38, administrator of the Comfrey,
Minn., hospital , who was named
at a meeting of the home's
Board of Directors Thursday.
Gandy will take over the post
Jan . 1. The 100-bed congregate
care home, with nursing section, will open to residents in
February.
Gandy has been living in
Sioux City, Iowa, while serving
in the temporary post at Comfrey.
Previously he owned and operated the Janet E. Gandy
School and Rome for Retarded
Children at Morrison, HI, from
March 1961 to April 1964. He
was assistant administrator of
the 135-bed Community General Hospital at Sterling, HI.,
from October 1959 to March
1961. Other employment has
included administrator of Scott
County Hospital, Scott City,
Kan., and Bassett Hospital, Bassett, Neb., and sales positions
with drug and hospital firms.
He Is a 1944 graduate of Ireton High School, is a member
of the American Hospital Association, is a licensed hospital

Uoyd E. Gandy
administrator in Minnesota, and
was a general hospital corpsman in the Navy from September 1944 to June 1946.
He is married, has Tour children and is a member of the
Episcopal church.
Mr. Gandy will open an office in the city until the home
is completed at 1635 W. Service
Dr. He will direct organization of the staff which will number about 35 full- and parttime employes.
Awarding of furniture and
equipment contracts is expected
shortly.
¦

Moravian Service

Young Driver
Jailed After
Hitting Cars

The mose serious of five traffic accidents on Winona streets
Thursday and early today resulted in one of the drivers
going to jai l, police reported.
Leroy R. -Andrews, 20, 255 E.
Sanborn St., pleaded guilty today in municipal court to charges of reckless driving, leaving
the scene of an accident and
intoxication. He began serving
39 days in county jail today
when he was unable to pay
fines totaling $115 imposed by
Judge John D. McGill.
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FROM HERE TO JAIL . . . Leroy R.
Andrews will have 39 days in county jail to
contemplate this scene. He smashed into this
car in front of 607 Olmstead St. early today
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after striking two other cars parked 7%
blocks north earlier.* Andrews was bruised
in the mishaps, and property damage totaled
$1,300. (William A. King photo)

Planners Will Meet
Again on School Site

The City Planning Commis sioners Foster, Donald Gray
sion voted Thursday night t< and Jerry Papenfuss voted in
hold a special meeting Dec favor and Norman Indall and
30 to formulate a recommen Howard Keller voted against.
dation to the City Council oi Keller and Indall said they
a "vocational - technical schoo Were opposed because of the
time element. The matter
site.
should
be determined sooner,
member,
Some commission
said they had not had enougl they said, since the Board of
time to study various site Education hopes for early concharacteristics. After som. firmation of a site. The compreliminary discussion James mission has been directed by
Foster moved to put the mat the council to study various
ter over for a Jan. 6 specia sites and make its own recommeeting. The first regulai mendations.
Foster said an earlier date
meeting of the month for th .
would be agreeable to him so
commission will be Jan. 13.
the motion was amended to
n. IHE VOTING. Commis set the meeting a week earl-

ier.
Papenfuss said he felt the
commission had been put at a
disadvantage by the council.
Aldermen first took a stand ,
voting out the downtown site
proposal, then later handed
the question to the commission for study, he observed.
Recalling objections to the 4block downtown proposed site,
Papenfuss said a similar school
for 3,000 students is being
erected in downtown St. Paid
on a 17-acre site. The proposed downtown location here
has about 10 acres and the
school is expected to enroll
about 600 or more.

Christmas Mail
Increases 9.2%

GRAY echoed the viewpoint,
questioning the "propriety" of
a hasty council veto for one
site followed by a request for
thorough study of alternatives .
Foster suggested more consideration for the Knopp farm ,
across Highway 14 from St.
Mary's College. The entire
tract could be annexed to the
city, thus "broadening the tax
base, he said, since fringe
lands could provide home
sites. Traffic congestion at a
highway entrance might prove
extreme, Indall said. Foster
replied that Interstate 90, to
be finished by 1970, would relieve most of the pressure on
Highway 14 and erase such a
problem.
Cost of the site should not be
the primary consideration,
said Papenfuss, because the
building ' will stand for many
years. Meanwhile, he said, it
should fulfill its own function
but also should be in a location advantageous to the general community.

Through Dec. 23, mail volume at the Winona post office
was up 9.2 percent from the
same time last year, according
to post office department statistics.
The post office had canceled
609,241 pieces through Thursday midnight, compared with
557,603 pieces through Dec. 23,
1964, according to acting Postmaster Lambert Hamerski.
However, since the count begins on the second Saturday before Christmas, this year's tally
encompasses one more day than
was the case in 1964. This is
exclusive of metered mail from
businesses.
Volume has fallen off greatly
in the last few days, according
to a post office official, and is
down from the volume of a year

ago on those days, as well. The
Winona post office handled 22,520 pieces Thursday compared
with 23,322 on Dec. 23, 1964.
Remarkably, the post office
had not one undeliverable package through today at noon. The
zip code addressing system has
helped post office workers a
great deal, when the rest of the
address is garbled, Hamerski
noted.
There are the usual few
Christmas cards addressed to
people who left Winona years
ago, he said: but the number
of these is less than in previous years, too, he said.
¦

Former Bravo Manager
Employed at Whitehall

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
ALTURA, Minn. (Special) —Wilbert Grant, manager of the
A joint New Year's Eve servBravo Foods plant at Winona
ice for the Bethany and Hebron
until last week, has been hired
Moravian congregations will be
as manager of one of the shifts
held Friday at t h e Hebron
at Whitehall Packing Co., acChurch, beginning at 10 p.m.
cording to Mendel Riba, officer
The service will include the tKaRUSHFORD, Minn. - The of the company. Grant began
ditional lovefeast , memorabilia contribution of 50 pints of blood working Monday.
and the watch night service to the Red Cross bloodmobile at
In Winona a Bravo spokeswhich will be at 11:.30 p.m.
Chatfield Lutheran C h u r c b
brought the total to 353 receiv- man said that an announcement
ed in 3>_ days in Fillmore Coun- about a new manager would be
Winona Coin Club
named soon.
ty during Christmas week.
Winona Coin Club will hold Mrs. John Petty was chairits Christmas party Tuesday man at Chatfield . Gil Halvorson
at 7:30 p.m. at the VFW Club, Chatfield, earned a two-gallor
117 Market St. Gifts will be ex- pin. Gallon donors were Vernon
changed. Refreshments will be Finseth , Fountain , and Lyl .
Stevens, Chatfield.
served.
By GLENN HELGELAND
Daily News Staff Writer
Word has blown in from the
north that the space age has
caught up with Santa Claus. After all, the old boy has to maintain an image, doesn't he?
And who, except for several
million kids and a handful of
adults with money left in the account after shopping, really
believes a fat man and eight
Winona Cammunif/ Orchestra
F.a..r.
deer can go whizzing around to
every home the night .before
Christmas?
present returning

50 Pints Blood
Given at Chatfield

THE COMMISSION, moving
to other matters, voted to renew its attempts to secure a
city planning coordinator . Authorized and budgeted a year
ago by the City Council, the
position has not yet been filled.
Chairman James Schain said
a field of recent applicants had
been narrowed to a single
candidate whose recommendation he would propose as soon
as routiae investigation of
qualifications is finished.

AITOREWS WAS driving sooth
on Olmstead Street today shortly after 1 a.m. when he struck
two parked! cars at the west
curb of the street facing south
between Sth and Broadway. The
two cars were pushed up onto
the curbing.
Driving on southward, Andrews rammed a car parked in
froiit of 607 Olmstead St. and
owned by Francis M. Farrell of
that address. Impact shoved the
Farrell car into a tree.
Patrolman Byron Hock and
Joseph F. 3.ronk were called to
the scene of the accident at
1:18 a.m.
'
Damage to the front and left
side of the Andrews car was
estimated at $600, to the front
and rear of the first parked
car, $200, and to the sfront and
rear of the Farrell "cat, $500.
The owner of the first parked
car is Barrel G. Lord, 653 E.
2nd St. The owner of the second parked car is not known,
and no damage estimate had
been made this morning.
A TWO-CAR collision at Olmstead and West King streets
Thursday at 12:57 p.m. caused
$450 damage. Bruce J. Merril,
17, 75 E. Broadway, was driving
north on Olmstead Street ; Bert
L. Laufenberger, 417 W. King
St., was driving west on King
Street when the collision occurred.
Damage was $250 to the front
of the Merril car and $200 to the
left rear of the Laufenberger
car. Patrolman Paul Kapustik
investigated.
ABOUT $100 damage to each
vehicle resulted from a two-car
collision at West Broadway and
Lee Street Thursday at 5:45
p.m.
Mrs. Earl Hewitt, Lewiston,
Minn., was driving east on
Broadway attempting to make
a left turn north onto Lee
Street when the collision occurred with a car driven east by
Ivan W. Larson, Lamoille, who
was attempting to pass Mrs.
Hewitt on the left.
Damage was to the left front
of the Hewitt car and to the
right rear of the Larson car.
Patrolman George M. Liebsch
investigated.
POLICE ARE still investigating a car-truck collision on
East Broadway, 150 feet east of
Laird Street, Thursday at 11:40
p.m.
David F. Fitzgerald, 599 E.
2nd St., was driving his pickup
truck east on Broadway when
he collided with a car parked at
the south curb of Broadway,
facing east, and owned by Mark
Cysewski , 463 E. Broadway.
Damage to the right reap of
the Cysewski car was $40, to
the right front of the truck , $5.
The accident was not investi-

Good Fellows Reached
500 Children This Year

"Thanks and a Merry Christmas, Good Fellows."
"There will be no empty
stockings on Christmas morning
in Winona. "
That is a summary of the
comments of welfare workers
who have been Santa Claus to
the needy children ol the Community today, as the last pair
of shoes was fitted and the
last basket delivered.
, "It has been a successful effort this year," Mrs. Lawrence
Breitbach . city relief administrator, who headed up the program of the Christmas committee of the City Social Agencies said. -All giving was cleared
through her office, eliminating
duplications.
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RIGHT ABOUT now Santa
should be approaching the final
dry-run in preparation for liftoff tonight. Gemini 6 had more
trouble getting off its launch pad
than an arthritic hen would have
getting off a nest of 12 doubleyoked eggs.
And that ought to have shaken
Santa up considerably when you
consider his flight fuel is oats
and hay, not some explosive liquid mixture.
We take you now to remote
microphone at tho .North Pole,
and even remoter correspondent.
"Hello there, space fans.
(Spoken with breathless excitement.) I'm standing next to the
toy shop. Tho sleigh is loaded
with an equal weight if simulated packages lhat will be going up Friday night. (Ukr voice
rises to a squeaky shout.) Santa
Claus just came out the door of
bis shop. He looks In fine shape—
at least 20 pounds and a ho-ho
heavier than before ho went into training.

"ELVES, MAN , elves. (Santa
also talks modern.) You've certainly heard of them!"
"Santa , I'm too cold to pause
for a commercial, so let's continue this exclusive interview
on XYZ network live from the
North Pole, lleh, hell."
"We had one other small
problem. A shoe fell off one of
my deer's feet the other day.
Wo didn 't discover it till later,
but it could have prevented a
successful trip tonight. It didn 't
cost much — only about two
cents."
The interviewer shifts his feet
(to keep them warm) and shifts
to the deer (to chung. the subject ).
"Ho, ho, tho deer. Sweet little
fellows aren 't (hey. Rudolph did
need a bulb change in his shiny
noseconc. Strange thing about
that nose. . ." He stops talking
"SANTA, how do you explain and checks the latest weather
your ability to get reindeer, a condition-..

were made as good as new by
the students of the three local
colleges.
The Good Fellows appeal for
lands made throu gh The Dally
News again recei ved a generous response, with a total exceeding that of 1964. The total
is listed on Page 1. Late contributions will boost it higher.
"We are very happy and
tired ," Mrs. Lightfoot and Mrs.
Lester Harris said, as they
turned the key In the Good Fellows office door." We want to
thank everybody who has
helped , especially the clerks in
the stores and the many contributors to the fund—without, them
we coirld not have done the
job."

You Can Dream About
That White Christmas
Despite the rain and snow of
the past 36 hours, Winona apparently is getting a pretty
good Christmas present from
the weatherman — that is if
you don't like a white Christmas.
Clearing weather is moving
into the vicinity for tonight
and Christmas Day, the new
forecasts indicate, and unless
Christmas travelers are moving northward fairly good driving conditions will prevail.

TEMPERATURES are expected to remain near normal
for the next five days according to the extended forecast for
Southeastern Minnesota and
Western Wisconsin. Daytime
highs are slated to average 2126 and nighttime lows 5 to 10.
Snow early next week is pre-

dicted to average .10 to .20
(melted) of an inch.
After .21 of an inch of rain
Thursday and Thursday night ,
a light morning snow dusted
Winona and vicinity but was
not expected to accumulate on
thfi ground.
Clearing and colder weather
is predicted for the area tonight with the thermometer
dropping to between 10 and 20
above. Northerly winds are
expected to diminish by nightfall. Little change in temperature is seen for Saturday with
an afternoon high of _- -,.«..
Mostly cloudy and a little
warmer is the outlook for Sunday.

night. The rain changed to
snow near morning and about
a quarte r of art inch fell. At
noon the temperatur e was 34.
A year ago today the Winona ,
high was 33 and the low 20
with an inch and s half of snow
on the ground. All-time high for
Dec. 24 was 61 in 1889 a3id the
low for the day -37 in. 1872.
Mean for the past 24 hours was
36. Normal, for the day is 18.
Snow fell over much o»f Minnesota this forenoon but with
the exception of International
Falls where the morning low
was 18, temperatures were in
the 20s and 30s.
It was 21 at Bemid ji and
AFTER RISING to 42 Thurs- Hibbing and 22 at Brainerd .
day afternoon the Winona tem- Rochester posted a low of 32
perature dropped to 32 over- after a Thursd ay high of 42.
Precipitation ,
mostly
rain ,
measured .16 of an inch there.
At La Crosse where moisture
amounted to .25 of an inch,
temperatures ranged from a
morning low of 35 to a Thursday high of 45.
Minot , N.D., had a morning
low of S. It was -2 at Hibbing
and way below zero . -49, at
Fairbanks, Alaska.
provide shrubbery screening
WISCONSIN will have a
along the west property line.
white
Christmas — most of it,
Western Land officials said
at least. The only question is.
they will set out suitable trees will there be too much of the
along both east and west bound- white stuff ?
Christmas Eve travel was
aries next spring, Rogge said,
and will submit plans to the slowed by snow and rain that
commission for review. While was likely to worsen as the
hours passed. Motorists were
the ordinance calls for "mush- advised to be prepared for
room" light fixtures , Rogge changing conditions.
said he is unsure just what is
At 9" a.m., snow was falling
meant by this. Some adjustment from just north of Dubuque to
of lights may be indicated , he West Bend. The Weather Bureau said the snow was likely
said.
to be heavy north of a line
Rogge said Losinski's proper- from Dubuque to Port Washingty does not actually adjoin that ton , with 3 to 7 inches of new
of the center which tends to snow possible in an area about
disqualify the complaint by his 100 miles north of the line.
attorney , William Lindquist, Rain mixed with snow was
forecast south of the line.
about noncompliance w i t h
THE STATE Highway Descreening provisions.
partment said there were slipLARGE illuminated signs are pery stretches and slushy con prohibited for neighborhood ditions on Wisconsin roads
shopping centers , Rogge said , north of the Dubuque to Fond
but are permitted for communi- du Lac line. Roads south of
ty shopping centers by the code. the line were wet but not slipMiracle Mall, having the latter pery.
classification , can legally use Temperatures continued unsuch signs therefore , he said. season ably warm. High temLlndquist's letter had cited peratures Thursday ranged
these signs as nuisances to his from 53 at Beloit, Dubuque and
client.
Burlington to 33 at Park FalL.
Rogge suggested that the and Superior. During the night
commission i n v e s t ! gate the low temperatures ranged from
drainage situation at the cen- 24 at Superior to 40 at Beloitter 's Gilmore Avenue entrance Rockford.
and that inquiries be made relative to shading parking lot THE national extremes were
lights so as not to disturb near- 84 at Presidio, Tex., and 10
below zero at Butte, Mont.
by residents.

Mall Conforming,
Inspector Says
Measures being taken by Miracle Mall developers to provide
decorati-ve screening and eliminate lighting nuisances appear
to conform generally to conditions laid down by the City
Planning Commission, according to the city building inspector, George Rogge.
Jtogge reported to the commission Thursday night at its
meeting. He had been asked to
check for nuisances that allegedly were uncorrected and
which prompted a letter to the
commission recently by Francis
Losinski, 1111 Gilmore Ave.
CONDITIONS under which
the shopping center property
was rezoned to permit its erection a year ago were reviewed
by Rogge. Western Land Co., developer , had agreed to prevent
drainage at the west line from
becoming a nuisance to adjoining properties , to illuminate
grounds only with "mushroom"
fixtures , no floodlights , and to
gated at the scene by police.

MRS. HUBERT 11. Cordes .
579 E. Mark St., was driving
west on East 2nd Street; and
Joseph J. Klonowski, 520 Lincoln St., was driving south on
Walnut Street when they collided Thursday at 6 p.m.
Damage was $200 to the right
rear o>f the Cordes car , and
damage lo the right front of
the Klonowski car was not estimated . Patrolman Liebsch In"FUEL? Yes , we changed to vestigated.
a more powerful mixture — biger load this year. Added 10
pounds of soybean meal and
250 pounds of shelled corn to
each ton of feed . Had to get a
hotter mix , you know. Boy, you
ought to see those deer jump.
<_ot to keep them tied down or
they 'll fly right off into space."
"Santa , won't the spaceways
be crowded , what with all the
rocket debris, satellites , sandwich and candy bar wrappers
from the recent two - week
jaunt?"
"Yes, the Inter-Office Memo
Commission between here nnd
Houston drew up some rules
shortly before the last trips , You
probably don 't know this, but
they also left a couple traffic
Friday, Dec. 24 and Friday, Dec. 31
lights and a confusing directional sign up there, too. That's
Open Uniil 3:00 P.M.
supposed to help mo make the
right exits nt any cloverleafs I
encounter.
"And a few others . . . No
stopping for repairs unless
you 're n hungry reindeer , . .
9:30 AM. to 3:00 P.M.
No package wrappers flapp ing
along behind . . . keep the
5:30 P./W to 8:0)0 P.M.
board tied so it doesn't float into my line of vision . . . No
walking in space."
(REGULAR FRIDAY* EVENING B ANKING HOURS APPLT )
"Why not?"

QJLOL dkndswDiOuIOLU
' L IAA,
sleigh, yourself and a big load
of presents around the world at
such speeds . You don 't look like
you're suffering from weightlessness."
"Ho ho ho. Listen, Mac, if you
can explain this interview and
make your wife believe it , then
I can explain my space travel."
The reporter tries again .
"Santa, have there been any
last minute adjustments on the
equi pment?"
"A few. I had the technicians
put more bolts in the runners ,
After all, wo don't want any
parts falling off right at lift-off
do we?"
"You speak of technicians.
Who are they?"

"We have reached more than
500 children." Mrs. Thomas
Ughtfoot . of the Good Fellows
organization, said. "This is
slightly more than a year ago. "
There are still some preschool age children to be gi ven
clothing after New Year's, "
The Salvation Army and the
National Council of Catholic
Women , up to this afternoon ,
had distributed 115 Christmas
food baskets. Some baskets
have been given out privately
that cleared through the relief
office.
Toys were not missing. The
Tri-College Action Group repaired , painted, and distributed
180 individual toys . Some which
were originally expensive ones

I

PLEASE NOTICE

...

I These Changes in
HOLIDAY BANKING HOURS

• Christmas Eve & New Yea r's Eve

• Monday, Dec. 27 and Jan. 3

"/IKE YOU kidding? Wllh my « ^S&l
weight I don 't need retro-rockets. I'd drop so fast the deer
wouldn 't hnve time to hear one
"ho."
MBR-HISS).
"Everything is OK then?"
"Sure kiddles , come tonight ,
the trip will bo launched perfectly, without a hitch . . . except for hitching my sleigh to
the deer."
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By Jimmie Hatlo

|They 'll Do It Eve ry Time

t
91 dtap p s i Wyo(aAt
VLighL

HAVANA (AP) - The Castro
regime it threatening Cubans
who want to go to the United
States with hardship in the
months they wait to leave.
Orders have gone out in the
past week to many governmentcontrolled offices, businesses
and public utilities to fire all
employes who plan to join relatives in the United States.
Hundreds have been fired in the
last few days, according to Informed sources,
Cuban officials have made no
comment.

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK - For I960, along comes Monte Proser , the
sage of B'way and Hollywood and Bucks County, Pa., launching
"the Quit Corp." or "the Out Group" . . . to be made up of
people who want to quit worshiping all the "In" crowd.
"I'd rather be Out if they 're In/* says Monte , who discovered
Mary Martin, Eddie Plsher and dozens of other stars.
"I want to quit Marcello Mastrolanni , with his phony <hopKrs," aays Monte. "I don't beve he's the world's greatest lop U. S. movie doll is expected
lover.
for
"I want to quit Dali and Pi- to shuck off her husband,
casso, the fakers, and my kids' another chap, a Hollywood exec
type, during '66. It might li.'.ve
kind of music, and the narrow happened
before but could have
jeans they wear . . . and dishurt
her
image
. - . Bob Weitcotheques and European mov- mann of MGM confided
at "Voioi,
ies . . . and I'd like to say further there's not a star in a that "Dr. .Zhivago" has been
,
B'Way cafe today who could sliced to 3 hoursg 17 minutes . .
versatjl.
Julie
Newmar'
the
have headlined at the old Leon
one. While at Roseland, she re& Eddie ., or the Club 18."
vealed she'd been taken Into
Proser has launched the "Quit Actors Studio as a member !
Corps" with his friend Horace
Greeley NcNab at New Hope, TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
Pa. Anybody ii eligible who Woody Allen discussed a girl
who usually wore clothes with
Bays, "I've had it."
"Another thing I'd like to feathers: "Kissing her was like
quit ," Proser remembered, "is eating chicken."
the exchange ef Christmas pre- WISH I'D SAID THAT : "If
sents. A guy gives me something the world's getting smaller," a
I don't want and I give him woman asked, "how come it
something he's already got. . ." takes my husband longer to get
My goodness. This man is borne each night?"
dangerous!
Comic Godfrey Cambridge
Eddie Fisher's Book , "Laugh- (who ends his Basin St. E. act
ing On The Outside ," told to in Ku Klux Klan robes) notes
Shana Alexander, promises to teenage boys wear skin-tight
tell off you know Whew ? Eddie., pants: "That's why their hair ia
agents say he's going to tell Ab- so long — they got to keep their
solutely All about the women in cigarets somewhere." That's
his life . . . Secret Stuff: The earl , brother.
^- HMMMmM- IIMMniJKIMM- R- flllAM^
a
a

The American Embassy in
Havana, which the Swiss mn, is
being bombarded with questions
from would-be refugees u >
result of the pre-Christmas
crackdown. Swiss officials tell
them they have no control over
the situation and cannot hasten
the Cubans' departure for the
United States.
Prime Minister Fidel Castro's
regime apparently has decided
not to support in any way those
persons who expect to leave the
country via the refugee airlift
between Varadero, Cuba, and
Miami, Fla.

Voice of the Outdoors

Cuban aources say this apfiears to be the first official
argfr_cale move to get these
people off government payrolls.
Previously there had been only
scattered dismissals of such
employes since Castro announced his open-door policy
Sept. 28.
Many of these people may
have to wait many months,
some possibly yeans, to leave.
With other jobs difficult or impossible to find, they are faced
with a critical situation in providing food, shelter and clothing
for their families until they
leave.
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MUSIC BAR 1

8 W« will ba closed Christmas Eve.
» Day at 6 p.m.

Open Christmas

— MUSIC STARTS _ P.M. —
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KENNY CAUL BAND
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Merry Cbristmai
Peace abides in this winter
I
All Yw Music*..* Ar- V. _lc_m.
$ outdoor scene, just a few ripples on the creek , no tracks In
-Wttfi-i-Va-eMM-IIK^
the fresh fallen snow and the
Sa ^am ^mm ^am«^v '-trees casting beautifying sha^
f m^mm^Mmwmmmammm—smammmmah^j aaay
dow across Its whiteness. Perhaps an unseen bird or a squirrel peeping out of its nest wondered what the photographer
was doing there, It's a Merrltt
Kelley, Dally News photographer, scenic.

D
I

In spite of all this, it is
wejl to remember the birds
and squirrels on Christmas.
The old Norwegian Idea of
putting out a bag of oats
for the birds is not a bad

|

jM

from Vic & Marion Gibbons
at Tha MIDWAY TAVERN

Murder Trial
Set for Farmer
LITTLE PALLS, Minn. (_ . —
The first degree murder trial
of Anton E. Olson, 52 , rural Sobleski farmer accused of the
shotgun slaying- of Morrison
County Sheriff John Stack and
Deputy Andrew Herlitz, was ordered Thursday to be held In St.
Paul.
District Judge Charles W.
Kennedy, who ordered the move,
said -Ramsey County District
Court officials will set the trial
date.
The two men were shot at
Olson's farm.
Kennedy previously ordered a
change of venue, saying there
was a possibility Olson could not
receive an Impartial trial in
Morrison County.

It, we think, conveys quite
well our Christmas message: "May your day be
one ot restf ulness and
peace, with a full measure
of the joys of the season
and the blessings of the
day. '! '

|We

miss the snow, <leep skiif Wa fee.or. Live Music every Saturday
*f|| ing snow, and skating ice for
«nd Sunday for your listening and
t: f the youngsters, but our friends
dancing pleasure.
\ M outdoors are enjoying the mild,
almost snowless winter so far.
iM Natural food is available, there
• N»w Y IM 'I Hv» - Wei.#m (.amblers
J|| is a minimum amount of dis• Sat., Jan. 1 — Th. Mdlo-Tonai
comfort, no deep snowdrifts. It
. I|
| has been a pretty nice winter
• Sun., Jan. J — Th. City Slick* - .
-OTICEI Wa will bt open Chriitmas Day .ft Jl up to Christmas for -wild life.
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§» Midway Tavern
Fountain City, Wii.
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Boy Strang les While
Playing With Rope

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 2., IMS
VOLUME 110, NO. 2.
PublUhtd dally -xc.pt Siturdiy and HoiMiyi by (- -publican ind Hir-tld Publishing Company, 401 Franklin it., Winona,
Minn.
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JERRY MURAD'S

Harmonicats

By malt itrlctly tt> advance , paper .topped on expiration data.
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Winona,
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and
Trempealeau counties and armtd forces
persormal In tht conllntnlal United statei,
or overaeas with APO ar FPO addresses:
I year
.. ,. lll.oo 1 months .. . -3 50
« months
M.SO 1 month
l\ .
I monih
.months
Send
ered
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Box

All other s.bicrlptlonn
tl .«o 3 months . ,. 14.15
Jl OO 1 year
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change ol address, notice ., undelivcopies, subscription orders and other
Items to WlncrM Dally Newt, PO
70, Winona, Winn.. 3- 9...

Second cl.ii postaga paid at Winona,
Minn.

COON RAPIDS, Minn. (AP)James Charles Schwartz, 14, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Schwartz, Coon Rapids, strangled while playing with a rope
as he watched television in the
basement of his home Wednesday, authorities reported.
¦
WRITES FOR MAGAZINE
GILMANTON, Wis. (Special)
- "She Kept Santa 's Schedule,"
an article by John Anderson,
former correspondent for the Winona Daily News, will appear in
the Saturday issue of Hoard's
Dairyman . Anderson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Anderson, Gilrnanton, is attending
Eau Claire SUU University
and is assistant state editor
on the Eau Claire Leader.
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FREE DELIVERY
in the city limits on all

Mako Your R __ .r vat. om
Now For This
Attraction

orders of $6.00 and up on
New Year 's Eve from 8 p.m. to 3 a.nri.
AtSO

ONE NIGHT ONLY — DEC. 26

MARV DENNIS IV
ft.

FREE COFFEE ON NEW YEAR'S
EVE FROM 8 P.M. TILL 3 A.M.

PLEASE CALL IN 4p\
30 Minutes in Advanct
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CHICKEN VILLA ^BS'

DIRECTLY BEHIND HOLIDAY LANES, LA CROSSE

Castro Orders Jury Indicts
Petitions
Persons Going La Crosse Airman Tax LevyNormal
Above
To U.S. Fired
a

The Quiet Corps
Promising for '66

|

Force Base by air police who
said
he had fired three fhets
f
wfclle driving on the base.

155J Service Drlva
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*M
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one. We know that our two
squirrels wil be on the porch
looking for their walnuts Saturday morning.'

NOTICE

TH 3.p.m.
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NOTE: WINONA CLOSED TON IT E, CHRISTMAS IVE, RE OPENS SAT. AT 1:15 P.M.

MATINEES AT 1:15
350.5O(?-75<

EVENINGS 7:15-9:15
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No Yule Greetings
From Governor
ST. PAUL (AP) - If you sent
Gov. Karl F. I-ol vaaj. a Christmas card this year, you probably won't get one back.
When his card list topped 1.000
names a few years ago, Rolvaag tore up th« list and decided to donate the costs of
cards and postage to charity
each Christmas.
Nevertheless, the governor
still receives thousands of cards
—in addition to the usual 1,500
pieces of mall he ordinarily receive, each day.
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Will Be Closed
Christmas Day &

Last week's daughter was reported at 1,115,000 head compared with 1,200,000 ths previous
week and with 1,410,000 in the
same week last year.
Production of beef last week
dropped slightly from 1964 totals
in the same week. But because
of the sharp decline In pork, total production of red meats was
down 7 per cent from a year
ago and 9 per cent below the
previous week this year.
Market reports indicate that
there is a strong demand for
sows desired by farmers for
breeding stock , with the price of
sows rising,
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THE
LABOR
TEMPLE

W A S H I N G T O N - ! . -An
agriculture department market
report indicated here that supplies of pork products will dwindle in the weeks immediately
ahead resulting in higher prices.
The report said the slaughter
of hogs under federal inspection
last week dropped 21 per cent
from last year's figures. For
many months, pork production
has been running below 1964
levels, but last week 's drop was
even sharper.
This decline reflects the fact
that fewer hogs were raised and
fattened this year because of
low prices to producers. But the
reduction ln supplies has lifted
price levels.

NOTE : STATI THIATRI WILL BE CLOSED TONITI.
CHRIITMAS IVI, AND Ri-OPiNS SAT. WITH
CONTINUOUS SHOWS FROM 1:00 P.M.

Those with bank savings are
no better off. Recent government regulations provide that
all money withdrawn from private bank accounts since Sept.
28 has to be returned to the
state before the owner can leave
the country.

Merry Christmas to all.
Lefty

Pork Price
Rise Seen

SAN ANTONIO, T«X. (AP) A Bexar County grand Jury returned a murder indictment ST. PAUL (AP . - A total of
Wednesday againsta -f»year<o)d 169 petitions, generally claiming
La Crosse, Wis., airman in the that property tax assessments
fatal shooting of an officer ar* too high, have bean filed
this year, compared with the anOct. 24.
nual average of 25 or 30. the
Airman Thomas J . Beranek is city treasurer's office said bare.
charged with the slaying of Air Many of th. petitions reflect
Force Capt. Ray E. Moore, 33, a Duluth court decision two
an aide to the commandinggen- years ago—and a similar decieral of the security service at sion in Minneapolis Monday—
Kelly Air Force Base her*.
that commercial property may
Beranek was arrested in not be assessed at a higher rate
Moore's car at (.acklaod Air than residences.
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AN ALL-HEART STORY
ABOUT A BOY AND HIS
DOC. .. . IM COLOR !

'
SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS PAST . . . Christmas for the American
soldier away irom home in time of war has seldom been as silent as
was Christmas night, 1776, when Continental soldiers, oars muffled,
rowed across the ke-choked Delaware River to attack the Hessian
outpost at Trenton, N.J. (AP Photofax)

Greetings for
Men Overseas

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
Dear Headers: The Pacific Stars and Stripes, a semiofficial daily newspaper, under authority of the Department
of Defense, has a readership of some 200,000 servicemen in
the Far East, including Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Okinawa,
the Philippines, Guam apA Viet Nam. James
H. Shaw, their assistant feature editor,
asked me to write a special Christmas letter to the "guys" who read my column in
their paper. I did. And I want to share
it with all my readers, since I know I reflect your sentiments as well as my own.
Here it Is:
Dear Guys:
How does one say "Season's Greetings"
to men in action where seasons are scarcely
noted and the surroundings are nothing like
ABBY
home. The Yuletide in your American homeland won t be quite the same without you. And I know that
millions of Americans would like tp send you personal greetings with gratitude were it possible.
I have no official right to speak for anyone else to convey
a holiday message of love and kisses, and of a deeply-felt
prayer for your success and safety. But I can feel the pulse
of your country, boys, and I say it is steady and strong and
in rhythm with your efforts. So, strange as it may sound,
in a place where merriness is a memory and happiness a
stranger, Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to the
American armed and special forces across the seas! We love
you and want you back when the job you are doing for all of
us is done. God bless you, kids.
Sincerely yours,
Abby
DEAR ABBY: Does a dog belong to the family who buys
him or to the family it prefers to live with? There is a
dachshund down the street that is a real little charmer. The
people who own him try to keep him at home, but he cries
and chews his rope and constantly tries to get free. And the
moment be is loose he heads for the home of a neighbor
just as fast as his stubby little legs will carry him. There he
is welcome with open arms by a houseful of kids who love
him. The parents have offered to buy the dog, but the owners
refuse to sell. Outside help is needed.
DOG LOVER
DEAR DOG LOVER: It's a dog-goned shame to imprison the hide of a creature whose heart Is elsewhere.
But the animal belongs to the people who own it, no
matter who "loves" it more, or whom the dog prefers.
But keep trying.
DEAR ABBY: I am eleven years old and in the sixth
grade. Every semester the kids in our room elect a king and
queen. Last Monday we took a vote and a king and queen
were chosen. On Wednesday the king told us that his father
was being transferred -out of town and they were moving,
do we had better pick another king to take his place. Well,
we took a vote and I was picked. On Friday the old king
came to school with the news that his father's boss said they
didn't have to move out of town, so he could be king again.
Now the class is having trouble trying to decide who should
be king, him or me. "What do you think?
"KING CHARLES"
DEAR KING CHARLES: I think you should remain
king. And this should be a lesson to all kings and queens.
Don't turn in your crowns until you're certain your father
is being transferred out of town.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "DICK IN DIXIE": A "pro" is one
who can do a first-class job whether he feels like it or not.
Problems? Write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
ey s conduct was "acrimonious
and disruptive." And her teaching methods harmful.
District Judge John F. Cabill,
who heard earlier action, is to
receive the petition Dec. 29.
The Supreme Court ruled
twice that the school board bad
failed to submit evidence to support its dismissal charges,
¦

AUSTIN, Minn. (AP) - The
Austin School Board, rejected
twice by the Minnesota Supreme Court in its attempt to
fire teacher Edith Morey, has
returned to District Court with Bevan to Take Post
the request for a third time.
In a petition filed with the At John Hopkins
Mower County clerk of courts,
the board restates its original MANHATTAN, Kan., (AP) charges of 1962 that Miss Mor- Dr. William Sevan, vice president of Kansas State University,
has resigned to accept a similar
position at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Md. Sevan, 43, formerly was on the
faculties of Heidelberg College
at Tiffin, Ohio, and Emory University at Atlanta, Ga.
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CHRISTMAS IN VIET NAM . . . Troopers of the 101st Airborne
Division rest in a clearing carved out of the steamy Vietnamese
jungle by U.S. artillery and bombs. Like their forefathers who spent
Christmas, 1944, at Bastogne , Belgium, they will spend their Christmas day on a war front, away from home. (AP Photofax)

GIs in Viet Nam Foxholes
Recall Other Christm ases

DEAR ABBY:

Austin School
Board Tries
Firinq 3rd Time

CHRISTMAS IN KOREA . . . GIs introduced young Korean refugees to a Santa Claus clad in combat green. (AP Photofax)

i

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) — "Sleep in heavenly
peace, slee-eep in heavenly
peace. "
Tonight under the timeless
stars, in hundreds of sandbag
chapels under the rubber trees,
in lonely special forces camps
deep in Viet Cong country, In
countless jungle
clearings
around the makeshift -altars en
the hood of a jeep, the sweet silver of high pitched 'Vietnamese
voices will unite with sturdy,
rough American baritones in the
beauty of "Silent Night."
But for the American fighting
man away from home in time of
war, Christinas has seldom
been a silent night or a holy
night.

much loved by his parents, lies
dying of a fever. In less than
two months, he will be deal in
the Green Boom, and Mrs. Lincoln will never enter it again.
The snow falling outside all
but blots out the tents of the
Army of the Potomac, which
has yet to take on the enemy
after the disaster at Bull Run.
Its commander, George B. McClellan, sticks to his tent, stricken with typhoid fever.

the long line of ships inching out
into the Sea of Japan, nose to
taH like a long line of elephants,
from the smoldering port city of
Hungnam. The railroad tracks
are twisted and the cars scattered, like the toys of a tired
child at Christmas, and a black
column of smoke rises from
what had been the gas works.
"Merry Christmas, " the pilot
messages the final American
destroyer going in for the parting shots against the abandoned
Seventy miles west, in the city.
Shenandoah Valley, Gen. Thomas Jonathan Jackson is writing And half a world away. President Harry S. Truman acknowla letter to his wife at a small edges the "finest Christmas
table in an upstairs bedroom of present I ever received."
a farmhouse in Winchester, Va . The U.S. 7th Fleet, now deThe general, whose 1st Virgin- ployed off Viet Nam in the South
China Sea, had pulled off one of
ia Brigade stood like a stone the great rescue missions in the
wall at Manassas, tells her that, history of war, evacuating 105,despite the early Southern victo- 000 United Nations troops and
ries and despite what others are 91,000 Korean refugees from the
jaws of the advancing Red
saying, the war will be a long Chinese.
one and his heart goes oat to This was the famous Christmas that Gen. Douglas MacArher at Christmas.
Before the Christmas of 1863 tfaur had hoped the Americans
comes around, Stonewall Jackson will be In another tiny bed...
room, at Chandler House, Guinea Station, uttering his last
words:
"Let (is cross over the river
and rest under the shade of the
trees."

For the soldier in his foxhole
peering across a darkened perimeter and listening for the rattle of sniper fire, "peace on
earth" is a pleasant fantasy
printed on a pretty postcard
from home.,
At . p.m. last Christmas Eve,
as last-minute shoppers hurried
along Saigon's gaily decorated
streets, a thunderous explosion
shattered windows within a fiveblock radius. Two hundred
pounds of plastic, planted in a
Jeep by Viet Cong terrorists,
rocked the seven-story Brink
officers' quarters, an American Christmas Day, 1917.
billet for majors and colonels
located within a block of the Pour battalions of the 1st Inmain shopping section. Two per- fantry Division, predecessors of
sons were killed and 107 the same Big Red 1 now in Viet
wounded, 65 of them Americans. Nam, are a thin line along the
frozen Marne-Rhtne Canal beThe tame silent start that tween Luneville and Nancy.
looked down on the streets of
Late in the day, after a
Bethlehem looked down on Christmas dinner of bully beef
streets littered with dozens of and stale bread, two companies
American servicemen and doz- tramp down the snowy road to
ens more Vietnamese women rig up a Christmas tree in the
and children, maimed and little town of Gondrecourt and
bleeding amid a rubble of shatdistribute candy to sad-eyed
tered glass and twisted tinsel.
home
The peace of Christmas had French orphans. Coining
German
in
the
gathering
dusk,
vanished in a bursting bomb.
Thus was it ever for the artillery hisses out of a dun-colfighting man at C7hristmast.de. ored sky and the American
Down through the years in Doughboy contributes casualties
America's wars, the same silent to the war to end all wars. The
stars have echoed to the mourn- mayor of Gondrecourt sends his
ful whine of artillery in a snow- regrets and the heartfelt thanks
hea-vy sky, the tramp of march- of the nuns at the orphanage.
ing feet along lonely roads, the
dying notes of a distant bugle Christmas Day, 1944.
echoing across scenes of similar
For the first time in a week,
havoc.
the skies clear over the small
village of BasChristmas night, 1776. snow-blanketed
togne, Belgium, and the Luftsome
lethal
drops
Soft in the bitter cold night, waffe
oars muffled, lamps out, the Christmas presents on the beboats move out from McKonk- sieged paratroopers of the 101st
ey's Ferry into the ice-choked Airborne Division. Forefathers
Delaware River. A snow-laden of the same "Screaming Eanorthwest wind, howling down gles" now in the jungles of Viet
front Bowman's Hill, molds the Nam, the 10,000 "Battered Basgreat tunic around the shoulders tards of Bastogne" have held
of Gen. George Washington, still out against three German divilooking for his first major victo- sions, numbering 45 ,000 troops
ry after taking over the bat- and equipped with mighty Tiger
tanks. Their stubborn defense is
tered Continental Army.
"The game is almost up," he frustrating Field Marshal Karl
had written his half-brother, Gerd von Rundstedt's brilliant
Lawrence, a few days before, plan to hurl 30 divisions through
This, the surprise attack on the the Ardennes Forest ln a lastHessian garrison at Trenton, ditch effort to cross the Meuse
River and turn north in a surN.J., is to be his final thrust.
By 3 a.m., the last boat has prise strike at Antwerp. Already
made it to the New Jersey side the American lines have been
of the river. By 8 n.m., Lt. severed, one division in deJames Monroe, later to become stroyed, two are in full flight ,
the fifth president of the new but Bastogne refuses to surrenUnited States, Is taking the lead der.
company of a Virginia RCK I"Nuts ." Brig. Gen. Anthony
ment down King Street. Victory McAullffe. has said to the Gorwithout a shot being fired.
man offer of surrender three
days before , and now out of a
Christmas Day, 1861. clear Chri_ tma_i sky enemy
Abraham Lincoln , drawn and planes are pouring down the
gaunt, paces the uncarpeted payment for his Impertinence.
corridor outside the Green But's already Gen. George PatRoom, where a congressional ton tanks are clankln.fi to the
rescue along the icy roads. Soon
committee on the conduct of the the Battle of the Bulge will go
war is meeting to decide wheth- down in history as a memorial
er his wife , the tormented Mary to American doggedneas, a
Todd Lincoln, is a security risk. memorial built on the frozen
A Kentuckian, she haa a bodies ef .,600 GIs lying in the
brother and three half-brothers Ardennes snow.
in gray. A favorite sister is
married to a Confederate bri- Christmas Day, 1950.
gadier general. Upstairs in a
tiny bedroom, Willie Lincoln, 10, A Navy recon. plane from the
the grave, scholarly child too carrier Princeton looks down on

in Korea might be home for.
They had reached the northern border of North Korea on
Nov. 21, and the war seemed
over. But on the day after
Thanksgiving, with blaring
bugles,
clanging
cymbals,
shrieking whistles, 200,000 Red
Chinese "volunteers" came
pouring in at night with convoy
lights on despite the constant
air war. The Chinese onslaught
quickly recaptured the North
Korean capital of Pyongyang.

Falling back from the Koto Rl
Plateau, the 1st Marine Division
fought out of a trap in the
Chosin Reservoir in weather as
bleak as any since Valley
Forge.
Frozen Chosin, a sheet of blue
ice crimsoned with the blood of
7,500 Americans.
But thanks to fierce Marine
fighting on the long retreat
down the bitter road and the
effective blocking by the 1st Cavalry Division, the Chinese were
unable to move in for the kill.
And so the worldturns over in
its time, and the stars look
down on another war and another Christmas.

Still for
Teenagers
Detected

iors were buying large quantities of sugar and yeast in stores,
through the county.
The 17-year-old was described
as a good science and chemistry student. Se appeared in
County Court Wednesday and
was released to his parents
with
hearing continued/The
SLINGER, Wis. Mt — A com- other the
boy, 18, was arraigned
bination of a whistling tea ket- and ordered to appear in court
tle, and advanced chemistry j Monday with an attorney.
set, orange flavor and mash can
produce moonshine but it also
has resulted in a legal hangover for two Slinger youths.
Washington County sheriff's
officers disclosed Wednesday
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
that two teenage moonshiners
have been making orange fla- International Joint Commission
vored moonshine in a still since reports that the governments of
the United States and Canada
September.
have approved its recommendaThe homemade still was un- tions for combatting pollution ef
covered Tuesday in a raid in Rainy River and the Lake of
the basement of a 17-year-old the Woods, both on the Minnesoboy's home.
ta-Canadian border.
An estimated two gallons per
The commission found that the
week of the 70 proof concoction waters of Rainy River are bewere being sold to teenagers in ing polluted on each side of the
Washington County for $1.62 a international boundary but that
quart, said Ellsworth Jones, the water quality of the Lake of
head of the state beverage tax the Woods appears to be satisdivision.
The mash was a combination factory.
Rainy River downstream irom
of sugar and yeast, slightly
the
Fort Frances • International
watered down, and flavored
with concentrated orange juice. Falls area was found to be polluted to such an extent that t$_
Washington County authori- river is a potential menace to
ties said they began an investi- health, unfit forbathing anddisgation after receiving a tip that < courages development of waterthe two Slinger highschool sen- front property.

Canada, U.S. Seek
Pollution Answer

Education
is for the
bints
(The birds who want to get ahead)

Anybody who thinks going to school is kid stuff
. . . has got to be kidding. Never before has a
good education been BO essential in getting good
jobs and earning good money as it is right now.
And yet, many people tlill think a good education is a luxury they can afford to do without.
The fact i s . . . to get a good job today, you need
a good education.
A good education qualifiesyou for a betterjob
to start with. A better salary, too. And a future

thmt keeps paying-oft"year after year.
s_ , get a good education. You can't get ahead
without one. If you 're in school now . . . stay
there! Learn all you can for as long as you can.
If you 're out of school, find out how to get vahiable training outside the classroom. Just visit
the Youth Counsellor at your State Employment Service. Remember , a good education isn t
a l uxury today. It's an absolute necessity,

To get a good job,get a goodeducation

^

(g)

tu-lU-Wu * pu-bUa _NV !O» In tooiMcAlioa *>(*> Xfc. .U.VKMBC Councfl.

Peace Still Alive
In Hearts of Men

WORLD TODAY
I I

Two thousand years of war. Two thousand yeari of politics. Two thousand years
of false leadership, of oppression, of selfseeking dictators, of the leading of the
blind by the blind.
Two thousand years of denial of the
doctrine of peace and love that the baby
in the manger came to symbolize, to teach,
to preach, to exemplify.

• ¦. .
•.
*
THE DEAD AND wounded of World
War II surpassed in number and in suffering all the dead and wounded of any war
that ever was fought upon the face of this
sorry globe.
If you count the victims of starvation ,
of bombings of innocent civilians, of disease caused by war conditions, of Insanity
and mental ailments, the casualties of the
Viet Nam war could equal the casualties
of some maj or wars. Indeed, it is .ot Improbable that, to some degree every inhabitant of the earth may be a war casualty
before this undeclared war is ended.
¦ ¦
•
•
•
SO THE ANGELS sing of p*«c on
*
earth, and there is no peace.

Birth Control
Role Discussed

THIS W__S AFTER returning from a Western speechmaking trip in which he denounced
antiwar demonstrators as irresponsible, indecent and unpatriotic. In between speeches this
year he has been mixed up in the Peace Corps,
voting rights, school drop-outs, antipoverty,
talked with mayors, dashed to Paris with Gemini astronauts, presided at a carnival.
If it seems strange all this activity has not
stuck in the mind, and it hasn't, It's because
Humphrey is carrying out the role assigned
him by Johnson, a busy one but secondary.
THIS IS EXACTLY the position Johnson was
In when he was vice president under President John F*. Kennedy. As presidents, Kennedy
and Johnson seemed to have had an identical
view of vice presidents:
They should be seen, but not in critical situations; heard, but in a minor key ; and they
should always be on deck to run errands, patch
up various kinds of bruises, and play handyman
on a moment's notice.
Now after Christmas Johnson is sending
Humphrey tc Japan, Korea, Formosa, and the
Philippines on a goodwill mission, which makes
him the highest U.S. official to visit tha Far
East since Kennedy aent Johnson there in 1961.

The Son of God came to this troubled
planet, because God so loved small portions of his domain that He was willing.to
do anything to rescue it from its blind and
Ignorant passion for killin g, cheating, lying, and betraying.
He failed, you are apt to say on this
Christmas Day.
¦
'
.
•
NOT-SO.

• •

AND BEFORE EITHER of them, back in
his first year in office in 1953, President Dwight
D. Eisenhower sent his vice president, Richard
M. .Nixon, on the grand tour of Asia.
Through it all Humphrey has been his
bouncy, cheerful self, He'd better be if he hopes
Johnson will back him for the presidency in
1972. This is assuming Johnson runs and is reelected in 1968, which is likely, to say the least.
But before Humphrey can hope for Johnson's backing in 1972, he has to please Johnson enough between now and 1968 to get Johnson's backing to run for the vice presidency
again. He's sure trying.

There is peace on earth in the hearts
and souls of men and women of good will.
Their sens may be out killing the sons ' of
other men and women, under different
flags, banners or loyalties. But in their
hearts and in the hearts of those ions who
are reaching for each other's throats, there
may be peace.
The present business of men of good will
Is the killing of other men — each presuming, of course, that bis opponent Is a man
of ill will, no matter on which side he
fights. And, if he has no such presumption, the fighting man of any army or
navy knows that he must carry on anyway, killing as many of the other boys aa
possible, because that is the game. Those
are the rules.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Tears Ago . . . 1955

• • *

Cinderella Shoppe is the new name selected for the former Avenue Shop on Mankato
Avenue.
Special entertainment, including audienceparticipation stunts, again is planned for the
annual March of Dimes dinner and evening of
fun sponsored by the Soroptimist Club of Winona.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940

William F. Brandt Jr., son of Mr, and Mrs.
William F. Brandt, former Winona residents,
will have a part in the construction of the U.S.
naval air base at the Midway Islands.
Appointment of District Judge Karl Finkelnburg to the important state committee on improvement in judicial procedure was announced
by Jacob M . Lashly, president of the American

Try and Sto p Me

Bar Association.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

More than the usual number of hogs of light
weight have been marketed in Winona this season so far. The explanation is said to lie in
the fact that grain prices are high and that
farmers think they can make more money by
selling grain direct instead of feeding it to hogs.
The pouring of the foundation walls of the
new building for the International Harvester Co.
has been completed .

By BENNETT CERF

¦
And lie that tat upon the throne fia.d, "11 rli .ld . I maker all things new-—Revel*Uoo - 1:5.

WASHINGTON CALLING

'MERRY CHRISTMAS'

-

AND NO-V HE I K a Sir Echo of all Johnson wants and stands for. His liberalism hasn't
diminished but as he says: "I did not become
vice president with President Johnson to cause
him trouble. "
It's an impressive sight to go through a
newspaper library folder on Humphrey and look
at the pile of stories which show how he has
been hopping around.
J ust in the early part of this month alone
on one day he spoke in Washington on better
cities and on the same day in New Hampshire
talked on disarmament; on another day he talked Ln New York about closing the science gap
between nations and on the same day In Massachusetts about propaganda.

Doesn't look so good for the new doctrine of peace on earth, the doctrine of
good will to take the place of ill will and
hatred, does it?

When Pat (- 'Flaherty, having had several beakers of beer too many, swallowed
a live rabbit by mistake , Mrs . O'Flaherty
lost no time ln filling the bath tub with
very hot water , throwing Mr. 0. therein ,
and declaring, "Jm going to scrub your
miserable hide until you cough up that poor
liltl * rabbit. "
The song that she sang while performing this operation was, of course , "I'm
( .ornna Wash That Hare Right Out of My
Man. "
*
*
*
During the N.V. World's Fair, some of
the folks who worked at the very successful Dupont exhibit grew tired of hearing
that there wasn 't a single mention of Johnson 's Wax in Ihe all-conquering movie that
made the Johnson Pavilion the biggest surprise hit of the whole layout. "So what? "
Hiii...bled the Dupont folk. "What's BO
mc.-t abou t that? At Dtipont , we don 't
.li e. il ion Johnson 's Wax ei ther!"

i.

.

By JAMES MARLOW
Ai.ocla.ed Press News Analyst
WASHINGTON un — Hubert H. Humpbrev is
the busiest vice president in history — unl__s
Lyndon B. Johnson was—but in a very unaenaational way. which ia the way President Johnson wants It.
This is a switch from those days 16 years
ago when Humphrey first arrived in the Senate , a noisy-, controversial liberal who talked
too much and antagonized the old-timers.
He's still a liberal but over the years he
learned how to do business in the Capitol, got
along with the old-timers, worked smoothly with
Johnson when Johnson was Senate majority
leader.

It's nearly two thousand years now
since that multitude of the heavenly host
stood around about the poor sheep herders
on the hills of the little frontier colony of
the Roman Empire and sang the song that
has lifted the hearts of men from then until now.

An absent-minded businessman, touring America in leisurely manner in his
convertible, was thumbing through his address book one evening to make sure he
had sent cards to all his friends. Suddenly
he came across one name that baffled him.
He knew it was somebody important ln his
life , but just couldn 't place him. Finally,
when he couldn 't sleep because of his
puzzlement , he decided to call the man on
long: distance. "I hate to bother you at this
time of night , " he began cautiously, "but
1 vaguely recall there 's something I' m supposed to do for you. "
"You already have ," the voice at the
other end assured him cheerfully. "I' m
your wife 's first husband. "

i

Johnson Keeps
Humphrey Busy

SAME OLD STORY: Hare it ii, Christmas again, and no peace on earth. The angels sang of peace on this day of the coming of the Prince of Peace to earth, but
men tiave made a mockery of that song.

HATRED IS THE prha . pessasiion ef
civilians. The fighting men seldom hate.
The old idea, which governments tried to
put over in the last War to End Wars, that
hale could win, has been disavowed by the
fighting men. We are going to kill them
because we are going to kill them, and
they are going to kill us for the same reason. Let's see who does the better job of
it . That's the idea. But in the hearts of
men and women, the peace that passeth
understanding is as much alive today as
it has ever been.

-

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1 890
A large congregation was in attendance at
the Christmas services at St. Paul's Church.
Interest centered in the vested choir which
made its initial appearance at the service . The
service was Full Choral , the first ever heard
in Winona.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
The church building and lot recently occupied and owned by the Presbyterian Society
has been purchased by the Unitarian Church
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Buildup in Vief Nam
On 20-30-Year Basis

By JACK ANDERSON
WASHINGTON-The public has no realization of how
big the build-up is in Viet
Nam. Not only has Gen.
Westmoreland asked for a
total of 400,000 troops —
as many as we used in Korea, and without a declaration of war — but huge
permanent installations are
being built in South Viet
Nam aimed at an occupation of 15 or 20 years.
This is because there is
no responsible general in the
Pentagon who will predict
the war will be over within five years, and some of
the position papers estimate
that jungle fighting will continue for 20 to 30 years.
How far ahead the military is planning is indicated by the fact that the United States is now building a
giant naval base at Sattahip, south of Bangkok in the
Gulf of Thailand, able to accommodate the entire Seventh Fleet. The installation
is equivalent to the giant
British naval base at Singapore.
The naval base in Thailand is to be used in case
we are completely pushed
out of Viet Nam.
IN VIET NAM , the Navy
is also building a giant , permanent base in Camranh
Bay, which also will accommodate the entire Seventh
Fleet. The docks, repair
facilities and oil tanks are
built for .a 20 to 30 years occupation.
All over South Viet Nam
the Army is building huge
jet runways which would
make the Chamber of Commerce in the average American city envious. They are
10,000-foot runways , and
built for keeps.
Hospitals, barracks and
warehouses are being built
all over the country, again
on a permanent basis. If
and when the war is over,
South Viet Nam will have
enough housing to handle its
p o p u 1 a t i on indefinitely;
enough hospitals to supply
one room to almost every
ill citizen.
New port facilities are
being built in Saigon, together with ammunition dumps
and oil tanks.
THE WORK is being done
by the Army engineers,
which in some parts of
South Viet Nam are more
numerous thnn combat
THE WIZARD OF ID

troops; also by two Navy
Seabee battalions.
The effect on the South
Viet Nam economy is catastrophic . The United States
has been experiencing inflation here at home. But in
this tiny primitive country,
largely agricultural, the
dumping of millions of
American dollars almost
overnight has brought prosperity to the cities but poverty to the rural areas. Unfortunately it's the Vietnamese peasants which the
United States needs to win
over. They have been the
chief supporters of the Viet
Cong, and the more inflated
the economy, the more they
support the VC. What they
buy in the cities has risen
sky-high, while that they
sell to the cities remains
stationary in price.
Thus, the defense of South
Viet Nam tends to be selfdefeating. The more money
we pour in, the more the
backbone of the population
turns against us. Even in
the cities, resentment now
is against Americans, because American GIs crowd
the bars and restaurants,
monopoUze traffic, are able

to team up with the prettiest
women.
THE UNITED States has
been pouring about $1 million a day of foreign aid into South Viet Nam in order
to combat this inflation.
The results are dubious.
What all this means to the
average citizens here at
home is difficult to realize.
Obviously it will mean an
increase in the national
debt and eventually higher
taxes.
More important, it will
mean that for the next five
years young Americans will
have to contemplate going
to war instead of to college
or training for a profession.
The high school dropout
problem will automatically
be solved.
What this will do to American political opinion, specifically what it will do to
the Democratic party at the
next election, is already
being studied by Republican
and Democratic strategists.
It was the subject of discussion backstage during the
meeting of the Republican
coordinating committee in
Washington last week.

Jhsz Si/tltL

"Herbert , the announcer wants us to join him in
singing 'White Christmas '!"

Answers
To Your
Questions

By Parker and Hart
. -

GORDON H OLTS
Strndoi/ Editor
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THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

By MARQUIS CEHLDS
WASHINGTON — The debate over the part government should play— or not play — in spreading birth-control,
information has been heated up by the newest proposal for
'
.
a far-reaching program.
t
The call for a "substantial expansion" of support by the
Federal government, making available $100,000,000 a year to
countries seeking help in controlling the population explosion,
came from a White House
advisory panel. One of many
assistant secretary to suprecommendations made at
ply information "on rethe Conference on Internaquest" to any country. In
tional Cooperation, it was in
the Department of Health,
the opinion of a number of
Education and Welfar. an
the conferees fundamental
office with an assistant secto hopes for stability and
retary on population proborderly development in vast
lems would be created to
areas where hew mouths to
furnish information to the
feed are multiplying far
states "on request." The
faster than food to sustain
measure would also auththem.
orize the President to call
The proposal by the panel
a White House conference
will give an added push to
on population planning.
what promises to be one
As Gruening has said,
of the most disputed pieces
what he proposes is no
of legislation before the next
more than to implement
session of Congress. That is
what President Johnson
Sen. Ernest Gruening's bill
has said. On four separto make birth-control inate occasions in the past
formation available at home
year — his State of the
by
request"
and abroad "on
Union message; the Unistates and foreign governted Nations anniversary
ments. The key words are
speech; when John Gard"on request," with the Senner was sworn in as Secator from Alaska and the
retary of Health, Educabill's co-sponsors stressing
tion and Welfare ; and in a
that the aim is to give those
message to the Belgrade
who desire it a free choice
Population Conference—the
in how to plan the size of
President spoke of the need
their families.
to make information availOne of the co-sponsors
able to try to contain the
is Sen. Philip Hart (D.,
population explosion.
Mich.) , a Roman Catholic.
A great deal turns on
Asked about his stand on
Pope Paul's commission
the bill, Hart said that faoh the birth control issue.
favored the spread of birth
There have been reports,
control information on the
including the Pope's interbroadest possible scale.
population in his U.N.
"HOW that information
speech, of a more conseris to be used," he added,
vative attitude based on
"or whether it will be used,
past church teaching.. But
must be a matter of moral
the position of the church,
judgment for each individwhich sanctions only the
ual. The ' fact that Janey
rhythm method of birth
(Mrs. Hart) and I have
control, is unchanged. And
eight children p e r h a p s
if the forthcoming report
gives you some informastands on past teachings the
tion of how we personally
likelihood of any action by
feel about the subject. But
Congress will be, to say the
I don't think that I can —
least, remote.
¦
or should — impose my
moral judgments on othTo Your Good Health
ers . . . "
Senator H a r t believes
that public policy and private morality can coexist,
which is why he is sponsoring the measure. In the
course of 15 hearings Gruening's Government Operations subcommittee on foreign aid has heard 36 witnesses. The record now beDear Dr. M o l n e r :
ing edited and printed in
Please discuss "Fifth
three volumes will be th*
disease." It seems to be
most comprehensive offica new disease named by
ial record ever put toa doctor in Omaha. How
gether on the pros and
cons of birth control. The
did he arrive at such a
hearings will be resumed
name? — MRS. E.D.
late next month after ConI don't believe it is a
gress comes back.
"new disease," but rather
One of the most impresone which only recently has
sive witnesses was Alberto
been recognized as a separIieras Camargo, former
ate entity.
president of Colombia, curIt is one of a group of
rently chairman of Vision,
diseases with symptoms in
Latin - Ameirca's largest
common: A rash and fevnews magazine, and recoger. My understanding is
nized as an outstanding
that its name came about
statesman. Speaking of the
from the fact that four such
wild growtb of Latin-Amerdiseases a l r e a d y were
ican cities as the populaknown :
tions zoom upward, Lleras
1 — Scarlet fever. ( And
Camargo told the commitscarlatina, which Is a mildtee:
er form.)
"WHAT has caused- the
2 — Regular measles (rucrisis is the speed at which
beola).
Latin-America's population
3 — German measles, alhas been growing. If the
so known as rubella, or
population increase were
"three-day measles," a
not proceeding at such an
mild disease except that it
inordinate rate the probcauses frequent and often
lem would be manageable.
very serious defects in the
But . . . it is beyond managbaby if the mother gets the
eable proportions and cerdisease in the first, second
tainly beyond the capacor third month of pregnanity of Latin Americans to
cy.
cope with it. Latin America
4 — R o s e o l a infantum,
is breeding misery, revoluwhich can be more severe
perhaps
famine
lution,
than measles, with temand many other potentially
peratures up to 102 to 105.
disastrous problems in pro5 . — This is the new one:
portions that exceed our
"Fifth disease." It is known
imagination even in the
also as "Hungarian measage of thermonuclear war.
les." The symptoms are
The only way to solve these
much the same: Rash and
problems is through populafever. The one difference
tion control . . .*'
is that "Fifth disease" apThis is the conclusion
pears to have a tendency
most observers traveling
to recur, whereas the othin Latin America have
ers don't. One attack of the
reached. In some Latinothers confers immunity.
American countries the net
It is suspected that "Fifth
rate of increase exceeds
disease" is the explanation
that of India or Egypt.
of why some people think
Most oi the American aid
they have had measles or
missions ln the republics
German measles several
to the south have advisers
times. Actually, they probaon population control but
bly had "Fifth disease."
their function is extremely
Or so we suspect,
limited.
THE GHUENING bill
has a simple objective. It
would set up an office for
population problems in the
State Department with an
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At Community
Memorial Hospital
Vbltlna hourti Mtdlcil and ,urgi_,|
pltlMti: i to 4 ind 7 to I.M p.m. (No
child-tn undtr 12.)
,
Mtttrnlty pttlmtt: t to 1:30 and . ta
a.-N p.m. (Adulti only.)

THURSDAY
ADMISSIONS

Mrs. Elsie Kahler, Preston
Nursing Home.
Mrs. Hulda Karsten , Lewiston, Minn.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. William McNally, Winona Rt. 3.
Theresa Stolpa, 451 E. King
St.
Rebecca Czaplewski, 6L3 E.
Wabasha St
Mrs. Rose Kluzik, 451 Harriet
St.
Robert Banicki, 1023 E. Broadway.
Joseph Banicki, 1023 E. Broadway.
Henry J o z w i c k, Stockton Minn.
Edmund Frasch, Trempealeau, Wis.
Mrs. Jean Hagen, 451 Harriet St.
Mrs. Charles Hatter and baby,
826 E. Sth St.
Mrs. Anthony Bambenek and
baby, 355 63rd Ave., Goodview.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Torgeson, 863 E. 4th St., a daughter.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
LAKE CITY, Minn. ( Special)
— At Lake City Municipal Hospital:
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Wohlers, a son Dec. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lichtblau,
a son last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Kohrs,
a son Sunday.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
James Luther Olness, 1559 W.
King St., 6.
Kimberly Ann Landro, Menomonie, Wis., 2.
ON CHRISTMAS DAY
Michael Dean Sholes, Winona
IU. 3, 5.

Municipal Court
WINONA
William L. Knopick, 18, 519
Carfmona St., pleaded guilty today to a charge of speeding 42
m.p.h. in a 30 zone on East
Sarnia Street irom Walfiut to
Franklin streets Thursday at
11:22 p.m. He paid a $25 fine
as the alternative to eight days
in jail.
Forfeitures:
Raymond T. Becker, 24, 607
W. King St., $25 on a charge
of speeding SO m.p.h. in a 30
zone on West 5th Street from
Lee to Orrin streets Thursday
at 9:18 p.m.
Gene F. Glomski, 20, Cochrane, Wis., $10 on a charge of
going through a stop sign at
West 3rd and Washington streets
Thursday at 9:11 p.m.
BUFFALO COUNTY
A1MA, Wis. (Special) - Before Buffalo County Judge Gary
B. Schlosstein Monday :
Glenn Bork, 52, Fountain City,
pleaded guilty to issuing $23.83
in checks on the Waumandee
State Bank, where he had no account One was to Earl Carter
for $5 March 13 and three to
Erwin Bessie, $10 March 14 and
$8 and $5.83 the same month.
Restitution has been made. On
motion of District Attorney Roger Hartman, the case was dismissed. The $50 bail, furnished
by John Hillig, Independence
Rt. 1, Bork's employer, was returned.
Brach D. Seitz, Durand Rt. 3,
transferred from juvenile to
adult court, pleaded guilty to
driving too fast for conditions
Dec. 17 in Alma. An accident
was involved. His license was
suspended for 60 days and he
was charged $3 costs, His father, Grant Seitz, was in court
with him.
HUbert Gilford, Cochrane,
?leaded guilty to trapping in
own of Belvidere without a
resident license. He was fined
$15.
FORFEITURES:
Douglas A, Postbumus, Minneapolis, operating a vehicle
with no driver's license, Fountain City, $38.
Richard L. Barnholt., Winona,
speeding, Fountain City, Dec, 3,
$22.
Ethan Kochenderfer. Fountain
City, driving a nonreglsteredvehicle, Fountain City, Nov. 23,
$1_.
Robert Cecil Haskett, Winona,
speeding, Fountain City, Nov.
26, $40. His right to drive in
Wisconsin was suspended for 15
days.
Lawrence L. Justin, Fountain
City, illegal muffler, Fountain
City, Nov. 23, $13.
William Richter, W i n o n a ,
hunting deer with a nonresident
license, Town of Buffalo , Nov.
21, $70.
Gordon L. Meistad, Gilrnanton, driving too fast for conditions, Gilrnanton, Oct, 8, $3_.
Kenneth E, Justin, Fountain
City, speeding, Town of Belvidere, Oct . 31, $185.60, license
suspended for 15 days. Justin
also forfeited $40 for speeding
in Cochrane Oct. 31.
Roger Holland, Fountain City
Rt. 1, failure to stop for an official stop sign, Fountain City,
Nov. 12, $13.
Alvin W. Mueller;, Alma Rt.
1 , inattentive driving, Town of
Nelson, Nov. 22, $38,
Patricia A. Relet, Nelaon,
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w mona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

Felix S. Pronovost

Mr* Susan E. Marnach

Area Electrica l
Contractors Elect
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
—The Southeastern Electrical
Contractors A-Ssodaticn held its
15th annual meeting and banquet Tuesday night at Golfview
restaurant, Rushford. Contractors from six counties attended.
Edwin Kiese, Lewiston, was
elected president for next year;
La Veran Kline, Winona, vice
president, and V. ilford Rot-man,
St. -Charles, secretary-treasurer.

Felix S. Pronovost, 81, 274 ELBA, Minn. — Mrs. Susan
Vine St., died today at 1:45 a.m. E. Marnach, 83, died Friday
at Community Memorial Hospi- morning at St. Elizabeth's sental after an illnes of several ior citizens rest home, where
she had lived two years.
months.
Mr. Pronovost was born May The former Susan Majerus,
7, 1884, in Canada, to Mr. and she was born Feb. 28, 1882, in
Mrs. Hubert Pronovost. The Whitewater Township, Winona
family moved to this country County, and was married to
when Mr. Pronovost was 4, and Matt Marnach Jan. 9, 1905, at
he had lived in Winona since Minneiska. The couple lived in
1925. He married Regina Jam- Whitewater Valley in an old
me June 23, 1908, in Minneapo- stone house until 190., when
they bought a farm nearer Elba.
lis.
Mr., Pronovost was proprietor The stone house has since been
of an upholstery shop. He was made a historical landmark of
a member of St. John's Church, the area.
its Holy Name Society and a Mr. Marnach died in 1958.
member of the Eagles.
Survivors are: Two sons, ErnSurvivors: His wife; one est and Nicholas, Elba, and one
daughter, Delphine, at home; brother, Mike, Elba. One eon
one sister, Mrs. R. C. (Yvonne) and two daughters have died.
Buckley, Miami, and several Funeral services will be Mon- UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
nieces and nepbews. Six broth- day at 10 a.m. at St. Aloysius (AP ) — American television
ers and five sisters have died.
Catholic Church, the Rev. Fran- viewers are flooding the U.N.
Funeral services will be Sun- cis Glynn officiating. Burial with inquiries about U.N.C.L.E.
day at 6:30 p.m. at Watkowski will be in the church cemetery. They think it's the espionage
Funeral Home and at 7 p.m. at Friends may call at Johnson- arm of the United Nations, and
St. John's Church, the Rt. Rev. Schriver Funeral Home, Plain- they . want to enlist.
Msgr. James Habiger officiat- view, after 2 p.m. Sunday and In recent months, the U.N.'s
ing. Burial will be in St. Mary's until service time Monday. Ros- General Services Division has
Cemetery. Friends may call at ary will be said at 7 and 8:30 been deluged with letters and
telephone calls from fans of the
the funeral home Sunday after p.m. Sunday.
popular NBC program "The
2 p.m.
Pallbearers are Earl Larson, Man From U.N.C.L.E."
Ambrose Simon, Mike Lee, ElWinona Funerals
mer Hill, JohnCasey and George "It's the U.N. ln the title that
gets them," said Maurice Liu,
Schleck.
John J. Oevering
director of the division. "And
Funeral services for John J.
Claudia J. Thompson
when they hear that bit of hoOevering, 503 E. Mark St., were
IA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spe- kum that the show would not
held this afternoon at the church cial) — Claudia Jean Thompson, have been possible without the
of the Nazarene, the Rev. Phil 14, La Crescent Rt. 1, died help of U.l -.C.L.E., they are
Williams officiating. Burial was Thursday about 4 a.m. at her sure we are tied up with it."
in Bush Cemetery, Ridgeway, parents' home following a brief Napoleon Solo and Illya KuriMinn. Pallbearers were James illness.
akin work for the U.N. Comand Albert Stanek, John F. and She was born Oct. 23, 1951, mand for Law and EnforceWallace Oevering, David Van- in Winona to Mr. and Mrs. Earl ment, but the U.NT. stands for
derzee and John Thesing.
Thompson. She was a freshman United Network, not United Naat La Crescent High School. tions.
Benjamin Safranek
Funeral services for Ben- Survivors are her parents and "Most of the applications
come from teen-agers," said
jamin Safranek, 558 E . Sanborn two sisters, at home.
St., were held this morning at Funeral services will be Sun- Liu, "but there are some adults,
St. John's Church the Rt. Rev. day at 2 p.m. at La Crescent too, and they are the hardest to
Msgr. James Hafciger officiat- Methodist Church, the Rev. Paul convince that we are not runing. Burial was in Woodlawn Brown officiating. Burial will be ning a spy ring.
in the Onalaska, Wis., Ceme- "One guy was so intent on
Cemetery.
becoming a secret agent that we
Pallbearers -were Frank Jere- tery.
czek, Louis Klagge , William Friends may call at Hill Fu- finally suggested that he get in
Weaver, Chauncey Safranek, neral Rome, Houston, Saturday touch with Interpol," the InterErvin Dulek and Thomas Rol- from 7 to 9 p.m. and Sunday national Police organization. "I
biecki.
don't know what they told him,"
at the church after 1 p.m.
The queries comes in from all
Two-State Funerals over the country.

Many Want
To Enlist
In U.N.CLE.

WEATHER

One youthful applicant from
Silver City, N.C, asked if he
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) could join the spy ranks
— Funeral services for Law- he was 21. He wasted tobefore
know
rence W. Martens will be Satthe location of the
urday at 2 p.m. at St. John's branch nearest his U.N.C.L.E.
hometown.
Lutheran Church, the Rev. "We get
phone
also,"
Ralph A. Goede officiating.Bur- said Miss Alice V.calls
R. Smith,
ial will be tn St. John's Ceme- chief
of the public inquiries unit,
tery.
"Most - of them sound like
Friends may call at Anderson youngsters, but occasionally a
Funeral Chapel today and 'to- voice comes through that is unnight, Saturday until 1 p.m. and mistakably adult."
then at the church.
Liu and Miss Smith, working
Pallbearers are Byron Amund- on the assumption that the apson, Walter Siewert, Marlin plicants are sincere, send a
Martens, Raymond Reincke, courteous reply expressing reClarence Siewert and Freder- gret that the United Nations is
rick Giese.
not acquainted with the activi¦
ties of U.N.C.L.E. They usually
add a discreet suggestion that
the inquirer pursue the matter
with NBC. .
Several days ago the General
Services Division got a ChristWHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) mas card from a female admir—Coming events have been an- er in St. Louis, Mo. It was adnounced for the Bu-falo-Deco- dressed to the staff of
rah District calendar.
U.N.C.L.E. and ended, "With
Cub leaders will hold a pow love to Illya and Napoleon."
wow at La Crosse State Univer- The U.N. staff has not decided
sity Jan. 15.
whether to send holiday greetThe district Klondike derby ings in return.
will be held at Arcadia Jan. 30
from 2 to 5 p.m., providing BEACH 4-H CLUB
there is snow. There will be a ETTRICK, Wis. Special) —
sled race plus ice and snow res- Beach 4-H Club will hold a
cue, winter first aid and fire Christmas party at 8 p.m.
building demonstrations. Ro- Wednesday at the B e a c h
.. man Feltes, Arcadia, heads the school. A short program will
be given.
Klondike committee.

EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA - Temperatures Saturday through Wednesday will average near normal
southeast, 4-8 degrees below
normal west and north, with a
gradual turn to colder; normal
highs are 16-20 north. 21-26
south, normal lows 5 below to
4 above north, 5-10 south, snow
early in week will average .10.20 inch melted.
WISCONSIN — Temperatures
are expected to average near
the normal high of 20-30 and
normal lows of 2-15 Saturday
through next Wednesday. Only
minor day to day changes in
temperatures indicated. Precipitation will total one-quarter to
one-half inch water equivalent
in snow about Saturday or Sunday and again about Monday or
Tuesday.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
High Low Pr.
Albuquerque, cloudy 45 30 .01
Atlanta, cloudy
58 29
Bismarck, enow .... 30 14 T
Boise, cloudy
31 22
Boston, cloudy
45 37 .01
Chicago, rain
56 46 .16
Cincinnati, cloudy .. 50 47
Cleveland, cloudy .. 51 48
Denver, cloudy
27 8 .14
Des Moines, rain ... 59 35 .88
Detroit, rain . . . . . . . 54 28 T
Fairbanks, cloudy . -44 -49
Helena, cloudy

Honolulu, cloudy ...
Indianapolis, cloudy
Jacksonville , cloudy
Kansas City, rain .. .
Los Angeles, clear ..
Louisville, cloudy ..
Memphis, cloudy ...
Miami, cloudy
New York, cloudy ..
Okla. City, cloudy ..
Omaha, enow
Philadelphia, cloudy
Phoenix, clear
Pittsburgh, cloudy ..
Ptlnd, Me., cloudy , .
Rapid City, cloudy .

28

80
57
70
64
61
60
62
72
53
64
51
52
52
51
42
28

8

69
50
52 ..
40 .92
43
52
55
69 ..
46
39 2.16
31 .15
36
35 .01
44
32
17

Lawrence W. Martens

Buffalo-Decor ah
Scout Events Set

Man Wanted in
Double Slaying
CaughtinTexas

HOUSTON, Tex. (AP) — Allen
W. Haugsted, 34, wanted for the
Willmar, Winn,, slayings of his
wife and mother - in - law and
named one of the FBI's 10 most
wanted men, was arrested
Thursday in his Houston apartment.
Haugsted said he believed he
had been tinder surveillance for
several weeks, and expected the
arrest, but the FBI declined to
discuss what led to his capture.
Haugsted was held in $50,000
bond on a federal warrant Issued March 8 in Minneapolis,
charging him with unlawful Interstate flight to avoid prosecution for the Feb. 19 slayings.
The fatal shootings of Haugsted's wife, Evelyn, 29, and her
mother, Mrs. Olaf Dalen , 55, at
the Dalen farm came only a day
after Mrs. Haugsted started divorce proceedings.
Haugsted's seven - year - old
daughter Patricia and brotherin-law, Ingolf Dalen, 36, were
wounded in the shootings.
Haugsted said he had been
living in Houston since April 1
under the name of David Larsen.
Haugsted said he worked for
several months as a reinforcement rod cutter and bender at
a steel company here and has
worked as a baker for the last
three or four months.

AUTOGRAPHING PARTY . . . Walter
Schubert, Utica, Minn., left, holds up his
copy of "Pioneers Forever" after having
it autographed by the author, Marvin Simon,

seated right. Mrs. Simon stands at counter
in the center checking off the names as
purchasers picked up their copies. (Daily
News photo)

Lewiston Author Garage f" ' *
Autographs Book Variance for

A Winona County author, Marvin J. Simon, Lewiston, autographed his book, "Pioneers
Forever," at a Christmas
party at the county Historical
Society museum in the Lumbermen's building Thursday night.
The 240-page hard-cover book
is based on a pioneer history of
William Rupprecht, first settler
in the valley near Lewiston that
was named for him.

Rochester, and contains pictures of the area, maps and
drawings. The first copies of the
book reached Simon Thursday
just in time for the autographing party.
Persons who ordered the book
but did not attend the party will
receive them by mail.
Simon, introduced Jjy Dr. L.
I. Younger, president of the Winona County Historical Society,
which sponsored the book, described how he came to write it.

Big Addition

A variance was granted
Thursday night by the Board of
Zoning Appeals to Jack N. and
Donald Walz, allowing rearward
extension of their commercial
garage at 225 W. 3rd St.
The Walz firm proposes to
Re was arrested by four FBI
build an addition 60 feet long
agents at his Houston apart- FT IS MUCH more than a family history; it is a story of any TEN CHILDREN from Dakota and 40 feet wide at the hack
ment.
Although Haugsted's picture one of the pioneer valleys School, junior members of the of its present building. The rear
has been in Houston newspapers throughout the country whose society, entertained with Christ- wall of the one-story annex
recently, the FBI refused to soils were eroded by the ele- mas carols in front of the Christ- would be about five feet from
say whether he had been turned ments and by cultivation prac- mas tree which younger mem- the property line.
tices. It is exciting in that it de- bers of the school decorated
in by a citizen.
Frank V. Hitt, special agent scribes the most rapid change Sunday. Mrs. Harry Foust fur- According to the zoning code,
in charge here, said only that of farm implements in the his- nished their organ accompani- such a structure cannot be less
Haugsted was arrested "after tory of the U.S. or any part of ment. The children were Connie than 50 feet from a residential
investigation."
the world.
Schroeder, Kathy Howerton, Re- zone line. The mid-block propHaugsted was neatly dressed "Pioneers Forever" is a sci- becca and Cindy Foust, Susan erty line also is the zone line
in a yellow sport shirt and gray entific and philosophical book as Stremcha, J o y c e Erdman, here, separating the business
slacks whenlhe was taken be- well as historical.
Becky Gile, LuAnn Brown, Ann district from a residential disfore U.S. viojbmissioner Billy The author, a farmer near Morse and Shelley Solom.
Lewiston, has a master's de- Santa Claus arrived in a vel trict.
Costa for arraignment.
Objection to the variance was
gree in agronomy. The book vet suit for distribution of gifts
raised by C. Stanley McMahon,
After the. hearing, Haugsted was printed by Whiting Press, Lunch was served.
attorney for Chester Wlczek,
shook hands with two FBI
owner ef an apartment properagents, Elliott Baker and Richard Brock.
ty abutting the rear of the ga"It was nice to meet you," he
rage tract. Value of the propertold Baker, "I'm sorry it was
ty would be injured, McMahon
under these conditions."
held, because of noise and othHe appeared confused when
er nuisances which might occur.
asked if he knew the condition
The board, subsequently rulof his daughter who Was wounding for the variance, held that
ed in the February shooting.
the addition, being windowless,
"My daughter," Haugsted The Winona County Welfare the last month the department would permit fewer noises to
said, "My daughter was wound- Board has adopted a new set admitted four new cases to Uni- emanate than under present
ed?"
of pay standards for food, clothconditions. The board noted
He turned to the FBI agents ing, shelter and personal needs versity Hospitals, closed four that a few operations now perwith a puzzled expression, but for families on welfare, in line OAA cases and denied three ap- formed in the open yard would
neither answered him.
with new federal rulings. The plications, accepted two new be carried on inside of the pronew
become effective ADC cases, denied two and posed addition.
Haugsted said be has three Jan. standards
1.
closed two.
children: David, 9, Patty, 8,
William Werner, county wel- The department also accepted
and Debbie, 7.
Haugsted told reporters be fare director, explained at the six new aid to disabled cases,
has made many friends in Hous- board meeting Thursday that denied one, accepted 10 new
ton — "all of them are very these standards are used as medical assistance cases and
nice people and some are guides to determine the amount denied four. They also had two
wealthy" — but expressed con- of the public assistance grant. new OAA property settlement
cern that their names might be The new standards also reflect appraisals, completed two new
included in news stories about the results of current cost stud- mental deficiency hearings and
ies of the program.
bis arrest.
accepted custody of two chilDURAND, Wis. (Special) —
He said he had no plans when THIS WAS the first change dren for court action.
Two Durand juveniles, 16 and
he came to Houston. "I just in pay standards since 1959.
17, are being held in the juheaded south," he said, "I New payment standards are
venile quarters of Eau Claire
didn't have anything in mind at lumped into one sum, which is
County jail pending hearing in
all."
Pepin County juvenile court
a change from the old system
Haugsted said he had told of itemizing, Werner said.
Monday afternoon on charges of
most of his acquaintances in For example, a family with
eight recent burglaries in DuHouston he was from Iowa, since one adult and two children in
rand.
he had lived there several the infant-to-11-year class, stanThe youths confessed the burgyears and could speak of the dard pay is $130, plus shelter
laries to Sheriff Roger Britton
state convincingly.
Wednesday and also telephonallowance of $46. -Any income,
He was placed on the FBI's such as social security,
ing bomb alarms to the Eau
vetermost wanted list June 24.
Claire
police department. They
ans pension, or court order for
Dalton D. Laudon, 17, Dover,
Haugsted told Costa he served child support, is deducted from
reporting bombs in the
admitted
a sentence at St. Cloud Reform- the total of $176, and the bal- Minn., escaped injury when he State and Hollywood theaters
atory, in Minnesota on a grand ance is granted as welfare pay. missed a corner on CSA 18 and at the J. C. Penney Co.
Thursday night, but his car was store In Eau Claire and then
larceny conviction, and had had
A
family
with
one
adult
and
a total loss, Sheriff George L. going to the scene to watch the
juvenile
convictions.
two
three children in the same age Fort reported.
police search for the nonexistclassification as above, receives Laudon was driving on CSA ent bombs.
standard pay of $160, plus $50 IS, about a mile south of Utica , They confessed to taking $140
shelter allowance, for a total Thursday at 10:30 p.m. when he in cash and $260 In checks from
of $210. Any Income for this missed the corner, and bis 1965 the office of Dr. Joe Springer
family is deducted from this sedan plowed into a field- at Durand; medical books from
total.
breaking in half , according to
of Dr. R. J. Bryant ;
If a family is paying rent the sheriff. Laudon and bis four the office
in cash and a door control
$19
above the shelter allowance , the passengers were not injured.
head at United Building Center ;
family head must pay the dif6-pack
of beer from Brown &
Elroy
Investigating
deputies
ferenre.
Distributing Co. ; a
Balk
and
John
Schneider
meaLehman
Some adjustments increased,
PLAINVIEW, Minn . (Special) others dropped, depending on sured 103 feet of skid marks small amount of change, .22
— George Gessner, 43, formerly the classification of the family leading up to the corner, 25 feet caliber shells and flashlights at
Durand Co-operative;
of Plainview , died Thursday at and relative estimated expens- where the car sailed through the t h e
Minneapolis from injuries re- es, Werner said. Most increased, air after leaving the road and stamps from the D. G. station,
ceived in an auto accident Tues- because of an approximate 8 94 feet of marks leading into the and supplies from the public
school.
day.
percent Increase ln food allow- field.
He was graduated from Plain- ances. Decreases occurred In
view High School in 1940 and some instances where age clasfrom tlie University of Minneso- sifications of the children
ta. He had lived in Minneapolis changed.
since discharged from the armTill - COUNTY welfare deed services.
Survivors are: Two daughters, partment handled 716 adult famDawn , in, and Patricia , 15; ily cases and 249 child family
one son, George Jr., 14; his cases during the past month. Of
mother , Mrs. Mary Gessner, this total , 374 cases involved
Plainview , and one brother, Ar- dependency of some sort.
thur, Cloquct. An aunt, Mrs. Werner also said all welfare
Fred Kruger, lives in Plain- departments hove to change
view. His father , Henry, has their methods of administering
died. He was divorced from his medical assistance, because of
• Our city circulation department will accept telenew rulings resulting from the
wife.
phone colli from 7:30 a.m. to 9:0O a.m. Sunday
Funeral services will bo Mon- 1965 Social Security amendment.
day at 9 a.m. at the Church of Winona County is presently
for thai delivery of mining paper* In Winona and
fhe Incarnation, Minneapolis. working on nn identification
card
syst
em.
Burial will be in Fort Snelling
Goodview.
The welfare department board
Cemetery.
also accepted 24 new OA-A cases.
These cases were transfers
DKAD YOUNG
The Telephone Number
from the old MAA system, beCANBERRA Australia lfl
caiiHe after Dec. 31 MAA be— Of 203 automobile drivers
to Call Is
comes part of another medical
killed on Australian roads program and will no longer proin tho three months ended vide funds for maintenance and
. '.opt. 30, 116 were aged 17- personal needs. OAA supplies
29, according to a governthese funds under the new rulment nnnlysis, Most fatal
ing.
accidents o c c u r r e d on
WI.ItNI.R SAID that during
straight roads,

New Welfare Pay
Standards OKed

JuvenilesAdmit
Durand Thefts

No One Injured
But Car Total
Loss at Utica

Mayor Asked to Make
Conference Public One Former Resident

The City Planning Commission was asked Thursday night
to recommend to Mayor R. K.
Ellings that a forthcoming invitational conference on urban
renewal be revamped and held
Seattle, snow
at City Hall.
37 32
Washington , cloudy . 50 41
Speaking just before the close
Winnipeg, cloudy . . . 24 -2 .. of the commission's regular session , Martin A. Beatty , one of
several spectators, questioned
La ke City Project
propriety of the mayor's action.
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
A MEETING of some 25 in— The basement for the new dividuals, called by Mayor ElCongregational Church is com- lings for next Wednesday at
pleted, the floor being poured Linahan's Inn, will take up questhis week . The large concrete tions of urban renewal and
slabs forming the roof of the condemnation, Beatty said. Albasement and floor of the dermen have been invited, he
church proper were placed by continued, but the meeting is
cranes on top the cement walls not open to the general public.
Wednesday. Ed Barber , Lake The commission should advise
City, drew plans for the build- the mayor against holding "priing, Floyd Larson, Rochester, vate and secret" meetings, said
is contractor, and the Rev. Al- Beatty. There is nothing wrong
fred J. Ward is chairman of with 25 citizens meeting to disthe building committee.
cuss city business, he said, but
lt is "Illegal" for the mayor
failure to yield right of way , and council to participate . If
Town of Nelson, Dec. 2, $28.
city officials are included, any
Ray A. Bork, Fountain Clly such session should be in City
Rt. 2, speeding, Fountain City, Hall, Beatty said .
Beatty asked whether any
Dec. 3, $26.
John W. Grover, Alma, driv- commission members would ating without a valid driver's li- tend. None answered. James
cense, Town of Milton, Dec. 14, Foster said that aldermen were
Invited as observers only. Beat$47.
Walden .Moore, Alma Rt. 2, ty replied that "no matter how
driving too fast for conditions, you slice It" such a gathering is
Relck's Park entrance, Sept. 4, a "secret meeting. " If the public cannot attend, he said,
$38.
Michael James Maloney, Wi- there would be no way to disnona, U turn in the middle of cover whether aldermen participated or not.
the block, Alma, Dec. 8, $18.

THE MATTER is between the
mayor and others involved, said
James S c h a i n , commission
chairman , and it is "not our
place to advise him on this."
Such a meeting would undercut the status of the commission and other bodies involved
in renewal , Beatty maintained,
aa well as undermining public
confidence in them.
Turning to another area ,
Beatty asked which commission
members had met informally at
a luncheon with Board of Education members to discuss
school sites.
Schain said he did not believe
an answer was required. Commissioner James Foster asked
some rhetorical questions:
"Do we have to answer for
every minute of the day, from
morning to night, in order to be
on this commission? Aren't we
able to talk to anyone without
making a public report? How
are we supposed to get anything
done If we are going to be harassed ttiis way?"

AT THIS point, CommlRsloner
Jerry Papenfuss turned in his
chair and leveled a blazing personal attack en Beatty . He
charged Beatty with being solely interested in "downgrading
the city " and individuals who
work on projects they consider
to be for its betterment. With a
liberal use of earthy terms he
advised Beatty to adopt a "constructive" attitude. Beatty did
not reply and Schain quickly adjourned the aeselon,
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SALVATION ARMY

CENTRAL METHODIST

ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL

14. Patricia Jones

Dr. E. Clayton Barges.

The Rev. George Good-eld

(H» V.. Jr. «t.)

(Watt Broadway and Main)

The Rev. Will-amHlebert,
Assistant Pastor

•:4J e.n..—Sunday school.
10:41 ..m.-V-orthlp.
<:U f>.m.- -tree1 service
.
7:15 p_n.—Evangelistic MTVlct.
Tuesday. 4 p.m.—Handicraft met* «l
th_ rl_y Horn*..
.:- . p.m.—ladles Horn* League,
. s43 p.m.—Counseling eervlce reals-ration for firing band.
Thursday, 7:10 p.m.—String bind pre.
Met.
S p.m_,—MMwee* prayer.

¦

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OP LATTER DAY SAINTS
(MORMON )

____________¦i^^p^a^pMMJMMMBB^^k

^__H-___Bu__________________________________________________________

(1455 Par* Lam )

Robert Ntssatke. Branch
Prf.l_.nt

___________________________________________________________________________________________

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

It a.m.—Sunday tohool.
M:X> p.m.— - Tlatth-Od matting.
II:IS a.m.—Sacrament matting.
Tu .-day, 7 p.m.—Relief aocltty.
Wednesday, ':3fl p.m.—MIA.
Saturday, 10 a.m.—Primary.

_____________________________________________________________

_ ^__________________________________ l^__________________________________________ i
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(American Baptist Convention)
(Wait Broadway and Wilson)

The Rev. RasseD M. Dacken

{Wait Unborn and Main)

t:W a.m.—Sunday school.
II a.m Sunday service. Sublect,
"Christian Science."
Wednesday, I p.m.—Taatlmony meeting.
Reading room open Tuesdays, Ttwrsdayi and Saturday! from 1:30 to 4:30
p.m.

¦

Luthera n Services

t a.m.—Holy Communion.
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.-Cholr.

Today, 11 p.m.—Christmas Eva servCHURCH OF THE NAZARENB
ice.
(Orrin Street and naw Highway 41)
*:30 a.m.—Church school for all ages 3
years through adulti.
The Rev. Phil Williams
10:45 a.m.—Student Recognition Sunday. Robert Mowatt will preach the
*:45 a.m.—Sunday school for all ages.
sermon assisted In tha service by David
10:50 a.m.—Worship. Sermon, "MarchMayers, Bruc* Hubbard and Wayne
Yaar."
C-ialut. S-nlor choir, dlraetad by Meryl ing Orden tor a New
4:30 p.m.—NYPS groups.
Nldiols, will sing "Whan t_ .ri.tmas Morn
Is Dawning," Luvaes, and "Christmas
7:30 p.m.—Evening servlc*.
Hymn." Mist Agnes Bard, organist, will
Frldey-WatchnIflhf aarvlca.
play "Christmas Prtluda," Gregory, and
I
"Po-tlud*," W-lstanholm*. Nursery for
children under . and church school classITNITARIAN
UNTVEMAUST
es for 3-, 4- and 5-ytsr-old children.
Monday. 7 a.m.—Man's prayer fellowFELLOWSHIP
ship.
(5th and Franklin Streets)
Thursday, 7 p.m.—Youth and senior
Dr. M. H. Doner. Chairman
choirs.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

(East Broadway and Lafayette)

Dr. Fred Foss,
Program Ch__rman

No meeting Sunday.

¦

GRACE PRESBYTERIAN
(Franklin and Krotdway)

Today, 7 te> I p.m.—Christmas ivi
service.
Sunday, t . 45 a.m.—Sunday school. Mrs.
. D. Cornwall, superintendent; graded
lessons for children; study programs for
adults; college age class.
10:45 a.m.—Worship
Sarmon, "Thi
Virgin Birth." Text: I Tim. .:«. Special music and nursery aarvlca.
No evening er midweek service this

? a.m.—Sunday school.
10:30 a.m.—Worship. Sermon, "Who's"
a Pagan?" Text : John 3. Miss Jonelle
Mllllam, organist; Miss Ruth Irwin, chair
director. Nursery provided al both sarv
ices; eoffa hour afterward.
¦

LAKESIDE EVANGELICAL
FREE CHURCH

SEVENTH DA .
ADVENTIST CHURCH

CENTRAL LUTHERAN
(Tb* American Ltrtheraa

The Rev. William T. King

¦
¦
.

The Rer. Ray Cheshire

Wabasha and Huff Strati

The Rev G. B, Hogg.Dvik

• :30 a.m.—Sunday school; graded classes tor every age group.
10:45 a.m. —Worship.
Sermon, "Tha
Night After Ctirlstmai." Text: Matthew
2. Nursery provided.
4:30 p.m.—Stnlor FCYF.
7:» p.m.—Evening aarvlca.
Topk,
"Trie 'New* Intellectual Christianity."
T*xf: I Corinthians 1-2- Nursery provided. . . ¦ . .
Monday-Thursday — Annual national
FCYF winter retreat. Gram Lake, Wis.
Thursday, 7:3X1 p.m.—Bartan Bible
class will discuss tha dispensation of
th* "Righteous Rula of Christ Upon
This Earth." Junior FCYF.
S p.m.—Prryer service.
»:)* p.m.—Choir.
Friday, f:30> pm.—Annual watch night
service.

• a.m.—Worship with Holy Commiml-f).
Sarmon, "What Art You Looking For . "
•An T. CharWa Oram, organlit, "0
Thou of Ood tha Fathar." Bach, and
"Lat All Toottr.tr Praia* Our Ood,"
¦ach. Vocal aoas, "O Holy Night," H.
C. C-irUran,
19:11 am,—tafnt a* abova.
Thara win bt no Sunday adioal Sunday;

¦

ST. MATTHEWS LUTHERAN
(Wlsco-isii-Syved)
rwait V._ba*a and H .M

The Rer. A. L. Meniilcke)
Vicar John D. Miller
I a.rn.—WoniilP. Sarmori, "Tha Shtpfitrd'a Aopllcatlon af fha Chrlifmat Mat.
aaga." Mlu Kathlaen Skaali, organlit.
' f:IS ¦.m.—Sundty achool.
?:15 p.n..—Oarman Communion.
10:30 a.m.—Communion. Sarmori and
cn.ilc aama ai aarllar. Tha aanVsr choir,
t-lractad by C. F. Schapakahm, will dng
"Anoal» Wt Hava Htard On High."
Tuaaday, t.X p.m.—Flrtanca eonnnrirlfae.
Friday, 7:30 p.m.—Communion. Sarmon, "A Naw Yaar . _va Prayar." Sanlor «ho_r. dlracrad by O. . . . tdhapf
Kahnv will tin. "From Hetvan Abava."
Mlu Stcaala, organlit.
Saturday, it a.m.—worahlp. Sarmon,
"(Jilng Ih* Haw Vtar Frofltably." j unior choir, dlraetad by Mlai Elia Klaln.
will aing "Sraak. Naw Bern r*ar."
Min Skaali will bt at fha organ.

ST. MARTINS LUTHERAN
(M-Ssoorigjnod)
(Broadway and Llbtrrfl

T-HB Rer. ArmlaV. Dera

The Rer. M. Wegener
Assisting, __e Rev. R. Ken
• a.m.—Matin*. Sarmon. "Tha C_ .rl.tlan'i Cr-rlrtmn.
" Taxti Tlhii 1:11-14.
?:ll and 10:45 a.m.—Sarmon and worahlp aama ai abova. Organlita. MIM
Wary Mcssnbrtng and P. H. Brokar.
f.lJ ajTi,—SlMa data and Sunday
achool.
Communionat all thrta aarvtcta.
Monday. 7 p.rrt.—Sraward- hlp commitFriday, 7:10 pj n.—Sytvaatar tv* aarv*
lea win. Communion.

¦

¦.

Catholic Services
CATHEDRAL
OF SACRED HEART
(Main and Watt Wabasha)

The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold
J. Dittman
The Rev. Junes FltxpatxJck

la America)

ON. Howard and Lincoln Straats)

The Rev. Orville M. Anderaeii
t:30 a.m.—Worship. Sarmon, "Eplloaua
to Chrlitmaa. " Prtluda, "Stan Ovar
Bathlaham," Paary. Offertory, "V/Wla
Shapharda Watchad Ttvtlr Ftocki." Po»tluda, "Joy to ttv* World." Mr». Robart
Tramaln, <_Tj»nl»t.
No Umdaf church ichoo. thli Surnday.
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McKINLEY METHODIST

_______________________________________________lllllll

EVANGELICAL UNITED
BRETHREN CHURCH

<H1 w. Bro__*ay)

¦

REDEEMER EV. LUTHERAN
(MlsBonrl Synod)
(170D WV. WalM__ .a St.)

^______J _____________ T

m_W

a.m. and 5:15 p.m.
Confessions—3-5:30 p.m. and M pjn.
Thursday before first Friday; day Defora
holy dayi of obligation and Saturday.
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<Vv -tco-stn Synod)
Rev. Lmrry Zestlo

Saturrlay, I JO a.m.—Chrlitmai Day
tarvlca . Choir will ling, "0, Holy CMkt,
Wt -.oleoma Trvta ."
Sunday. S » and V a .m.—Worahlp,
No Sunday tchool.
Monday, 7 p.m.—Lutharan PlontHirt.
Tiunday, 7 p. m.—Young Paopln lea
Ikatlng. .
Thursday, 4 to S p.m. and * to 7 p.m.
—Communion annsuncenvsnti.
Naw Vaar'i ~v*. J p.m.—Holy Communion.

____ HI_1

ST. MARY'S
The Most Rev. George
H. Spelts, D.D.
The Rev. ponald Winkels
The Rev. Donald P. Schmlti

a_flP^^^i
ii^
^f
e_^^feHBtT___________________________
i

GOODVIEW TRIMTT
LUTHERAN CHURCH

Pastor F. A. Sackett

Lesson
1:45 a.m.—Sabbath school.
study, "The Church In th« Last Days."
Children's program.
2:45 p.m. — Worship. Topic, "Whttl
God Broke th* Human Barrier."

Area Church
Services

ALTURJ.
Jehovah Lutheran worship, * a.m.
Hebron Moravian Sunday school and
adult study class, f:15 a.m.; worship,
10:30 a.m. Friday—New Year's Eva
worship, 10 p.m.
BETHANY
Moravian worship, 9:15 a.m.; Sunday
school and adult study class, 10:15 a.m.
Wednesday—[olnt board meeting, » p.m.
Friday—New Year's Eva worship at
Hebron, 10 p.m.
CEDAR VALLEY
Lutheran worship; sermon, "Your
Name Is On tha Gift," 11 a.m.; League
meets af Robert McNally's for caroling In Cedar Valley, 7 p.m.
ELEVA
Lutheran worship, 10:50 a.m. No Sunday school.
BTTI-ICIC
St. Bridget . Catholic Sunday Mass,
7:30 and 10:15 a.m.; weekday Mass except Saturday, 7 p.m. Saturday Mass,
8:30 p.m.
Hardies Creek Lutheran Sunday schoot.
10 a.m.; worship, 11 a.m.
Living Hop* Lutheran worship, S and
10:30 o.m.; confirmation at 10:30 a.m.;
Sunday school, 9 a.m. Tuesday—Clretee
meet, J p.m.
South Beaver Creek Lutheran worship,
9:30 a.m.' Sunday school, 10:30 a.m.;
Wednesday—ALCW meets, 1:30 p.m.
FRENCH CRBEK
Lutheran Sunday school, 9:30 i.nw
worship,- 10:45 a.m. Tuesday—Circle Bible study leaders, 1:30 p.m.
HOMER
Methodist worship, 9 a.m.; church
school, 10 a.m.
LOONBY VALLEY
Lutheran worship; sermon, "Your
Is
On the <-!«," 9:30 s.mi
Nam*
Christmas program practice, 10:30 a.m..
League meets at Robert McNally's for
caroling In Cedar Valley, 7 p.m. Mon.
day—Chrtstmai program at fha church,
I p.m, Wednesday—senior choir rehearsal, S p.m.
MINNEISKA
St. Mary's Sunday Masses, s and 10
a.m.; weekday Mass. 7:30 a.m.; holy
day Masses, 4:30 a.m. and ( p.m./
first Friday Mass, t p.m. Confessions—
Saturday at 8 p.m and one-half hour
before Mass on Sundays.
MINNESOTA CITY
St. Paul's Catholic Masses, S and 10
a.m.; dally Mass, 7:45 a.m.; first Friday Mass, 3:30 p.m.; Holy Days, 5:30
and 7:30 p.m. Saturday—confessions, 7-1
p.m.
First Lutheran worship, 9:45 a.m. No
Sunday school. Monday—Lutheran Pioneers, 7 p.m. Tuesday—young peoplea
Ice akatlng, 7 p.m. Friday—New Year'a
Eva worship with Communion, 8:30 p.m.
SILO
Lutheran Sunday school and adult
Bible hour, 9:45 a.m.; worship, 10:15
a.m
SOUTH RIDOB
Evangelical United Brethren Sunday
school, 10 a.m.; worship; sarmon,
"Grandly Begin," 11 a.m, Tuesday and
Wednesday—state youth winter fellowship
et Faith EUB Church, South St. Paul.
STOCKTON
Grace Lutheran worship, f a.m.; Sunday school, 10 a.m .
Methodist worship, 9:11 a.m.; Sunday
ichool, 10:15 a.m.
TAMARACK
Sunday school, 9:45 a.m.; Lutheran
worship, 11 a.m.
TREMPEALEAU
Federated Sunday school for all ages,
9:15 a.m.; worship, 10:30 a.m.
Mount Calvary Lutheran worship, 9:38
a.m.; Sunday school, 10:25 a.m.
WBAVRR
Methodist worship and Sunday ichool,
10:45 a.m.
WILSON
Trinity Lutheran worship, 10 a.m.i
Sunday school, 11 a.m.
Immaculate Conception Catholic Sunday and Holy Day Matt , 9:30 a.m ;
tlrst Friday Mass, 8:30 p.m. Confessions, f a.m. Sunday and 7:30 p.m. first
Frldayi.

The Rev. RobertH. Brona
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FAITH LUTHERAN
(The Lrtheran Church

¦

.

(East Sanborn and Chesfnuf)

(Wast Sarnia and Grand)

drnreh)

'

The Re-v. C Merritt LaGrone
f :J0 •.m».—Worahlp. Strmon, "Llla'a
Suprama Rula." Tha youn. paopla will
assist In th* Mrvlc. In ob.*rv«nc» of
Student Re-cooi-ltlon Day. Sacromant ol
baptlim . Special muilc by Ifie lenlar
cf-olr, directed by Mn. Sherman Mltehalli preluda, "Good Ct»rUtl_n Mon, Urn.
|olce. " Bach, will ba played by Mrs.
Harvty Gordon, organlit. Church hour
nursery provldtd.
IO:30 a.m. — Church achool claitta,
through grid* 4.
11 a.m.—Church ichool claim frorn
grade 1 tt .rc.oh adult d«p«rtiriant,
Tuevday, 7 p.m.—Clrcli 7.
IrVrdneiday, »:J0 a.m.-Clrcl. 10.

The Re*. Lools O. Blttn.r

¦

The Rev. O. S. Monson
Sunday, » a.m.-WoraMp.
Sermon,
"Grand ly Begin. "
» a.m.—Junior boyi and olrli lallowihlp.
10 a.m.-Sunday ichool. a class for
every aga group,
7 p.m.—Youth fallow-hip for lunior
and senior high.
Tuesday, Wednesday—Stats youth winter fel lowship at Follh EUB Church,
South St. Paul .

a
GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH
.West Wabasha arm Ewlngl

Ojaentln Matthes . Pastor

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD

Saturday. !:» aj n.—dutatnvu faatlval
(Cantar and Broadway )
aarvlca .
PaiBtor W. W. Shaw
Sunday. »:13 a.m.—Sunday acho.! and
Bible clan.
9:41 am.—Sunday ichool.
10:30 a.m.—Worihlp.
10:4 - a.m.-V-orihlp.
Dec. Jl, I p.nn,—Nov. Year s ¦
va Com7 . X p.m.—Chrlitmfci program .
munion --. vie..
W_d. --_ .oy, 7:30 pm. -Blbla and pra y.
Jan . 2, 10:30 a.i»v—Communler. atrvax itudy.
k..

10 a.m.—Sunday ichool .
10:45 a.m.—Christmas program wllh
short aarmon by Jerry f-nbeock.
IJ noon-Fellowship dinner to welcome
new pesitor, tha Rev. Donald Farnar. who
begins ministry here Jan. 1.
7:30 p.m.—Service conducted by Mr.
Babcock.

Owe

M—

HB'j_ yn l__— i y

¦__________¦

CALVARY BIBLE CHURCH

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL

FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST

The Rev. N. E. Hamilton

Tho Rev. Harold Rekstad

Norton Rhoads, pastor

• :__ a.m.—Sunday ichool. Elmer Munson, suparlntantdant. Clouts for all act
groups.
10: -45 a.m.—Morning worship. Sermon,
"A Strange Confession. "
4:30 p.m.—Young People's fellowship.
7:90 p.m.—Evening service, "Strings
Acllona. "
Tuesday, 4 p.m.—Fellowship lupper.
Thursday, 7 p.m.—Choir.
I p.m.—Prayer and Bible study.

10:30 a.m.—Worship. Church school
-tassel for children S year* ot age
through 10th grade, nursery for tots,
Preludes by organist, Miss Juna Sorllen,
"Angels From tha Realms of Glory. "
Wilson, and "A Christmas Cradle Song,"
Polster. Tha anthem will ba by the
unlor choir directed by Harold Edstrom, Tha orMrrory, a violin solo by
Andrea Winston. "Now the Sheep Secure Are Grazing," Bach . Sermon,
"Vlevr From a Towtr." Postlude, "Alleluia, Amen I" Ncrdmon. Coffee hour In
Fellowship room .
Tuesday, 9:30 a.m.—Woman's fellowship board.

(-74 W. Samla St.)

W«l King and SoutTi Bekar)

__|

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
(mSS Sioux St.)

Henry Hosting
Presiding Minister

(West Broadway and Johnson)

Sunday Masses-4:45, 4:45, S, *i30 and
11 a.m. and 12:13 p.m.
Weekday Masses—t: 45 and I a.m.
Holy Day nAasies-Si-O, 4:45. I and »:3C
a.m. and 5:30 and ; p.m.
Confessions—J.'SO fo l p.m. and 7:13 to
* p.m. on Saturdays, dayi before holy
days and Thursdays before first Fridays.

ST. JOHN'S

IWes. Broadway and South Baker)

(East Broadway and Hamilton)

The Very Rev. Msgr.

f:4j a.m.-B lble school, clones for all
James D. Bablger
ages; nursery through adull. Adult lesThe Rev. Pan) E. Nelson
son. "Nahemlah."
10:4S a.m.—Worship.
Sermon, "Tha
Sunday Manses—1, t and ll a.m.
Ufa That Wins."
Weekday AAasses—I a.m.
4:30 p.m.—Teens for Christ.
confessions—< and 7 p.m. on Saturdays,
4:30 p.m.—Junior hlgrt youth,
vigils ot feast days and Thursdays be7:30 pm,—Evening service. Sermon, fore first FrMays.
"Christ li Coming Again."
First Friday Masses—I a.m. and It 11
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.—Midweek service. p.m
.
1:15 p.m.-C-lolr .
Holy Day Mastes-a and V a.m. and
¦
5.-15 p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
HMO Kraemer

ST. CASIMIR'S

Drive)

(West Broadway near Ewlngl

Robert Qnalls

WINONA GOSPEL CHURCH

10 a.m.-Blble school claista for
ages.
(Cantar and Sanborn Straats)
11 a.m.—Worship.
J p.m.—Public talk .
D. F. Mo-hlenpah. Minister
3 :_ J p.m.—Watchtower study, "Silaves
4 p.m.—Worship.
Tuesday, 1:15 p.m.—"Thoughts tor
of Wen or Slaves of Your Repurchaser—
»:_ - a.m.—Sunday ichool.
Which?" (Part 1.)
day."
Wednesday, 7 p.m.—Bible dosses
Tuesday, t p.m.— -roup Bible study.
11 a.m.—Worship.
all ages.
Thursday, 7: 30 p.m.—Mlnlittrs training
7:30 p.m.—Evening servlc*.
school.
Saturday, 1:30 a.m.—"Walk With
Tuesday. 7:30 p.m.—Prayer and Bible
study,
Masttr."
1:30 p.m.—Sarvlce meetlog.

all

The Rt Rev. Msgr.
Jnllus W. Haun
The Rev . Robert Btamnchror

Sunday Masses - l and 10 a.m.
Weekday Masses - 7:55 a.m.
Holy Day Masses - e:30-t a.m.
Confessions
3-4:30 and 7.30 p.m. Salor
turday, vigils of feast days and Thurstha day before First Fridays.
First Friday Massii - 4:11 and 7:3a.
To-

This Feature Is Published With the Hope That More People Will Go To Church. It Is Paid For By Firms 100% Interested in This Community.
Brom Machine 4. foundry Co.

Reinhard Winona Sales

Linahan's Restaurant

W. T. Grant Dept. Store

Fidelity Savings & Loan Ase'n.

Mohan Siding & Window Co.

Burma-star Oil Compary

Bob Selowr Real-tors

Polachak Electric

Ooodall Manufacturing Corp.

Gotta: Pharmacy

Bunke's APCO Service

H. Choate & Company

P. Earl Schwa b Company

Paul Brom and Employes

•"red lurmelsrer

Wr.f-.aUr Marin*

. Mfg.

St. p. Whltte.*r and Blmpkryas

North-. n States Power Company
1. . . PtfterBea and t m*->r-s

Warner & Swasey Company
amtaer Division Smpt.yet

Ruth's Re .ta .rant
Rutti Bennlne and Staff

Center Beauty Salon
Richard Barnes and _t-ll

Thern Machine Company
Mr, and Mra. Royal Trier*

Weaver & Sons Painting Conf rt.
Normin, Barf. Anna and Dolly Weaver

Williams Hotel « Annem
«ay M*r*r and Staff

J. O. end Kurt RalnharcS

Bob Selaver and Stitl

O. v.. Orey and employee

Peerless Chain Company
Wlri-ne, Minnesota

Dunn Blacktop Co.

¦van H. Davlea and Staff

Lakeside Citiei Service Station
Ro-t rl Koepman and F red Seiko

Wo item C oal 4. Fuel Co.
Carl Kropp end employee

Curley 't Floor Shop
Betle and Rl<har_ llevers

Marigold Dairies, Inc.
Poland Manufactaj ring Co.
Stan Belend and employes

BUI Unahan and Staff
Wilt Pouches. Family

P. Sari Schwab

Winona Delivery & Transfer Co.
A. V.. "Art" Salisbury

Mrs. Mevrfiie Strom and Staff
Management and Personnel

Ruppert's Grocery

Management and Personnel

Blesanx Concrete Service

Year-Ro_.«_ Concrsle. Sand and
Oravel Supplier

Morgan Jewelry Store

Cone's Ace Hardware

lake Center Switch Co,

Slebrocht Floral Company

Spring -lalo Dairy Company

Madison Silos

Steve Worsenand Staff

O. lobe -K a, K. Pfelfter arte employe*

Joswick Fuel A Oil Co,
H. P. Jetwlck and employes

Hossfeld Manufacturing Co.
Management and employes

Rainbow Jewellers

Mr. end Mrs., ran* Staines

AM Imployss

Chai. SMbrectit and employes
Dlv. at Martin-Marina Co.

Briesath't Shell Service Station
Harold Braasatk and imployas

H. S. Dresser A Son Contractors
Harry and Jim Dresser

Altura Slate Bank
Member F.O.I.c

Fred O. ScMIUs . and Staff
N. L. Oolti and Stiff

Dale's Hlway Shell Service Station
Dale Oltrdrum and employes

Winona Auto Sales

Dod_« S Rambler Harden Plenary a\ employee

Bauer Electric, Inc.
R USHII Sauer and Stall

Winona Ready-Mixed Concrete
Henry Icharmer and Imeleyes

Hlway & Downtown Country
Kitchens
Bob Mania and Bill Halaa asd Staff

Rollingstone Lumber Yard
Roll In.ilone, Minn,

Krarting's Sales ft Service
Mr. and Mra. Haas Kraalae

14S franklin - Phone s-114.

¦d Bunka and employee

Watkins Products, Inc.
Management and Personnel

Fawcett Funeral Home, Inc.
Karsten Construction Co.
3eorga Karsten

Winona Electric Construction
Lee P. Kemp and employes

Cull-gars Soft Water Service
Prank Allen and employes

Merchants National Bank
Oil M. Qrebow and Staff

Keller Construction Co.
Carls Killer and Imployai

Hotel Winona

Sadie Marsh tat Stall

Rushford Pastor Finds
Btgzii Quite Different

mJSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
-The children of the Rev. and
Mrs. M. Eugene Foehringer,
who left .he Rushford Lutheran
Churchlast summer for the mission field at Campinas, Brazil,
arc wondering what Papal Noel
(Santa Claus) will bring them
this year.
Sled* awd skates won't be
among their gifts, for the seaton u "balmy warm, sunny
bright, with rain dropping in on
us from time to time, mostly
unannounced," they wrote in the
Christmas greeting to former
parishioners.
"WE DON'T go anywhere
without an umbrella, either for
sun or rain," they wrote.
"Everyone carries a briefcase.
Christmas here comes at the
beginning of summer. The grass
is green and every day we see
more and different blooming
___ __
trees of flowers. We were hapNEW HABITS . . . Sister Mary Clarina, left, pharmacist
py this week to discover that
our front yard tree is going to and -X-ray technician at St. Elizabeth's Hospital , Wabaiha,
is wearing the old cumberabme habit of the Sisters of the
have beautiful yellow flowers.
"Our garden spot Is poor and Sorrowful Mother, and. Sister Mary Consllia, sacristan, right,
the corn is slow but may be the new whit. garb. (Joyce Lund photo)
ready by Christmas. We are
picking cashews off our back
yard tree and sharing them
mostly with our Brazilian teachers as we have not acquired
the taste for this fruit. The
fruit looks like a pear. The nut
comes after the fruit.
"Most Brazilians eat the fruit
and throw away the nut. We
are saving the nuts, hoping to
WABASHA, Minn. (Special) get enough together to roast.
For the first time in their 78They contain a very strong,
year history, the Sisters of the
acid oil so after drying them in
Sorrowful Mother, founded in
the sun, they have to be roastRome Feb. 16, 1883, have a new
ed outside in a charcoal fire
habit.
Covered with sand. Now we
know why cashew nuts are exThe 23 Sorrowful Mother nuns
pensive in the States and here,
at St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Watoo.
basha, will don them for the first
time for midnight Mass in the
"OUR AVOCADO tree Is
hospital chapel tonight. The old,
loaded and will begin ripening
cumbersome, heavily starched
the first of January. We're sure
wimple
has been eliminated in
there is a truckload on it so
Pastor Tellgren, Wife
favor of a more modern, lightwe'll supply the mission famWeight, head covering. At preilies easily. A favorite Brazilsent only the white habits have
Ian way of serving avocados is
arrived. There are similar ones
as a pudding. The peeled pieces
in black.
are put in the blender with
sugar and lemon juice, then
Three Sisters of the Sorrowful
blended smooth, and chilled.
Mother came to Wabasha June
We like this as it is so re- HOUSTON, Minn. (Special)- 21, 1898, and have been operatfreshing and not too heavy for Open house was held Sunday ing a hospital here ever since.
dessert."
Sister Mary Leonida is the suThey describe the bloodless afternoon at the Baptist Church perior.
revolution of more than a year parlors for the Rev. and Mrs.
ago in which President Castello Vincent Tellgren. The dining
Branco dealt himself dictatorial room was decorated in a Christ- Students to Conduct
powers over Brazil. Congress mas theme.
Central Methodist
talked, but the military governThe
Tellegrens,
who
came
ment slammed the lid down.
Service on Sunday
The more overrode parts of the here in I960, will leave soon for
constitution, increasing the Mora , where they are building a Central Methodist Church will
Scope of federal intervention in home. Rev. Tellgren, who has conduct its annual Student Recognition Day service Sunday
Brazil's 22 states.
All existing political parties been in poor health the last morning.
were abolished; the president year, served a congregation at Participating will be David
Meyers, sophomore at Asbury
was given the power to declare Mora before coming here,
a stage of siege for up to 18. Lowell Nelson had charge of College, Wilmore, Ky.; Bruce
days; the federal government the program. Guest speakers Hubbard, sophomore at Hamline University, St. Paul, and
was given power to intervene
in the states; the supreme court were the Rev. Otto Larson, Wayne Chalus, freshman at
/ was expanded from 21 to 16 Spring Grove, and the Rev. Her- Stetson University, DeLand,
judges, and the president was bert Cottrell, Houston. Several Fla. Preaching the sermon will
given power to oust federal and members of the congregation be Robert Mowatt, junior at Belocal legislators _nd authority spoke and the men's chorus loit College, Beloit, Wis. Music
will be provided by the senior
to suspend political rights of
sang. The coup's responded. Cof- choir.
any citizen for 10 years.
Preceding the worship serfee was served to about 100.
DIRECT ELECTION of the
vice, the committee on campus
president by the people was abministry of the Woman's Soolished. Instead, a president will Open House Set for
ciety of Christian Service, Mrs.
be chosen by Congress before
Verdi EUics, chairman, will host
next Oct. 3. President Branco Bishop at Caledonia
a brunch at 9:45 a.m. in the
cannot succeed himself. The CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special) church parlor for all the colpeople accepted the changes — A reception will be held lege and university young peowith little protest.
Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m. in the ple of Central Methodist . who
"This seems to be the nature St.
Mary's Church auditorium are home for the holidays.
of these people," they said. "So
the Most Rev. Stemper, a
far, mission work nor the pre- for
native
of Black Hammer, Houssence of Americans are not afton
County,
who is vicar aposfected in any way.
"The country is definitely tolic of Kavieng, New Ireland,
anti-communist and has a his- Territory of New Guinea.
The open bouse will be pretory of being peace loving.
"Christmas here is most sig- ceded by a family dinner for
nificant, with a strong emphas- Bishop Stemper at which rela- FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Speis on the spiritual. Christmas tives will entertain. It will be cial) — Pastor Harold A. Esstrees, creches, candles and oth- in the clubrooms.
mann, who has served St. Mier symbols abound in the stores. Bishop Stemper, just back chael's Evangelical Lutheran
All the children of our 15 Lu- from Rome, will spend three Church here six years, will
theran missionaries in Campin- months in the U. . ., here and preach a farewell sermon at
as have been invited to pre- at the motherhouse of his or- 10:15 a.m. Sunday.
sent a part of the program In der In Shelby, Ohio.
Pastor Essmann recently acEnglish at the Portuguese Lucepted a call to St. John's Lutheran Church."
sion families in a yearly con- theran Church, Waterloo, Wis.
ference
In the most southern and will be installed there
THE FOE-WINGERS cannot
receive packages through the of the 22 states. Most of the Lu- Jan. 2. St. John's congregation
mail but books and magazines theran churches are in tho three numbers nearly 1,200 members
most southern states. Brazil's and operates a school with
generally come through.
Lutheran
Church is nationalistic nearly 209 children enrolled.
"Never send money or check's
in our mail," they said; "en- — German — and needs to in- Born at St. Charles, Minn.,
a n a eoucateu
velopes can be censored any clude the native Brazilian, they
at St. John's
time, and such enclosures can said; The natives attend church,
Lut h e r an
he stolen, with no questions ask- but many of them have a diSchool, Lewisvided loyalty with spiritism —
ed."
ton, Pastor EssTheir son Nark is recuperat- "a satanic and evil force
mann graduating from a facial paralysis and throughout Brazil," the Foehed from the
will have to be out of school rlngera said.
public
high
three months for rest. It result- "THE 7ft ...00 German people
school at Lewed from a virus Infection In the prefer the climate farther south,
iston before enear. He has no pain but has the which is much more temperate
rolling at Winomarks of one who has had a and like their native land, " they
na State Colstroke, they said. He la receiv- wrote. "Most of" the pastors —
lege. Later ha
ing the best of medical atten- German, Brazilian, American
tion from four doctors, all spe- — are serving from one to 15 Rev. Essmann attended ConTheological Seminary,
cialist-.
most in multi- cordia
In January the pastor and his congregations,
Springfield,
111., and graduated
ple parishes. A pastor with 10
wife will join the other 30 mis- congregations spends all his from the seminary in 19S6. He
time In travel and preaching, served the Wisconsin Evangeliwith
little visitation, no counsel- cal Lutheran Synod as missionMM>
ing, no organizational supervi- ary to Zambia (then Northern
, and little time to teach. Rhodesia), Africa, until 1060
sion
yi|f?iP Alaxas J. "Our
pastors from the States when he was installed as pasarc
attempting
to introduce tor of St. Michael's,
Carpanter
nBll'^N
more evangelism responsibility During his pastorate, the con¦ '¦ '> flEP. - B_ BNTA.iVI among the lay people. The gregation celebrated its centenj. ,'1|L
.
\$
¦¦ ¦ CHI 3141 or wrlla church here seems to have lit- nial, a new parsonage costing
'
I' J _____SF
p0 ••»
,w In'° tle sense of mission to one's $28,000 -was constructed and re_4:
'"
1 m*K—i ___.
H T-Wr ' fl h about Lulhiran •re- neighbor. Opportunities for ser- cently a 1107,000 addition to St.
tnarh_«_
many
'
.
(.
Jy 'mmm
el
Michael's Horn* for the Aged
vlc. are numerous."
,
The Foehrlngers are learning was dedicated.
the Portuguese language, under- Pastor Essmann served the
Lutheran Brotherhood stand
the spoken language quite church at large us national pasUP - AND IIIAUII INS-KANCt fOfl lUTHEMNS
well
and
are beginning to read toral adviser of the Lutheran
Mmiviipoll
Mlim.
. 2,
sots
TilSt-on*Aw Ea,
the Bible ln the native script. Women's Missionary Society,
_s
^
"
^ •^¦"¦¦¦»»
»
s *»»
s
» a
a s_B_s

_s_s__________sW_^

Wabasha Sisters
Get New Habit;
They're Lighter

Houston Baptist
Pastor Leaving

Pastor Essman
Leaving Parish

lWM*W_.:' '

Wabasha Co.
Farms Win
Soil Citations

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—Two farm families have been
named winners ln the annual
Wabasha County soil conservation contest.
Cited at Kellogg were Mrs.
Agnes Sullivan and her son
John. They were selected on the
basis of the total amount of conservation work installed over
a period of several years.
The Suliivans farm 160 acres
in Watopa Township. All their
land is protected by conservation practices. They have established 50 acres of strip cropping, 4,475 feet of diversions,
one gully control structure, one
acre of improved waterway and
05 acres of woodland protected
from overgrazing and fire.
Damon Preiheit, Lake City,
and his sons, Darrel and Duane,
were top winners in a second
contest for accomplishing the
most conservation work in one
year.
Freiheit and his sons, who
farm about 400 acres in Chester
Township west of Oak Center,
established 150 acres of strip
cropping, one stock watering
pond, and OS acres of pasture
this year. Another pond is under construction, and an additional 100 acres of strips are
planned for installation next
year. AH but 10 acres of the
farm land is under cultivation.
Gail Slckeler, Wabasha County soil conservationist, drew
and laid out the plans for the
conservation projects.

WEEK IN BUSINESS
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Profits Stuffing
Corporate Socks

By JACK LEFLER
AP Business News Writer
NEW YORK (AP ) - This was
a merry Christmas for business
Corporate stockings were
stuffed with profits.
The stock market reached an
all-time high in the week before
Christmas.
Holiday shoppera had plenty

of money and they spent It. The
National Retail Merchants Association estimated Christmas
sales at $2,0 billion to $3.2 billion , up 10 per cent from tha
recprd 1964 season,
Shortages of cameras, toys
and other Items -were reported
by merchants before the buying
spree ended.
The season was made more
cheery by the consensus that
1966 would be another good
year.
Lynn Townsend, president of
CAlJEbONIAN WRITES BOOK . . . Sister Rose Matthew
Chrysler Corp., said the autoteaches a Negro girl. The Maryknoll Sisters of Maryknoll,
mobile industry's 1966 sales
N.Y., of which she is a member, are missionaries.
should be at least as good and
probably somewhat better than
this year's 9.3 million cars, including imports.
He added that , "Even if the
ST. PAUL (AP) The Minne- industry sells no more cars in
sota Supreme Court took on the 1966 than it sells in 1965, sales
role of referee today ln a battle next year will, Ln effect, mainbetween two governmental units tain the upward trend that has
CALEDONIA, Minn. — A na- gan ln the Philippines, where over operation of a city dump. been so strikingly consistent
tive of Caledonia, now with the her work was brought to an The court awarded the first since the fall of 1961."
Maryknoll Sisters of Maryknoll, abrupt halt by the outbreak of round to the Village of Warroad
N. Y., is the author of "A World War II and her imprison- in its dispute with neighboring Fred J. Borch, president of
General Electric Co., said the
Parent's Guide to Religious ment in Los Bancs camp out- Lake Township.
Education," published this fall. side Manila. She was released The Village had operated the giant firm's economists predict
Sister Rose Matthew, the for- in 1945 and returned to the U.S. dump for 15 years when the the Gross National Productmer Mary McCormick, received to teach in St. Louis, Mo.
township Board of Health order- total of all goods and services —
many of the ideas and informa- She moved to California in ed it to halt operations in July in 1966 could register a gain of
tion for her book from her own 1949 to do catechetical work
Later, the township sought more than 6 per cent from the
parents and childhood experi- among thousands of children 1964.
1965 level, with industrial spendan
injunction
in court ,
ences in Caledonia and from her without religious instruction. Afing for plants and equipment
mission life. She attended Lor- ter 13 years of this work in Cali- Warroad obtained a writ of rising about 13 per cent above
etto High School, Caledonia, and fornia and Tucson, Ariz., she re- prohibition preventing the court the estimated $52 billion being
La Crosse State University. She turned to the mission center and from trying the case, and the spent this year.
went to Maryknoll from St. currently is on the staff of Supreme Court has made this However, there were some
John's parish here and made Maryknoll publications. In the permanent.
blemishes on the outlook for
her first vows in 1638.
U.S. the mission sisters work But the court avoided going 1966. A rise in the Social SecuriHer more than 20 years of among Chinese, Japanese, Ne- on record as pro-dump or anti- ty levy will will take a $5-blllion
experience teaching children be- groes and Mexicans.
dump and said the main legal bite out of paychecks. There
problem was that the township's was speculation of a possible
Board of Health had not been income tax boost because of the
authorized by voters to proceed escalating war in Viet Nam.
And there was apprehension
with its legal action.
In another case, the Supreme about the possibility of inflationCourt agreed with a lower court
that it was impossible to fix There was some concern, too,
responsibility for a car-truck about the role the government
that took three lives near will play ln the business world,
By MARY CAMPBELL
Education bill; at his alma mat- crash
based on its action in turning
Red
Wing
April 9, 1963.
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Speer. Southwest Texas State Colback price increases of alumiAP Newafeatorei Writer
cial)-Irwln Hogden, French
lege, to sign the Higher Educa- Killed in the crash were Mr. num and copper this year.
Creek, was elected president of President Lyndon B. John- tion Bill; at the base of the Sta- and Mrs. Leo W. Anderson of Sales of U.S.-made automokeeping
his finger on the tue of Liberty for the Immigrathe Trempealeau County Agri- son —
Red Wing and Roy Meyer, new biles in the middle 10 days of
cultural (Fair) Associstion pulse of a war and writing pre- tion Bill. He signed the Health Brighton, driver of a gasoline December set a record for the
scriptions
for
it,
getting
the
Monday night at Galesville.
Research' Bill at the National transport owned by Indianhead period. Deliveries totaled 219,He succeeds the late Clarence most legislation passed the fast- Institute of Health in Maryland, Truck line, Inc.
396 cars, up 1 per cent from 217,turning
the
New
Deal,
est/slnce
Brown.
Truman's
Medicare
in
Harry
The
company
and
the
estate
104 a year earlier.
often on TV and undergoing library In Independence, Mo.,
Henry Paulson, Pigeon Falls, up
of the Andersons each brought Steel production posted its
an
operation
—
has
been
chosis vice president; A l b e r t en Newsmaker of the Year tor and the Voting Rights BUI in suit. A lower court said it was third straight gain during the
Scherr, Trempealeau, secre- 1W5.
the Capitol on an Abraham Lin- "impossible to tell who caused week when output amounted to
tary; annd Lee Sadaj Galescoln desk.
the accident" and directed a 2,224,000 tons, up from 2,173,000
ville, treasurer. Parker; Hagg Johnson was chosenby editors He appointed — keeping jt se- verdict in favor of defendants in tons the previous week. The
of
Associated
Press
member
of Arcadia resigned from the
cret until speculation was high both lawsuits.
gain brought the industry's opboard and Melvin D. Nelson, newspapers and radio and tele- —¦ Arthur Goldberg as U.N. am- Anderson was principal of Red erating rate to 69 per cent of
vision
stations.
agicultural instructor at the
bassador; Henry Cabot Lodge, Wing High School.
estimated capacity, the highest
Arcadia High School, will suc- He was Inauguratedpresident ambassador to South Viet Nam;
level
since the first week of Oc'
-with
Jan.
20
ihls
hand
on
a
famceed him. William Thomas,
Thurgood Marshall, solicitor
tober.
Frenchville, also was . -elected ily Bible held by his wife and general; John Gardner, secrelaunched his program which he tary of Health, Education and
io the board.
The treasurer reported dis- named the Great Society — de- Welfare ; Abe Fortas to the Subursements for 1965 of 917,434 signedto create a better quality preme Court, and set up task
and total receipts of 917,848. A of life for Americans. As ,the forces and conferences to study
cash balance on hand was re- Great Society bills passed Con- everything from water to
Girted to be $111. An outstand- gress, the President dramatized crime.
g check for $302.95 was paid. their signing.
The president will attend He was in the first school he The President talked union WASHINGTON (AP) - The
the State Fair Association con- ever attended to sign the Aid to leaders out of a railway strike, Agriculture Department has
sent steel negotiators his own forecast an increase of 7 per
vention Jan. 5-7, to plan for
proposed settlement and an- cent over a year earlier in the
the coming Trempealeau Counnounced the end of the 75-day 1966 pig crop, promising con- LA CROSSE, Wis. UV-A temty Fair, and to book a carni- Watkins Names
Gulf-East Coast shipping strike. sumers considerably more pork porary restraining order filed
val , free acts and midway . atHe pressured industry to roll at lower prices by next fall against the La Crosse common
traction. It was planned to seon
council Dec. 2 in a secrecy disEngineer
back aluminium and copper than is available now.
lect a Trempealeau County
price increases but lost a round The crop is expected to total pute was answered by the city
Fair queen, to have horse racto the Federal Reserve Board 46 million head, compared with Thursday.
Work Patterns
ing and to book a thrill act.
when it raised its interest rates. this year 's low spring crop of The answer denies all charges
Peter Bieri, county agent,
contained in the order and asks
New
industrial
engineering
suHe entered the hospital twice only 43,080,000 head.
suggested a survey be made
However,
the
coming
that
the case be dismissed.
spring
pervisor
at
Watkins
Products,
soon
after
— for "executive flu"
of modern county fairs, and
crop
would
still
be
slightly
The
order was obtained by the
,
Lee,
St.
Inc.,
is
Kenneth
J
the
inauguration
and
to
have
that ways and means be invessmaller
than
the
1964
crop
of
La
Crosse
Tribune, WKBH raPaul,
Minn.
his
gall
bladder
removed
Oct.
tigated as to utilizing fair
47,977,000 head.
dio, WLCX radio and WKBT telbuildings for other purposes He will be in charge of work 8.
Spring crop pigs provides the evision.
throughout the year as well as measurement, work simplifica- He borrowed money to pay his slaughter supply ln the
following The news media are seeking
tion and work income taxes, dedicated the first
the annual fair.
fall
and
winter.
a permanent injunction barring
methods
a
n
d
park In his home town of John- The number of sows
Local bands are to be enthe council from excluding
expected
procedures in son City, Tex., on his 57th birthgaged for the 1966 fair, and
to be farrowed during the 1966 newsmen at Informal meetings
all
areas,
acgave
a
White
House
day
and
tentative plans are to have a
to appoint members of
cording to How- party for Britian's Princess spring crop season, compared called
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Junior College and came to dispute and supported U.N. ef—a I
GILMANTON, Minn. (Special) Watkins from Univac's com- forts for a Pakistan-India cease—A Gilrnanton area farmer re- mercial division, St. Paul, fire; announced the U. S. and
ceived a broken arm, bumps on where he had been a senior In- Panama had agreed to write a
the head and a bruised back dustrial engineer since June new treaty on the canal and
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of the newly created executive Robert Mohler program chair- Air Force Lt. Col. Edward White
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tertained. The Christmas choral Dlrkson, labor; Pope Paul VI ,
Married in June 1.56 , the reading concluded tho evening. religion; Sandy Koufax, sports;
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Dear Santa:
You Please
_^B3|fe__B2H^_ss_H_____Ms^Bil^__
k

MAURICE GODSEY: Two things — beautiful music and
less help from the Swami.
MIKE KOWALCZYK : A repeat of last year would be just
fine.
MARV GUNDERSON : A break Ln the Big Nine schedule.
MARIAN INDALL: A world series trip.
ROD BILTGEN : An injury-free season.
MOON MOLINA RI: Another 200-pound rifle-throwing quarterback .
LLOYD LUKE: A steel hand guard for bus trips.
L. A. MC COWN: Sunny weather for the next baseball series
with Mankate.
DAVE MORACCO: Twelve transfer students from Iowa.
MAX MOLOCK: A Southern Minny championship and large
crowds to watch the team.
ED SPENCER: That state tournament baseball trip he
missed last year.
GORDY ADDINGTON: Continued luck at those "bridge "
games.
BOB GUNNER: An NIC wrestling title.
GARY GROB: Good weather for trips to NAIA cross-country meets.
BOB CAMPBELL : Something tall and husky.
BOB LEE : A joke book copyright.

Santa Claus
North Pole
Arctic Circle
Dear Santa :

HOF»F

REEDY

KE.STER

GROB

As usual we 're doing our asking late again this year. Just
never seem to get time to do this any earlier.
But certainly the good people of Winona and its area are
entitled to the best you can offer again this year.
Here are some ideas :
HAL BII.TGE-.: That certain set of car keys.
MARGE MORAVEC: A ri ghthanded bowling ball for use
on .- ..1 nights .
KEN WILTGEN: Five basketball scholarships.
JOHN NETT : A couple of quick victories .
JOHN KENNEY: A straight drive off No. 1 tee at Coulee
Golf-Bowl.
JIM MULLEN: A Goiden Gloves sponsor.
JOHN MARTIN: A co educational bus to take to swim
meets.
BOB KRISTER: A rear-view mirror for bridge games .
TIM MC NEILL: Six Michigan Tech Transfers.
RON EKKER: More games to attend.
BOB WELCH: A game for Oct. 9.

*•
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INDOOR SOFTBALL

j
! Sunshlna
Hoi Brau
Oaiii

W
J
1
1

L
1
1
1

Lang'!
Poerl-ti C.
Old -tyi.

Basketball
Scores
- 'olteg.s

Early Present
For Sid Abel
:

Vtnd.rbll- Sf. Northwcilcrn !»
Bradley ¦). Norlh Dakota »a .
Stanford .1. LSI) «)
Tul»_ ¦), SI. Mar .'• ICalll ) 40.
Colo, .-.li U. »J. Idaho Stale U. 73.
•cental tl, Ohio Stall il .
Buller *S. OMohomi M.
UUh J -«- . f, MI-m_toU ...
Uteri IN. Air *«* ._ SI.
Wyomlno ft, tl. JOMPII'I ir. ) . ..
Young-town. M. IM. V. -tlty _ n 11 .
U. San Frenclico 17, SI. Louli ...
Stilt- Clara 71, Call-ernle 7}.

\Vi_ -on_ in l'r.p_
L» Grotto Central 70, L* Crotu Aqulntt _..
Wauwat-M .at! Tl, Win Milwaukee

*».

Wait Avll -a Centre! »., Wauwalota Watt
•4.

limit

GUtrtsfmai-

MICKEY - MARLYS JOHt. - MIKE-GENE

LANG'S Bar
179 IA*T THIRD

DETROIT (AP)-Detroit Red
Wings Managed-Coach Sid Abel
got an early double Christmas
pie.sent Thursday night-the return of three starters and « 4- _
victory over the New York
K anger - .
It was the only Nation al Hockey l._ »B .i- game played.
Defent-seman Bill Gatlsby, .sidelined for thrw> weeks because of
n knee operat ion; forward Hon
Murphy, who bus played but
two of the last 18 flames because of assorted injuries, and
Kloyd Smith , out for t h r _ e
games because of a shoulder injury, returned to act ion,
111- 1.1- TOP A-'IIU- TI TOItONTO (AP ) -- Hobby
Hull ,
the National
Hockey
1A'_ KU « ' .S most valunl .1. plnyor ,
(.anada ' .s outwi ..
named
standing male athlete today.
¦

WILTGEN

MORACCO

1r^¥fr 1r_atfr:sft1.M1.:i*

••

_
___»- W »P - i ____.•*___.
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l
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Utah State '5'

W
1
_
1

7/ps Gophers

L
1
1
.

FRIDAY'S RESULT*
Lano 't f, Ho/- _ r«u :.
Sunshine U, Old Styla 1.
Poerlest Chain (won by torf.lt avar
Oe.li).

Wil Three Tim es
Be Out for Pack?
al Football Leagued Western Conference champion.
"It's pretty hard to beat
a team three times in a season. I don't care who they
are," Lombard! said.
The last time the two
teams met, the Packers humiliated Baltimore, 42-27.
Lombard! was confident
the Packers would be up for

1

Hudson s Absence Signal

Sunshine
Alone in
1st Spot

Sunshine stands alone atop
GREEN BAY, Wis. LTV- Green Bay Packer tackle Henry
the Indoor Softball League toJordan won't be coming out to play with the kids on the
day thanks to several bizarre
day after Christmas. He 'll be busy elsewhere with Jim
occurences Thursday night.
Parker and the Baltimore Colts.
Perhaps the biggest help
And Olive, Henry 's pretty wife, won 't be the hostess at
came when the Oasis boys arthe usual Christmas Day party at the Jordan home!
rived at the high school gym
She'll be visiting friends with the Jordan's three children
at the wrong time—one hour
leaving Henry most of Christmas afternoon and evening to
late—and found out they had
relax alone undisturbed by the din of toys and the squalls
handed Peerless Chain a forof holiday-tired children.
feit victory.
Jordan, so gentle he's afraid to let his 7-year-old son play
football, will be slowly slipping back into the role of one of
Then, of course, the other
the National Football League's most fierce defenders.
major event was Sunshine's
"We'll get sentimental on the 27th, " said the 30-year-old
lopsided 25-2 victory over celJordan. That's the day after the Packers play the Colts for
lar-dwelling
Old Style.
the NFL's Western Conference championship. "Then on the
In the other game, Lang's
28th I'm hoping we'll be hating the Browns/'
moved into the four-way log
The winner of Sunday's game meets Cleveland Jan. 2 for
jam for second place, collectthe league title.
.
ing a 9-5 victory over Hof-Brau
The tension has been building in the Jordan household.
"I have nightmares over Jim Parker (the Colts' all-pro
despite a one-man show by Jim
guard)," Jordan said. "He's the one I have to play against.
Ahrens for the losers.
We were on the All-Star team together and we're good
Ahrens hammered t h r e e
friends but on Sunday We're meeting each other and you want
home runs, a triple and a douto do your best to beat him and he wants to do his best to
ble in a losing cause.
beat you."
Sunshine got a home run and
Jordan couldn't turn Scrooge in the lace of a 100 Parkers .
double from Larry Modjeski
Neighborhood kids actually come to the Jordan door and
and a double and single from
ask: "Can Henry come out to play today?"
Cliff Kanz. Roger Buege had
"Jerry Kramer (Packer guard who lives across the
four hits and Modjeski three.
street) has a little playhouse in his backyard. It's the ideal
Ed Jerowski , the winning
place to play Army,'' Jordan explained. "I also nlay cowboys
pitcher, collected four hits for
and Indians with them _ and a little football. The only time I
Lang 's and Jack Keen two.
get to be a back is against the kids."
¦
On Christmas morning, Henry will distribute the presents
one at a time and watch as each is unwrapped. "Any other
$800,000 PRICE TAG
way I wouldn't see the toys, Jordan said .
HOUSTON, Tex. (AP) - Bud
In midmorning Jordan heads for the Packer practice
Adams, owner of the Houston
field about a mile away for a light workout, the last before
Oilers , said "Wednesday he
the game. Before noon, Jordan will be back home with nothing
thought the bidding for Donny
more to do but think about Sunday, doze, watch television or
Anderson, Texas Tech's Allponder the Packer slogan for the playoff. "Anything is ours ,
America halfback , would go as
providing we are willing to pay the price."
high as $800,000.

GREEN BAY, Wis. i - fcBeating the Baltimore Colts
twice in one season was
tough enough but beating
them a third time will be
the most difficult feat of all ,
says Coach Vince Lombard!
of the Green Bay Packers.
The Colts and Packers
meet in a playoff here Sunday to determine the Nation-

DEAR SANTA
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GODSEY
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Jordan Isn t
Partying on
This Holiday

••

GORDIE FAKLER and JERRY DITRESKE : Those 200
averages they 're after.
HELEN NELSON: A 700 series. Gosh knows, she's had
enough 60Os.
,
GREG GBEEN: What do you ask for a fella wno s won
33 straight regular season games?
.
JACK RADER: Just one bright prediction from the Swami.
PAUL GARDNER : Those whopping counts he's used to.
CAL HOPF: A night light just outside that built-in refrigerator.
DICK PAPENFUSS : An adding machine for all those
statistics.
.
CHES MODJESKI: A copyright on that bowling instruction
'
book.
.
..
nights.
no-signal
of
warning
:
Advance
CHUCK WILLIAMS
BILL JUNGHANS: A Christmas tree cutter.
RICHARD PETERSON: Some big type on those sports
events.
JIM CROWLEY: A new rake and a 60-0 wrestling night
for the Raiders.
AL SYLLING : More cooperation from Jbis golfing partners.
BILL HARGESHEIMER: A gold-plated whistle.
(Continued on Page 11)

the game bi. ? noted that the
proud Colts will have the
added incentive of revenge.
Lombardi also indicated
he would welcome it if the
Packers faced the same
kind of blitzing tactics the
Colts used Inst Saturday in
beating Los Angeles . 20-17.
"Twenty-five times," said
Lombardi who apparently
counted the time the Colts
sent linebackers or defensive backs crashing through
the Ram line. "That 's more
thai , half the time blitzing. "
Lombard! said the popular belief that the blitz, bothers the passer Ls unfounded He said it could affect the
running gamp'. In fact , Lombard! said , the blitz Rives
the passer an advantage by
removing a defender from
the secondnry.
Ray Nitschke remained
the Packer 's only doubtful
starter Thursday although
he took part in drills for the
first time this week. Nitschke was still limping from a
pulled hamstring nnd I_>mbardi said he would not start
Sunday unless his limp disappears.

Schellhase Holds
Cage Scoring Lead

NEW YOR K (AP ) - Duve
Schelllii-se, of Purdue retained
the lead in the major-college individual husk et ball scoring ruce
last week but by a smaller margin over Hob Lewis of North
Curolirm.
Frank Camp of Louisville and
Odus Mitchell of North Texas j Sch. llhnse has an average of
are the coaching denns of Mis ' 3...2 for five g Junes through I).c.
souri Valley football. Knch is in ' IH compared lo Lewis' _ ..4 for
his 20tli season ns a lieiu l col ' seven games , weekly statistics
lege coach — all ut tlie, same ! from the National Collegiate
school.
I Athletic Hurc-iu showed today.
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Challenge
Says Tulane
Grid Boss
NEW OELEANS (AP) - Jim

Pittman, chosen for the monu-

mental task of rejuvenating Tulare's slumping football fortunes, faces his job with a simple statement.
It might turn out to be the
biggest understatement that
Pittman, an articulate, 40-yearold Mississippi native, ever
made.
Tulane announced Thursday
that Pittman,. chief assistant
under Barrel! Royal at Texas,
would become head coach immediately with a five-year pact.
"I'm really looking forward to
the job with lots of enthusiasm," Pittman said at his Austin, Tex., home. "I think it is
quite a challenge and I'm ready
to accept it, "
Pittman, a Mississippi State
graduate who has worked for
Royal 13 years at Mississippi
State, Washington and Texas,
Succeeds Tommy O'Boyle, who
resigned under fire Nov. 24 with
one year left on his five year
contract.
O'Boyle left on the heels of a
62-0 rout by Louisiana State,
Tulane's arch-rival. He had beBACK ON HIS FEET . . . British racing driver John Sur- come head coach four years
tees, world champion in 1964, walks with the help of canei earlier after his predecessor,
former Notre Dame All-Ameritoday at . London hospital where he is recovering from in- ca Andy Pilney, had been conjuries received in a crash at Massport, Toronto, last Septem- quered 62-0 by 1SU. In the inber. Surtees received a fractured pelvis, ruptured kidney and terval , O'Boyle won six games,
losing 33 and tying one. The
spinal injuries when he crashed during a Grand Prix practice Greenies were 2-8 this past
lap. (AP Photofax)
campaign.

Comeback Star { Evansville
Back Atop
Credits Team

SAN FRANCISCO (AP ) "Credit the whole team, not just
me, " declared San Francisco
quarterback John Brodie, the
man voted Comeback Player of
the Vear in the National Football League.
The 30-year-old forward passing ace added he was "pleased
but surprised" at the honor
accorded by The Associated
Press.
Actually, 1.iodic ' s comeback
started last year. AJtcr the 1962
season, he suffered a broken
arm in an automobile accident
and missed 11 games in 1963
when the arm w _ ts rebroken
early in the season .
Although the 49*rs finished
last in the Western Division in
1-M.4 , Rrodie hit \m passes in
.191 throws for 2,4!> . yards and
14 touchdowns . Doth tlie number
of throws and number of completions were tenm records .
ThLs past .seasonhe completed
24_, a league record , of 391 for
3,112 yards and 30 touchdowns.
"I bod great pro ._c-. _n," the
10-year pro veteran said. "Just
look at the record. At one
stretch I was thrown for a loss
just once in four games. "
The .9ers posted a 7-6-1 record . finiBhii-fl fourth. When the
Green Bay Packer , and Haiti-1

IOGAN, Utah (AP) — Utah
State's Aggies took the absence
of Minnesota's Xou Hudson as
a go-ahead signal to wreak revenge upon the Gophers Thursday night.
The Aggies piled up a 51-30
second half to hand sixth-ranked
Minnesota its first defeat , 97-72.
Only a year ago, the Gophers
trounced" Utah State 88-69, the
worst beating any team coached
by LaDelle Andersen had ever
taken.

Minnesota 's Archie
Clark,
who has a 22-point average,
scored 23 points, one behind
the game's leading scorer, the
Aggies ' Larry Angle.
But the Gophers sorely missed
the 22.3 points usually dropped
in by Lou Hudson, out perhaps
for the rest of the season with
a broken wrist
Utah State, now 6-4, outshot
Minnesota 51 to 34 per cent and
out-rebounded the Gophers 53-36.
The Gophers led for the first
10 minutes, then it was nip-andtuck until Utah State took a 4642 halftime lead.
Bat Angle's outside shooting
forced the Minnesotans to push,
their zo-ne defense out early in
the second half. After that, Utah
State was in control.
The westerners took a big leap
midway in the second half , running up their margin from 60-53
to 77-55.
Utah State 's Les Powell, the
leading rebounder with 13, added 20 points. For the Gophers,
now 5-1, Wes Martins had 15
points, Dennis Dvoracek 12 and
Ptul Presthus 10.
Earlier this -week, Minnesota
Coach John Kundla had been
worried about game prospects
for Clark, who injured his foot
as he scored 38 points in the
Gophers' 92-88 victory over Detroit Monday.
Two other Big Ten teams
dropped non-conference games
Thursday night.
Northwestern and the nationally fourth-ranked Vanderbilt University Commodores played a
close-scoring game until 20 seconds remained, when the Wildcats tied the score at 58-58.
Jim Pitta then fouled Vander-

bilt 's Bo Wyenandt and the one
free throw he bagged gave the
defending southeastern Conference champions the game, 59
58.
It was Vanderbilt's eighth
straight victory and the Wildcats' third loss in seven games.

JayKansas University 's
hawks rallied from a 38-34 halftime deficit to defeat Ohio State
81-68. The game was tied 13
times before the Jayhawks
broke out of a 46-46 tie into a
lead which never again was
threatened.
Del Lewis and Bob Wilson
shared scoring honors for the
winners with 17 points each
while OSU's Bob Dove scored
26 and Ron Sepic had 19. Kansas
now is 6-2 for the season and
Ohio State 3-4.

Daugherty Is
Coach of Year

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
Michigan State's Duffy Daugherty has been named National
Football Coach of the Year.
His selection by the Football
Writers Association of America
was announced Thursday by
Bert McGrane, association secretary.
Runnerup for the honor is
Daugherty 's Hose Bowl rival .
Tommy Protho of UCLA.
¦

SPORTS SCORES
NBA

THURSDAY'S RESULT
Lot - _ i_ el«s 132. Detroit 112.
TODAY'S GAMES
Nt gam-i icheduled.
SATURDAY'S OAMES
San Francisco at Cincinnati.
St. Louli at New York.
Boiton at Baltimore.
Oitrolt at Lot Angelei.
SUNDAY'S GAMES
Billlmoro at Boiton.
S«it Frenches mt PhltsMplila.
Cincinnati at St, Louli,

NHL

THURSDAY'S RESULT
- .troll 4, Now York 1.
TODAY'S OAMES
No gamts _ch«d-l«f.
SATURDAY'S OAMES
Dilrolt at Montreal.
Chicago it Toronto .
Niw York at Boiton.
SUNDAY'S OAMBS
Montreal at Detroit.
Toronto it Chicago.
Boiton at Now York.

OPEN CHRISTMAS ft

DAY

1 P.M. to 1 AM.

Cage Listing

¥
mfr

more Colts clash on Sunday (or
the division title, the game
might be a tribute to the 49er
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
quarterback.

Last Sunday he completed 26
of 34 throws for a tremendous
76.5 percentage and three touchdowns as the 49ers battled
Green Bay to a 24-24 tie and
deadlocked the Packers and
Colts in the regular season
standings.
In that one, the Green Bay
defenders tossed him just once
for a loss of two yards.
Although he had George Mira
in the wings awaiting a chance,
Coach Jack Christiansen said
at the 'season 's start that Brodie
was his quarterback , and the
former Stanford star ga\e Mm
some tremendous performances.
Tommy McDonald, flanker
for Los Angeles, was second to
Brodie in the balloting by 42
newsmen in (b_e NFL cities.
Brodie had 12 votes and McDonald seven. John David Crow
of San Francisco and Rudy
Bukich of Chicago each had
four ,
¦
The California Angels played
6,*. night games in Dodger Stadium lost season, top figure in
the American League.

Evansville and Central State
of Ohio are back where they
were 10 months ago—fi rst and
second in The Associated Press '
small-college basketball poll,
And it took a one-point defeat
to get them there.
Evansville , which edged Central State for last season 's
small-college championship, was
named to the No. 1 spot today
by a board of sports writers and
sports.asters, edging Central by
four points, 112 to 108.
Southern Illinois, third in last
season's final balloting and
again last week , remained there
by bringing its record to 6-1
with an 8M5 upset of Wichita ,
the No. 8 team in the major-college poll .
The Top Ten, with points on a
10-9-fl etc. basis, records and total points:

1.
1.
J.
4.
5.
t.
' 7.
f.
t.
It.

I.an.vll U (_ J>
Ctnt . State (»•»)
South-m III. Ul)
North Dakola ( - > )
Oramblln. (7-o>
Akron (» .)
Philadelphia Te xllli (4-1)
Youn.-town (7-0)
Arkiniia 1lil« (a-l)
Abllone Chrlillan (7 1)

113
IM
10.3
.3
, S»
3»
J79
14

Open Bowling All Hours
MAKE UP A BOW/UNO PARTY
AND HAVE SOME FUN
• WE ARE CLOSED CHRISTMAS EVE
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MERRY CHRISTMAS |^
to all of you from

•ft

all of us af

2E

WES1GATE B0WI £
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
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SAVARE GETS REVERSE PRESEN T

McKay-Garret .Ram Package Deal?
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Christ-University of Southern Califor- volving McKay and Garrett, renew Harland Svare's contract
maa in reverse came early for nia if under consideration. whom McKay calls the greatest for the 196S season.
young Harland Svare and today Whether McKay is considering football player he ever saw, is "We have several persons in
the Las' Angeles Rams were the matter is not known.
not an unreasonable conjecture. mind as a possible replacement
looking for their eighth head McKay, be it known, was Svare, handsome 35-year-old but no definite decision has
coach since 1947.
never a man to duck a chal- bachelor, issued a statement been reached. It would be prePresident Daniel F. Reaves, lenge.
through Jack Teele, the Rams mature to disclose the names of
expressing personal regret, said Adding much spic« to the talk publicity director and a close these persons.
Svare's contract would not be was this:
personal friend.
"The decision to replace Harrenewed for 1966 with the West- Halfback Mike Garrett, a In effect , Svare noted the land was a most difficult one.
ern cellar dweller in the Na- McKay product, All-America philosophy of the pros, football "While there were many mititional Football League.
and Heisman Trophy winner, is or baseball: It isn't how you gating circumstances causing
The announcement, not entire- the No, 1 draft choice of the coach, but if you win,
the Rams' losing record, it is
ly unexpected, was made Thurs- Rams. Garrett has not signed In the Rams' case, it has been felt that a fresh approach is
day, and promptly triggered the with the Rams nor the Kansas lose and lose and lose for more necessary."
usual speculations on a succes- City Chiefs, who held draft than a decade.
sor to Svare.
rights in the American Football A prepared statement from For the record, it may be
noted that there was a warm
League.
Reeves read:
personal relation between Svare
There have been recurring
rumorsthat John McKay of the A to-called package deal in- "It has been decided not to and Reeves, the majority stock-

holder of the club.

Svare dictated a statement,
relayed by Teele, which said:
' I'm very disappointed that
we couldn't have won more
football games. I have no regrets about the experience. I
thoroughly enjoyed it.
"I thought we made some
progress, but it's the nature of
professional football that you
must win.
"I have the highest respect
for Dan Reeves and the Rams'
organization, and I want to wish
the team success.
"I don't think it will be too
much longer before the Rams
become a winner."

All-Stars Will
Whet Appetite
For Bowl Til ts

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A couple of all-star games,
showcases for some of the nation's top individual collegiate
football talent, serve as appetizers Saturday, Christmas Day,
for next week's major bowl
games.
Six AlkArnericas will be in
action, three on each side, when
the North plays the South in Miami. The other is the Blue-Gray,
matching seniors from above
and below the Mason-Dixon line.
in Montgomery, Ala. Both
games are Christmas afternoon.

Each is ichednled for national
television. ABC will handle the
North-South, with kickoff set for
4:30 p.m. EST. CBS has the
Blue-Gray game, with kickoff at
« p.m. EST.
Those should serve to whet
the nation's television appetite
for the following week's main
course, including the Rose, Cotton, Sugar, Orange and Gator
Bowls.
Here's the line-up (all times
Eastern Standard):
Friday, New Year's Ewe
Gator Bowl at Jacksonville,
Fla. — Georgia Tech, -6*1, vs.
Taxes Tech, 8-2, 2 p.m.
Sun Bowl at El Paso, Tex. —
Texas Western, 7-3, vs. Texas
Christian, 64, 4 p.m.
Bast-West All-Star at San
Francisco), 4:46 p.m.
Saturday, New. Tear's Day
Row Bowl at Pasadena, Calif.
— Michigan State, 104, vs.
UCLA, 7-_M , 5 p.m.
Cotton Bowl at Dallas — Arkansas, 104), vs. Louisiana
State, 7-3.2 p.m.
Sugar Bowl at New Orleans —
Missouri, 7-2-1, vs. Florida, 7-3,
2 p.m.
Orange Bowl at Miami — Nebraska, 10-0, vs. Alabama. 8-1-1,
I pm.
The North-SoothShrine Game
-Jwiyi has been a wide-open,
free-scoring affair built on gambling, explosive offenses. And
the 18th annual game in Miami
Christmas Day shapes up as
another In the series.
Playing a key role in such a
forecast is the presence on the
South'! team of Bill Anderson
and Howard Twilley, the combination that broke all the passbig and receiving records at
Tulsa this past season.
The South is coached by Tul. m 'l Glenn Dobbs, who also will

Gray Coach BUI Ellas of
Navy will be counting heavily
on Little All-America quarterback Randy Johnson, While
Blue Coach Jack Mollenkopf of
Purdue looks to Fred Custardo
of Illinois and Sonny .towers
of Army for mucli of his offensive punch.
The Southern all-stars have
won 16 and lost 11 in the series.
CARDS 8IGN HEIDEL
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Quarterback Jimmy Heidel of the Universityof Mississippihas signed
with the St. Louis Cardinals, the
National Football League team
said today.
a
Georgia Tech football <oach
Bobby Dodd played his football
at the University of Tennessee.
Dodd, born Nov. 11, 1906 in Galax, Va., first played organized
football at Kingsport, Term.,
High.
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Hadl was merely the league's
No. 1 passer.
He completed 174 passes out
of 347 attempts for a .501 percentage, 2,798 yards and 20
touchdowns.
Kemp, on the other hand,
completed 179 out of 391 for a
.458 percentage, 2,368 yards and
10 touchdowns.
While Hadl was nailing down
the passing title, the Chargers
racked up an unprecedented
sweep of all important team statistical categories.

READING IN TUB ., . Tackle Bob Vogel
of the Baltimore Colts, treating an ankle injury in the whirlpool bath, catches up on bis
reading while sitting in 104-degree water.
Looking over his shoulder is end Raymond

Berry. The Colts will play the Green Bay
Packers at Green Bay Sunday for the Western
Conference title of the National Football
League. (AP Photofax)

Coifs Need Special
Effort From Specials

BALTIMOREUl — The Baltimore Colts
will be looking for an extra special effort
from their special teams Sunday in the
playoff for the Western Conference championship of the National Football League.
The special teams are used hy the pros
to receive or defend on punts and Hckoffs.
Baltimore's special teams, captained by
Alex Hawkins, have set up several victories
this season and helped preserve a 24-24 tie
with Detroit.
With the Colts using converted halfback
Tom Matte as quarterback in the playoff
with the Green Bay Packers at Green Bay.
Baltimore's offense can use all the help it
can get,
•
"The special teams will be more iraporant than ever this week," Coach Don Shula
said. "We hope they can give us good field
gosltlon, or even put some point* on the
?ard."
'
. Hawkins typifies the play of his squad
members.
When the Colts are kicking, he dashes
full throttle down the field, ana more often
than not makes the tackle, On the receiving
end, he usually advises Alvin Haymond
whether to make a fair catch and then mows
down the first opponent to come bis way.
"Field position is always important
against Green Bay," Hawkins said, "The
Packers turve a controlled, disciplined defense. You don't get rich quick against

Helen Nelson,
Winestorfer
Share Toppers

No Changes in
Top Ten Poll ,
Rivermen Best
By BOB JUNGHANS
Dally News Sports Writer
N o t h i n g much has
changed since the first Winona Daily _ Sunday News
poll at th« beginning of
tha week except that Alma
continues to draw away
from the pack.
The flashy Rivermen of
the West Central Conference still rank No. 1 on
tho list after demolishing
Cochrane - Fountain City

ly top 10 team in action over
the holiday-deleted week
of action.
The Top Ten remained intact with Hayfield second,
Bangor third, Eleva-Strum
fourth and Preston fifth.
Leading the second five
is Kenyon with Wabasha
seventh, Kasson - Mantorville eighth, Onalaska Luther ninth and Houston
10th.
Harmony crept into a
special mention spot by
virtu, of a 87-71 rout of
hard-pressed Mabel, Tha
Cardinal., now 5-2 for the
year with losses only to
Winona and Wykoff, replace.
Whitehall on the list.
Santa Claus will provide
the only basketball opposition tonight, as people
throughout the area celebrate the holiday.
But next week could
bring some d e c i s i v e
changes in the rankings.
Nine Holiday tournaments
are on tap in the area with
Alma, Arkansaw, Eleva Strum, Durand, Wabasha,
Preston, Kasson - Mantorville and Stewartville all
taking part.
The feature attractions
will be at Kasson - Mantorville, Mabel and Osseo.
K-M hosts Stewartville
in the opening game of its
tournament Tuesday, while
both Mondovi and ElevaStrum, along with twicebeaten Osseo, take part in
the Osseo Tournament. At
Mabel, Preston is expected
to run into tough opposition
from Rushford, w h i c h
boasts a 4-2 mark.

TOP TEN
I.
t.
I.
4.
5.

Alma
Hayflel.
Sensor
El - vi-strum
Preston

.-•
44
4-a
«-o
l-»

4.
7.
I.
•.
m.

Kenyan
Wlbaiha
KaiMii-M.
Omlaika L,
Heuaton

«.
->
31
3.
+1

SPECIAL MENTION: Wykoff, TrempIeleau, Wanamingo, Onalaiki, Arkaniaw ,
Alma Cinter, Durand, Lantaboro. Itewartvllla, Harmcrty.
"<^-V i_ --*>-a>-»W-V»_-%-'l»*'

118-73 Wednesday night. It
was the second straight
game in which Alma has
broken the century mark
and Its seventh triumph
without a setback.
AJma, in fact, was the on-

Vanderbilt Going
After NCAA Title?

¦
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Helen Nelson and Bob Winesstorfer shared honors as city
bowlers Thursday night tapered
off scoring ln anticipation of
the coming holiday.
Helen led the distaff side with
854 in the Hal-Rod Powder Puff
League and Winestorfer got a
609 In the Hal - Rod Eagles
League.
Helen 's 654 combined with 206
— .27 from Jo Biltgen led
league - leading Winona Insurance to mi—2,680. Esther Pozanc belted 826, Joan Schad
converted the 6-7 and Arlene
Jandt the 8-7-10.
In the Eagles League, Winestorfer, who also competes for a
Winona Insurance team, par• • *
*- * • *
layed games of 241-163-205 into
the 609.
CHRISTMAS
EVE
CLOSED
Bob Cada shot 193-182-225—600,
|
AND CHRISTMAS DAV
West End Greenhouses 990 and
1 . . . in order that we and our employee may spend ! Grain Belt and Warner k Swasey Shop each 2,815.
5 Chrit.mai with our families.
Leroy Kan- triggered his first
\
errorless,
a 169-192-202-66..
Open Sunday, Dec, 2. — 1 p.m. 'til doling.
j
\
WESTGATE BOWL: ChmlcWillard Crltchfleld'a 236-S87 led
Dale's to 2,782, Gordie Fakler's
567 paced Fish Shop to MS.
Crltchfleld'a set, which came on
games of 154, 238 and 198, was
errorless.
I Pin Drops — Bemlce McEI401 Weil Third Street
. mury's 20_—625 stoked Sportsxmmmmm mmmw *mt *mmmmtmm *mmmmtm

. . . From AH of Us at
HAL-ROD LANES

SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) Quarterback John Hadl of the
San Diego Chargers has a special reason to try to impress
Buffalo quarterback Jack Kemp
when the twt> meet in the American Football League championship game Sunday.
Kemp, the league's No. 4 passer, made the all-pro team and
was voted the league's most valuable player by an AP panel.

The Chargers were one touchdown favorites to win the championship from the Bills as San
Diego Coach Sid Gillman an
nounced that rookie Gene Foster
will replace Keith Lincoln a_
starting fullback.
Lincoln hurt his knee Dec. 12
and has been slowed since then,
San Diego beat Buffalo 84-2 in
their first encounter of the season. The second game ended in
a 20-20 tie.

have running back Rodger Bird
of Kentucky and wingback
George Pearce of William and
Mary in the offensive line-up.
Be also has two fierce linebackers, Tommy Nobis of Texas
and Ed Weisacosky of Miami.
Nobis, Weisacosky and Twilley
were All-America choices.
North Coach Ara Parseg-uaa
of Notre Dame counters with
two All-Americas from his own
team, guard Dick Arrington and
defensive halfback Nick Basses,
and Purdue tackle Karl Singer.
He will open with either Ken
Lucas of Pittsburgh or Don Unverferth of Ohio State at quarterback. Sam Price of Illinois
will be at half, Dave McNaughton of Penn State at full and
Jim Todd of Ball State at wingback.
The South leads in the series
10-6, with two ties. The North
won last year's game 37-30 on a
touchdown pass by Notre
Dame's Jack Sum in the last
five seconds.
At Montgomery. Negroes will
be in the line-up for the first
time in the 26 yenr history of
the gams. The North has defensive linemen Jim Long of Purdue and Bill Briggs of Iowa,
while the South has halfback
Eugene Thomas of Florida
ASM and defensive tackle
Johnny Holmes, also of Florida
AIM.

Had) Has Big
Reason for
Great Effort

them."
For the season, Baltimore's special
teams have outgained the opposition on punt
returns 11.7 yards to 7.6 yards per carry,
and oa kickoff returns 24.3 yards to 21.4.
Raymond is the chief difference. He has
averaged 30.7 yards on 20 kickoff returns
and 9.8 yards on 41 punts.
"This might be the week: Alvin goes ail
the way," Hawkins said. "He almost broke
loose a couple times. Once he was open, and
I ran into him."
The Packers kept the ball away from
Raymond while whipping Baltimore 42-17
Dec. 12. When he aid have a chance to
run, Raymond said the Packers "swooped
down on me like eagles."
But Haymond promises to "try a wee
bit harder" this week, as he still seeks to
run a kick back for a touchdown.
"If I do, the referee might as well go
and get another football," he said. "The
one I carry over is going to ray girl friend."
Haymond has waited as long to get
married as he has for the scaring runback.
Shula asked him to postpone the original
wedding date, which was one day before
the recent Packer game.
The new date, Dec. 26, didn't quite fit
ln with the playoff game plans. Now, Alvin
and Jo Ann Winchester have a choice. If
the Colts win Sunday, the wedding will be
Jan. 9. If Baltimore loses, it'll be Jan. 2.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
This could be the season the
Vanderbilt Commodores go all
the way and win the national
collegiate basketball championship.
Tlie Southeastern Conference
champions reached the quarterfinals of the NCAA tournament
last March before losing an 8785 thriller to Michigan.
So far this season the Commodores, No. 4 in The Associated
Press poll, have- been winning
the close ones, always the mark
of a champion.

The; made lt eight victories
in eight starts with a B _ *_ _
squeaker over Northwestern at
Evanston, HI., Thursday night,
Sophomore Bo Wyenandt sank a
free throw with 10 seconds left
for the winning point.
The second-ranked St. Joseph's Hawks of Philadelphia
dropped their second straight on
their invasion of the Rocky
Mountain area, losing to Wyoming 99-92 at Laramie, Wyo.
The sixth-ranked Minnesota
Gophers were knocked out of
the unbeaten class by Utah
State 97-72 at Logan, Utah, but
unbeaten Bradley, No. 5 in the
AP poll, made it 10 in a row
with an 83-68 romp over North
Dakota at Peoria, 111. The other
teams in the AP Top Ten were
Idle.

Francisco 82-60 and U. of Pacific scored a 6942 road triumph
over Portland in other games
before the start of a three-day
slack period for the Christmas
holiday.
Northwestern took an early
10-polnt lead over Vandy, blithe Commodores, paced by
Keith Thomas' 16 points end
Clyde Lee's 14, rallied to tie 3535 at the half. Vandy led 68-56,
but Northwestern's Bon Kozlicki
tied the score again with 20 seconds left before Wyenandt NEW YORK CAP) - Lou Saswished through the winning ban of the Buffalo Bills was
named Coach of the Year in the
point from the foul line.
American Football League
Thursday in a poll of the
league's players.
The award marked the second
straight year Saban had been
honored by the league's players.
The players also picked San
Diego's Paul Lowe as Player of
the Year and New York's Joe
Namath as Rookie of the Year.

Saban Named
Coach of Year
By AFL Players

Pistons Eye
Trades to

End Slump

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
Detroit Pistons are negotiating
for manpower to bring them out
of their National Basketball Association slump says playerCoach Dave DeBusschere.
"There are trades in the making at this moment," DeBusschere said Thursday night.
He appeared crestfallen after
his Pistons were beaten by the
Los Angeles Lakers 122-112 on
the sharp-shooting of Gall Goodrich and Jerry West, who scored
25 points each.
No Piston player scored more
than 20. Detroit grabbed an
early 20-19 lead, taking advantage of the first appearance of
Elgin Baylor in a month.
Baylor, still nursing an injured right knee, appeared slow
and was not hitting. He played
nine minutes and was replaced
by Leroy Ellis.
Said DeBusschere in the locker room:
"We are looking for a few
guys to make up for the slack
left by the drafting of Terry
Dlscblnger, my leading scorer,

Unbeaten Utah made It seven
straight with a 106-57 breeze
over the Air Force Academy at
Salt Lake City and Colorado
State U. rebounded from its
first defeat at the hands of Seattle to whip Idaho State 95-72 at
Fort Collins, Colo.
Kansas also rebounded from
its two defeats by UCLA and
Southern California last week:in
Los Angeles to whip Ohio State
81-68 at Columbus, dhlo.
Stanford and San Franciaco
(ContUraed from Page 10)
scored home-court victories over
VIENNA AND PEARL: Hot line direct to the Daily News Louisiana State 91-.9 nnd St.
sports department.
Louis 87-69, respectively. ButEMIL NASCAK i A scooter for trips back and forth from ler, which trounced Michigan on
work.
Wednesday, rallied to edge
VIC GISLASON) Some mora oi those 25-foot putts he runs Oklahoma 65-03 at Indianapolis.
down at crucial times.
Santa Clare nipped California
HANK MALY: Another top Southern Mlnny record.
76-73 at Berkeley while Tulsa
PAT SHORTRIDGE: Speedy completion of the new nine took the St. Mary's Gaels in San
at Winona Country Club.
JOHN VAN HOOF : No springtime flood.
LDL. SPENCER i One meal with the whole family present.
HOWARD REEDY : A golf cart complete with parachute and
a supply of six nine irons.
TOM MEUUEMANfli Better luck on that game they play
off the top of the hill at Ferndale Country Club.
LYMAN MALONEY: A combination gavel-can opener for
master of ceremonies and golfing activities.
GORDON HEUER: He got his conference, now how about a
title?
.
DUKE LORETZ: Some basketball height.
BOB OZMUNi A bait to go with that gold buckle.
TOM MAYi A "Mickey Wooi." watch.
BUZZ WALSH: A pro-football job.
DEAN UHLgi Another Eino.
JO BILTGEN: One pair of "Mamie Yocnm" slacks.
Well, Santa , that will nave to do for now. We realize we've
overlooked some people along (he way, hut do your best to
make this the best holiday season for everyone.
Thanks.
Sportlngly yours,
Gary Evans
Tu.iday, December 38,

DEAR SANTA

and the banning of Reggie Harding, my leading rebounder."
The win helped Los Angeles
keep command of the NBA
Western Division, l 1 . games
ahead of Baltimore.
Detroit, with a 9-22 record, is
ln the West's last place.
Tha Laker-Piston game was
the only NBA contest Thursday
night.
The Minnesota Twins had the
best night game attendance In
the American League last season. The champions drew 769 ,317 fans under lights at home.
They played 42 games.

MOTORCYCLE
• REPAIRS
• PARTS

• SERVICE

ROBB BROS.
Motorcycle Shop

173 I. «th St. Phene 4007

Exclusively on KWNO

^

BASKET BALL L .

{fAKO ^

"Follow the Bouncing Ball"
At 12-3-Oh Radio For
Complete Basketball
Coverage All Season

man's Tap to 2,699. Lake
Center Switch shot 867.
Keglerette — Leona Lublnskl
steered Lawreoz Furniture to
876-2,846 with her 520, Gloria
Rockwell tagged 197 for Groves
Eye Glass and Jerry's Auto
Sales 878. Betty Borkowskl picked up the 2-7-10.
WINONA AC: K of C - Bub s
took team honors of 865—2,562
as Hamm's mates Msgr. J. R.
Fallen and Ralph Ciemlnskl
.hired individual laurels with

^___Pr ul «rf |
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Cotter Holiday Tournament,
St. Mary' . Oytn, TBA

210 and 531, respectively.
I-adlri — S t e i n Oil Co.
which won the first-half title ,
banged 677—2,562 , "Vera Boll
tipped 192 for FLsh Shop and
Mary Frzy tfi rBki 473 .
¦
The New Vork Yankees played less night games at home
than any -Aniei lcan League
team last season. Tliey played
35 in Yankee Stadium and drew
461,653, an average of 13,761
per game.

T^f^
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Wednesday, December 29,
Cotter Holiday Tournament,
St. Mary'* Gym, TBA
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Winona High vi. lo Croue Central,
la Crosse, 7:45 p.m.
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Blair School
Study Group
To Be Named

BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - A
proposed addition to the Blair
school is under discussion by
the board of education.
After a tour of the ijuildirig,
board members decided to appoint a citizens* committee to
study expansion needs. Architect's skeches will be reviewed at a meeting late In December.

DONALD Jacobson, district
supervisor, was authorized to
file an application for federal
aid under the Anti-Poverty Act.
The board approved completing the parking lot in the spring
with a horizontal pole barrier
around the perimeter.
Parking spaces will be marked at 10-foot intervals and a
safety lane will extend northerly from the gym's north door. A
vehicle barrier is to be constructed on the east line of the
playground.
Harry Paul will be the official
delegate from the board at the
Wisconsin School Boards Association convention at Milwaukee in January.
Richard Byom, Galesville, has
been hired as elementary
grades teacher and junior high
basketball coach, beginning his
work Jan. 24 when Mrs. Roger
Solberg's resignation becomes
effective.
The board voted to pay Lester
Otterson 50 cents per day for
transporting his children to
school.
HEGG niral school Is being
transferred to Faith Lutheran
Church, which purchased it. lite
old school car will be sold, and
Willard Knutson will be hired to
transport kindergarten children
each noon.
The board approved a motion
allowing students to dance in
the gym in non-marring shoes
at school functions.

Galesville Lig hting
Winners Named
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
—Prizes have been awarded by
the Galesville lions Club for the
best decorated homes for the
Christmas season. First went to
the Kenneth Poss house, second
to the William Berg residence,
and third to the Vilas Evenon
place. Judging was by the Ettrick Lions Club.

Here Are
NFL Leaders

RETAIL
Nat Rod
W. L. Faint*
De-Nuh
11
4 1«V»
Maui**
11
4 1«
Bub's Be**
Sunbeam Cakas
9
I 1*
tehrwns
t
7 lt
7
I ia
Lenw'i Bar
> 1*
Was Hept*
•
7 10
Darn's IOA
*
tportsmsn Tap
7
• Id
Body
Shop
.
.
.
7
I
9
p*n*k*
STF
7
I aVs
is
Main Tavern
»
•
i 11
a
Sf. Clalrs
W1STQATB MIN
Final First Mall
Feints
Wsstgata
... .. . 47
taab'a Standard
44
Rupwt's Grocery
40
OehSen Food
Winona Cleaning Works
r*
31
Marwetl House Colfe*
Wunderlich Inturance
J5
34
Winona Comfy Abttraet Ce.
Federated Insurance
331*
31
Freddy's Bar, Stockton
Swede's Liquor Stare, ttockton . 33
SKA
Knottier Auto Body Shop
. . .* i
L-cov* Bar
30
O'Laaugtilin Plumbing
Matak* Blades
2*
Montgomery Wards
27
United Parcel Service
2*
COMMERCIAL
Hal-Rod
W.
.
U
J
Orv -s Ikelly
Schllll B»r
10
S
Cltgo
9
6
Wlnena Rug Cleaning
9
4
Pappy
9
4
7
t
Sam 's Direct Service
McNally Builders
7
t
Ventf-A-Matlc
7
•
Quality Chevrolet
«U IV4
Spri nger Sign
6
9
Spent Texaca
4',i lovi
3 U
Albreeht's
WEITOATI MlXCItS
YYeitqete
W . L.
Deluxe Beauty Shop
JJ'A 17VS
Skelly Oats
13 11
Ooldan Brand
11 31
' . If. n
..
Voir Rohr Drugt
Marigold Dairies
14 11
Merchants Bank
19U 3ltt
United Building Center . . . . UVi 31Vi
Bey State
Htt 34'^
SUNSBTTIRS
Westgate
W . L.
79 21
Merf's Market
Commodore Club
17 24
BoUnd Mfg. Co
It 25
Oolti Pharmacy
»« 25
Mankato Bar
l* is
tcttlltz Beer
lt 35
14 37
Jordan's
lunbaam Sweets
20 31
PARK REC BOYS
Mai Red¦
W, L.
HoptO .- ..
4
»
Pin Pushers
3
1
Pin Smashers
3
2
Unknowns
3
2
Crusaders
J
x
Outter Ousters
2
2
Spartans
2
2 .
4-B s
1
3
Sling Rays
1
3
t-B alls
1
3
CLASS "A"
Red Men
W. L.
Wleions BexcraR C*
so 11
Winona Milk Co.
21 20
Kalmes Tires
20 lt
Dunn's Blacktop .
II l*
MAJORITTB
Athletic Club
W. L.
Plaasant Valley Dairy
i •
Lang's Bar
l
i
'
Winona Industries ..
1
1
1
l
%a*ier* Deal
Ed Phillips
1
a
Regan's Insurance Agency . I
3
ACE
Athletic Club
W. l_
Merchants Bank
1
1
Jarry's Plumbers
1
1
Hameralk'i Bar
1
1
Schmidt's
., I
3
Winona Heating c*
1
2
Winona Vets Cab
t
3
¦AOLKt
Hal-Rod
Points
is
Eagle* Clufc
West End Greenhouses
n
Winona Insurance Agency
11
Sehllti Bear
il
Warner A Swisay Shop
9
Bearer's Genuine Part*
I
TV Signal
7
ftraln Belt Beer
7
Wil Hopto
I
I
»Utn*r Oas W Oil
feadger Foundry
, t
I
Mankat* Bar
POWDER PUFF
Hal-Rod
W.
U
Winona Insurance . . . . . . . . . 14 11
Bakken Construction . . . . . . . « 14
Bvdwelttr Beer
31 it
Brant* Souvenir Shop ..... IS ».
Win Craft, inc.
13 21
Vet Cab
n 24
Hal Leonard Musi*
» 21
Chapln Sausage*
19 26
Watkins Products
1* it
St. Clalrs
i» it
Marigold Dairies
It 17
io is
Spring**!* Dairy
ATHLETIC CLUB LADIES
Athletic Club
W.
Stein Oil Co
I
Hot Fish Shop
UVi
Willy's Sweethearts
.14
Lantern Cat*
l
Koehler Body Sh*p
int
Wlnone Knitters
17
KNIQHTS OP COLUMBUS
Athletic Club
W.
Weaver A sons
30
Winona Milk Co.
17
ll
Merchant* Nat'l Bank
Briggs
U
Bub'* Beer
19
Mamm's Beer
lt
KEOLBRRTTB
Weslgata
W.
Winona Truck Leasing ... 4
Wardt's Music
4
Jarry's Aula Sales
4
3am'i Direct Service . . . . . . . s
Hemm'e Beer
3
Sammy's Plita Palace .... 3
Lawrem Furniture
a
Orsves By* slats Cleaner . i
PIN DROPS
Westgate
W.
Randall's
33
Sprinter Jlgna
so
!•»
Pappy's
Sportsman's Tap
27
Hal-Leonard
23
KAGI
I»
Culligen's
lt
Lake Center Switch
it
CLASSIC
Weitgaie
w.
Dale's Standard
4
Poianc Trucking
4
Clark A Clark Ins
1
Hot Fish Shop
J
Murltl Cigars
1
RulA's Restaurant
3
Rolllngstone Lumbar
1
Rupperfa Grocery
1

L.
17
W\
ll
13
2514
11

NEW YORK m — National
Football League individual leaders, through games of Dec. 19:
L.
IS
RUSHING AVERAGE (140 at11
tempts) — Brown. Phil. 5.4;
14
13
Brown, Clev. 5.3; Sayers, Chi.
It
6.2.
if
R U S H I N G YARDAGE L.
Brown, Clev. 1,544; Sayers, Chi.
l
867 ; Brown, PhiL 861.
1
2
TOUCHDOWNS RUSHING 3
Brown . Clev. 17; Sayers, Chi.
3
3
14; Mason, Minn. 10.
4
3
VARDS PASSING - Brodie,
S.F. 3,112; BuMch, Chi., 2,641;
L.
IS
Tarkenton, Minn. 2,<K».
ll
19
PASSES COMPLETED tl
Brodie, S.F. 242; Jurgensen,
It
19
Wash. 190; Buklch, Chi. 176.
31
P A S S I N G PERCENTAGE
32
(140 attempts) - Brodie, S.F.
L.
61.9 (391-242); Unites, Bait. 58.2
1
1
(282-164); Bukich , Chi. 58.2
1
(312-176).
3
1
PASSES CAUGHT - Parka,
3
4
S.F. 80; McDonald, L,A. 67;
4
Retzlaff , Phi. to.
TOUCHDOWN' P A S S E S NOT DKSTRUCTION
CAUGHT - Hay«s , Dall and
MILWAUKEE , Wis. — SpeParks, S.F. 12.
cial
counsel (or Milwaukee CounSCORING - Sayers, Chi. 132;
Brown, Clev, 126 ; Cox . Minn. ty, Steven Keane, said Thursday
that Wisconsin is not trying to
113.
KXTRA POINTS-Davis, S,F. I destroy baseball in its antitrust
& Leolerc , Ch! 52; Michaels , suit against the Atlanta-bound
Braves and the N a t i o n a l
R.ilt. 48 .
KIEI4) GflAM - Cox , Minn. League.
23; Bakken , St. L 11; 3 tied with
TWO FOR JERRY
17.
OPPONENTS* FCMBLEH RENEW YORK WV-Jerry KramCOVERED - Butkus, Chi. 6; er, Green Bay Packer guard,
Brown , Det., Krause . Wash, and who underwent a series of maLnsgctt , Chi. 4.
jor operations last year, receivSAFETIES - Brown, Ret., ed two votes in the Associated
Eller and Prestel , Minn., Jones , Press Comeback of the Year
LA. Katcavage . N.Y. and Mi- award ln tho National Football
chaels. Bait, 1 each.
Leagu».

Lewiston Girls
Hurt in Crash

LEWISTON, Minn. (SpeciaDTvtro Lewiston girls were treated at St. Marys Hospital, Rochester, and released Thursday
afternoon although the driver,
Bronwen Christenson, 17, was
thrown through the windshield.
Bronwen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ferris Christenson,
and Pamela Bearden, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bearden , were returning from Rochester when the accident happened
on Highway 14 east of Eyota
shortly after noon.
JUST AS Bronwen was palling out to pass the car in front
of her, she saw in the rear view
mirror that the vehicle in back
of her was beginning to pass
her. In trying to pull back into
her own lane, she apparently
hit the lip of the concrete. Her
1964 car, described by her parents as a total wreck , whirled
around and came to a stop, facing west, off the south shoulder and partly In the shallow
ditch.
Bronwen landed in a soft
plowed field beyond the ditch.
She was badly bruised, her
mother said, but the soft field
is thought to have saved her
life or more serious injury. She
was covered with mud.
The man trying to pass her,
unidentified to the Christensons,
said he saw her shoot through
the windshield "like a bail. "
His car went out of control and
stopped on the soft shoulder.
PAMELA received cuts above
and below the right eye. They
were taken to the hospital by
Rodney Curran, Eyota barber,
who operates an ambulance.
Bronwen's father was at the
hospital when they got there,
having gone to see Darrell Benson, Lewiston elevator operator, who is a patient there.
m.

VIET NAM

(Continued from Page 1)
tion," a senior Army spokesman
said.
"We shall resume normal operations at 2400 hours Dec. 25
unless we are forced to do so
before Uiat ," the officer said.
While the Communists repeated their announcement of a 12hour truce, neither North Viet
Nam's Hanoi radio nor the Viet
Cong radio made any mention
of the longer period proclaimed
by the other side.
U.S. officials in Washington
expected the truce to hold for
the first 12 hours. They hoped
tho Communists would prolong
it until Christmas midnight. But
they believed the war would
resume in full violence after
that.
Officials said the 24 hours
leading up to the truce hour
were as bloody as ever.
U.S. B52s from Guam dropped
their bombloads at dawn today
80 miles south of Saigon, continuing the softening up of suspected Viet Cong hideouts.
Communist g u e r r i l l a s
launched a heavy mortar attack
during the night against Lac
Son, about 30 miles south of Da
Nang, and overran two of its
outlying posts. They inflicted
heavy casualties on the defenders, but the main post held out.
South Vietnamese officers
reported 100 Viet Cong bodies in
the area after artillery and
planes came to the aid of the
post. The Viet Cong were reported withdrawing at daybreak.
U.S. and South Vietnamese
forces claimed 172 Viet Cong
killed in three other operations
Thursday ln the central highlands. One American wounded
and light Vietnamese casualties
were reported.
Firing rockets and machine
guns, helicopters of the 1st Air
Cavalry Division made repeated
attacks in the Phy Cat area, 12
miles northwest of Wui Nhon,
after a U.S. adviser to a Vietnamese unit asked for help. One
strike caught a group of guerrillas as they were washing
clothes in a stream, a spokesman said, nnd 10 were killed.
The American adviser said he
counted 75 dead Viet Cong after
another attack,
A South Vietnamese battalion
reported it killed 65 Viet Cong in
a battle 7 miles southwest of Hoi
An. Another battalion claimed
32 guerrillas killed and 10 captured In a search-and-destroy
operation S2 miles northwest ol
Hue.
American troops across the
country were getting ready to
celebrate Christmas, Marines at

GRAI N

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wbeat
receipts Thurs. 238; year ago
113; trading basis unchanged
to one cent higher; prices %1% higher; cash spring wheat
basis, No. 1 dark northern 1117 protein 1.74y«-2.03«4.
Spring wheat one cent premium each lb. over SO-61 lbs;
Spring wheat one cent discount
each ¥s lb under 58 lbs.
No. 1 hard Montana winter
I.6OV4-I.88V4.
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter
1.5914-1.87*4 .
No. I hard amber- durum,
choice 1.75-1.83; discounts, amber 2-3 cents; durum 4-7 cents.
Cora No. 2 yellow 1.22-1.24.
Oats No. 2 white ftl%-64% ;
No. 3 white S0%-€2% ; No. 2
heavy white 65%-«6%; No. 3
heavy white 62%-«4%.
Barley, cars 111, year ago 75;
good to choice 1.16-1.42; low to
intermediate 1.14-1.34; feed 1.051.14.
Rye No. 2 1.13*4-1.18V4.
Flax No. 1 2.96.
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.57%.

LIVESTOCK
SOOTH j r. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (fl-(USDA)
—Cattle 700; calw* 200; not enough
slaughter itetra, helferi, bull* and feeders for adequ ate price test; small supply
slaughter cowi, vealers and slaughter
calves steady; load good and choice
1,100 ID slaughter steers 25.50; load
mostly oood 1,100 Ib UMl thole* 93S
Ib slaughter heifers 25.00; good M0 lb
34.00; utility and commercial slaughter
cows 15.00-16.00; earner and cutter 13.3015.00; choice vaalers 37.OO-30.O0; good
33.00-27.00; choice slaughter calves 18.0032.00; good 14.00-ltt.OO.
Hogs 1,O0O; talrl . active; barrows and
gilts steady to 35 cents higher; sows
end fender pigs steady; U.S. 1 and 2 1*0230 Ib barrows and gilts 29.09-29.50;
mixed 13 190-240 Ibs 2l.S0-39.2Sl 240-240
Ibs 28.O0-2t.75; 1-3 370-330 Ib tow* 25.0035.50; 330-400 Ibl 34.00-35.00; 2-3 400-500
Ibs 23.00-24.50; choice 120-160 lb feeder
pjfil 3S.OO-26.00.
Sheep 200; all daises generally steady;
choice end prim* KS-100 lb woolad slaughter lambs 24.50-37-.50i utility and good
wooled slaughter awes 6.50-7.50; cull
5.004.00; choice and fancy 6040 lb feeder lambs 26.00-27.00; good and choice
50-40 lb 24.S0-26.0O.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO Ml —(USDA)- Hogs 3,500;
butchers 50-75 cents higher; 1-2 190-225
Ib butchers 30.SO-31.0O; mixed 1-3 19024) Ibs 30.00-3075; 230-250 lbs 2t.50-3O.25;
2-3 25O-270 lbs 29.00-29JO; 1-3 350-40O lb
SOWS 24.75-25.J0.
Cattle 7,000; calves none; steers *t*ady
to 75 cants lower; prims 1,160-1,350 ID
slaughtar steers 27.50-27.75; high choice
and prime 1,100-1,350 Ibs 26.7S-27.2S; high
choice and prima 900-1,075 Ib sleugfiter
heifers 2S.7S-26.S0i utility and commercial
cows 14.50-15.50; cenners and cutters
12.00-1-4.75; utility and commercial bulls
16.50-19.50.
Sheep 100; few lots choice «ml prim*
85-105 lb slaughter lambs 27.25-2t.2S; good
and choice 26.0O-27.S0; cull to good
slaughter ewes 5.O0-10.O0.
¦

WINONA MARKETS
Bravo Poods

Bast and *» Ith Street
Buying hour* 6 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon
day through Friday.
Thas* quotations apply a* to noon to
day on a yield (dressed) basis.
Canner* and cutters $29.00.

good with the owner, th*
coaches and the other players . . . It'a Just a real
good , friendly atmosphere.
"There was another thing,
too. This season I hod m
chance to catch passes . . .
This year 1 was running
Eatterns and I enjoyed i(. I
elleve lt helped us in some
games, too."
Brown , who Is completing
his ninth season in pro foot ball, said he is in "real good
shape."
"This two weeks we have
between games will be good
BO

for all of us," he said. "Vou
get rid of those aches and
bruises that don't have time
to heal from week to week. "
Coach Wanton Collier
called 1965 one of Brown's
greatest seasons .
"Jim has had so many
that it's difficult to pick one
over the other ," Collier
said , "he did a tremendous
job this year. He was consistent in performance, helped us keep possession of the
football. "
Explaining Brown 's new
role as a pass receiver , Col-
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"I'd like to stay and talk, Dolan, but J've gotta get in and
start addressing these Christmas cards."
By Alex Kotiky

APARTMENT 3-G

Winona Egg Market

rites* quotations apply aa of
10:30 a.m. today
Crania A (lumbo)
U
Grade A (targe)
Jl
Gratia A (medium)
M
Grade A (small)
15
Grade B
Jl
Grade C
15

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hovrsi Ia.m. to 4 p.m.; closed Saturday!. Submit sample before loading.
(New crop barley)
No. I barl«y
...$t .U
No. 2 barley
1.08
No. 3 barley
M
No. 4 barley
.»!

Bay State Milling Company

Elevator A Grain Prices
Starting Oct. IS. IMS, IM bushels ot
grain will be the minimum load* ac
cepted at the ele/ator.
No. 1 northern vprlng wheat .... 1.61
No. 2 northern spring wheat .... I.M
No. 3 northern cprlng wheat .... l.3i
No. 4 northern cprlng wheat .... 1.53
No. l hard winter wheat
1.5J
No. 2 hard winter wheat ........ 1.50
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.44
No. 4 hard winter wheat
M2
1.13
No. I rye
No. i rye
t 1.11

'

REX MORGAN, I ..D.

tty Dal Curtis

Da Nang drove an amphibious
tractor dubbed the "Jingle Bell
Special" into the countryside,
covering its machine gun with a
red-and-white striped cardboard
candy cane.
Placards on the sides proclaimed in Vietnamese: "Peace
on earth, good will toward
men." A sign on the rear said
"Bong, bong, beat the Cong."
"Basically, It's our holiday."
said Lt. David Duffy of Syracuse, N.Y., a Marine civic action officer , "but we can always
pass out some of our goodies to
these people. "
Almost everywhere American
units of any size were stationed,
they held Christmas parties for
lo«al children, for widows and
orphans of South Vietnamese
soldiers. Toys, clothes and other
gi fts from soldiers' relatives
and organizations in the United
States swelled Santa's pack for
tho South Vietnamese guests.
Turkey dinners with all the
traditional
trimmings were
being readied for all American
units. Comedian Bob Hope and
a troupe of beauties and musicians arrived in Saigon to entertain the men. The U.S. command lifted the nightly curfew It
had proclaimed for its forces ln
Saigon last weekend.
Francis Cardinal Spellman,
Roman Catholic vicar to the
U.S. armed forces, again was
visiting Vket Nam at Christmastime.

Happ y Campaign for Brown
CLEVELAND (*» - Jim
Brown , fullback for the National Football L e a g u e
champion Cleveland Browns,
says this season has been
"my most enjoyable" in
professional football.
llrown , who was named
the NFL's Most Valuable
Player in an Associated
Press poll, said Thursday
there were a number of reasons for his picking the 1965
season *t his most enjoyable.
"Communication was one
thing, " he said. "It's been

OWN AND BEAR IT

DENNIS THH MENACB

lier said Paul Warfleld's injury before the season started had something to do with
featuring the runnings backs
as receivers,
"We knew all along that
Jim could be used as a
receiver ," said the coach ,
"lie has the hands, the
speed and is a good target. "
Brown lias won the league
rushing title in eight of his
nine seasons. He has scored
l2fi touchdowns, gained 12,212 yards and carried the
ball 2 ,:i5» tlmse—all league
records,

By Ernie Bush miller

NANCY

By Saunders and Ernst
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Card of Thank*

Want Ads
Start Here

StovM, ttirnmcea, Ptrtt

78 Mfluitf far §•(•

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR-

1962 CHEVROLET

e-U, H 11, it, 18.

NOTICE
DMionatleni a* to sex in our Help
Wanted advertising column* Is mad*
only (1) to Indicate bona lid* occupational qualification* (or employment which an employer regard* ar*
reasonably raecesaary to th* normal
operation ot his buslrxu, or (2) as
a convenience to our readers to inform them sss to which position* the
advertiser believes would ba of more
Interest to one sex than the other because of the work Involved. Such
declgnatlon* do not Indicate or Imply
tha* any advertiser Intends to practices any unlawful preference, limitation, specification or discrimination In
employment practice*.

—$995 —

VENABLES

WINONA AUTO SALES

Card of Thanks

BACONOur sincere and grateful thanks are
extended to all our relatives, friends
and neighbor* for the messages of
sympathy and acts of kindness shown
us during our recent bereavement, the
loss of our beloved mother and grandmother. We especially thank Rev. J.
Leslie Leonard for his words of comfort, the Burke Funeral Home, the
pallbearers, those who sent floral and
memorial tributes, those who sent
food and to Mr. and Mrs. Art Wendal
for their thouohtfulness In serving lunch
to ell.
Sam Weisman & Sons
Family of Mra . Amelia Bacon NOW OPEN-Belmont Liquor Drive-in, WHAT COULD BE nicer for a Chrlstmai
gift than a Shetland pony? Roy's Store,
INCORPORATED
WI W. Sth. Tel. 4391 for fast delivery.
Tamarack, Wis.
450 W. 3rd
Tel. 5M7
COHRS I wish to take this opportunity to thank ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?Give A
'
the mapy friends wfiom I may have
Man or woman your drinking creates WANTED — feeder calves, breed, averRooms Without Meals
86
age weight and where you live In first
missed for their kindnesses and help
numerous problems. It you need and
lettjr. Glenn Sehuman, Galesville, Wis.
during my recent bereavement, the
want help, contact Alcoholics AnonyROOMS
FOR
MEN,
with
or
without
Tel. 24-F-ll.
de-atti of my brother Peter Cohrs. I
mous, Pioneer Group e/o General Dehousekeeping privileges. No day sleepwish to extend my heartfelt greetings
livery, Winona, Minn.
Call or write Capitol Food
ers. Tel. test.
to all the flood people In this world.
Provision
Co.,
M30
6th
St.,
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
44
TRUSSES-ABCOMINAL BELTS
May God bless and keep you and let us
Winona. Tel. 7354.
Aparfimnts,
Flats
90
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
all turn our thanks to our Lord for his
many kindnesses, may we never go
DEKALB 20-wtek pullets. Raised accord- LAST MINUTE GIFT SUGGESTIONS!
astray.
AH TImeie watches, IC . off; purae slie CENTER 274— Deluxe 3-room apt., paring to Dekalb's prescribed pullet rearJ74 . E. Jrd
Tel. 2S47
tially furnished, with private bath, heat
Herman Cohrs
7-translstor radio, $7.77; stuffed toys,
Ing program. Our own new pullet grow¦nd hot water furnished. $100. Adults.
10% off; $1 costume lewelry, 77c;
ing buildings, one age birds In a buildBy appointment only. Tel, 6790.
ladles'
ing.
Available
year
around.
SPELTZ
10-pc.
manicure
set
In
lip
case,
Plumbing, Roofing
21
$1.45; Mc Supreme -wlndproof lighters,
CHICK
HATCHERY,
Rolllngatalt,
(First Pub. Friday, Dae. 17, 1W5)
Mc; $1 Wrlsley gift soap, 59c» tl.9S Business Places for Rant 92
Minn. Tel. SS89-23U.
KEN-WAY electric SEWER CLEANING
Papermata pens, S1..S0; assorted boys '
State of Minnesota ) ss.
THE PLUMBING BARN
and girls ' stocking stuffer toys, »8c; OFFICES IN Morgan Bldg., single, douBUY
ARBOR
ACRE
QUEENS,
excellent
)
County of Winona
In Probate Court
3rd & High Forest (rear)
lei. W*
for egg sire. Interior quality and pro$1.?3 men's quality billfolds, (1.44.
No. 15,921
ble or up to suite of 4. See Steve Morduction. 20 weeks pullets available all
Large selection of gift wrap and cards
In Re Estat* ef
gan at Moreen's Jewelry.
year around. For quality ask for Arbor
still available,
Leona Barnholtz, Decedent.
Acre Queen pullets. Winona Chick
For clogged aewers and drain*
Order for Hearing on Final Account
Houses for Rent
95
Hatchery, 54 E. 2nd, Winona. Tel. SiU.
Tel. *J09 or 6434. 1 year guarantee.
and Partition for Distribution.
Downtown & Miracle Mell
The representative of the above named
FOUR-BEDROOM
home
for
rent
In
Minestate having filed Its final account and
Wanted—Livestock
46 ARTISTS EVERYWHERE choose from nesota City. Tel. 3959.
petition tor »»ttlem»nt and allowance
Qrumbaefter 's fine ells and oil sets,
thereof and for distribution to th* per- Septic Tank & Cesspool
pastels and pastel sets, water colors Wanted to Rent
sons thereunto entitled;
HORSES WANTED - W* can pay more
96
and seta, sketch boxes, mediums,
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
than
anyone
else.
We
pick
up.
Walter
Cleaning Service
boards, papers, charcoal, art pencils,
thereof be had on January 14, 19U , at
Wis.
Tel.
Marg,
Black
River
Falls,
THREE,
FOUR-roorrt
partially
or
unfurSpecial truck. Sanitary & Odorless
etc. See them all at the
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
7-F-14.
nished apt., by married couple, no
C. S. WOXLAND CO.
the probate court room In the court
children. Jan. 1. Reasonable. Tel. RushRushford.
Minn.
Tel.
844-9343
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
FOR YOUR BEST hog market contact
ford 844-7403.
167 Center St.
notice hereof be given by publication of
Casey Marcks, St. Charles, Minn. Ttl.
ROSSITE
solves
sftik
drainage
problems,
this order tn the Winona Dally News
932-4120.
never turns to cement in your pipes.
Bus. Property for Sals
97
and by mailed notice as provided by
PLUMBING & HEATING
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
Dated December 15, 1945,
A real good auction market tor your From The TRA.DE IN SHOP DOWNTOWN BUILDING leased at launE. D. LIBERA,
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
dromat and - warehouse as Investment
207 . 3rd
Tel. 3703
Probate Judge.
and a service business location, BOB
week, hogs bought every day. Trucks
(Probate Court Seal)
1-20"
Tel.
2667.
SELOVER
REALTOR, Tel. 2349.
available.
Sale
Thurs.
Used
Bicycle
$10
FAUCETS DRIP? DRAINS GURGLE?
George .. Robertson Jr.,
Call 2737 for
Attorney for Petitioner.

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
FOR CHRISTMAS
LIFETIME
FOOD MEMBERSHIP

GOLTZ PHARMACY

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER

TED MAIER DRUGS

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

PAINT DEPOT

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
SANITARY

.

Farm Implements

48

(First Pub. Friday, Dec. 10, 19«)
Serviceman Now I
BADGER SILO unloader, 1 yeer old, (or
State of Minnesota ) ss.
20' silo; Clay unloader, 2 year* old, for
County of Winona ) In Probate Court Femala—Jobs of Interest—-26
14' silo; Starllne unloader for 16' silo,
No. 15,8«
2 years old ; S 8. H silage shipper,
In Re Eclats ef
ready to work; new and used motors,
LICENSED PRACTICAL nurses, nurse
¦llisbstti Kohner, alia known as
various sires; Rey Speltz 8< Sons, Lewaides, dining roam ladles, kitchen laLIRI* Meyer* Kofmir, Decedent.
iston, Minn. Tel. 2953 or 2112.
dles and cleaning ladles. The Good
Order for Hearing en Final Account
Shepherd Lutheran Home, Rushford,
and Petition for Distribution.
HOMELITE
CHAIN SAWS - new and
Minn. Tel. K4-77M.
used, free servicing and hav* a full
Th* representative of the above named
estate having filed his final account and DEPENDABLE WOMAN to car* for 1 Una of parts In stock. Alma Motors,
petition for settlement and allowance
Alma, Wis. Tel. 885-3235.
year »M school boy, Goodview vicinity.
thereof and for distribution to the parWrite E-19 Dally News.
sons thereunto entitled;
PROMPT SERVICE on all makes
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing NURSE AID wanted to work full time at
of bulk tanks.
thereof be hod on January 6, 1966, at
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
St. Anne Hospice. Tel. 4-3421.
11:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
535 E. 4th
Tel. H3J
the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
Women - Part-Time
SMALL ENGINE
notice hereof be given by publication of THE Puller Brush Co. has openings for
SERVICE 8. REPAIR
this order In the Winona Dally News
Fast — Economical
two ladles to represent Fuller co*
and by mailed notice as provided by
ROBB BROS. STORE
mstlca and cleaning products In tha
law.
Fef. 4097
374 C. 4tti
Winona area . IS hours week, flexible
Dated December 7, IMS.
schedule, $2.20 per hour. For Interview
E. D. LIBERA,
write Jerry Johnson, Rt. J, Rochester,
Probata Judge.
Minn.
Used Universal
(Probate Court Seal)
Harold J. Libera,
Stainless Steel
Co-op
Attorney for Petitioner.
Mai*—Jobs of Interest— 27
MARRIED MAN for year around farm
{First Ptib. Friday, Dec. 10, 1M3)
work. Alan Garness, Harmony, Minn.
State of Minnesota ) ss .
Tel. 884-5774.
County of Winona ) in Probate Court
No. 16,V9
MARRIED MAN wanted, with good farm
In Re Estate ef
experience, no milking, top wages. HarRoland J. Llmpert, Decedent.
old T. Johnson, Harmony, Minn.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Admln-

Wratttm, Limiting Tim* lo File Claims

Pa rt Time
ana for Hearing Thereon.
Delorls C. Llmpert having filed herein YOUNG MAM with car can earn tl.80a petition for general administration
$2.50 per hour. Writ* Warren D. Lee,
(fating that said decedent died Intestate
3)1 Losey Blvd. So., Le Crosse, Wis.
and praying that Delorls C. Llmpert be
appointed administratrix;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January 6, W6, at
11:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota; that the
time within which creditors of said
&
decedent may file their claims be limited to four months from the data hereof,
Dairy Supplies
•nd that the claims so filed be heard
Paid vacation, paid holi0*1 April 13, 1966, at 10:30 o'clock A.M.,
before this Court In the probate court
days, paid hospital inroom In the court house In Winona,
surance.
Minnesota, end that notice hereof be
given by publication of this order In
Salary and Commission.
the Winona Dally News and by mailed
Write E-28 Daily News
notice as provided by law.
Dated December 8, 1965.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
Help—Mala or FemaU
28
(Probate Court Seal)
Harold J. Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner,
VOCAL MUSIC Instructor wanted, grades
1-12. public Schools, Houston, Minn.

SALESMAN
to sell
Farm Machinery

PIZZA MAKER and waitress, male or
female , work full or part time, must
ba reliable and good worker. Apply in
person, no phone calls, Sammy 's Plue
Palace.

(First Pub. Friday, Dec. 10, 1965)

State of Minnesota ) is.
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 13,929
In Re ¦state of
Fred Hartman Jr., Decedent.
Private Instruction
34
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and petition for Distribution,
Tha representative of the above named WILL TEACH regular or electric guitar
laisons, lead, rhythm or bass, begin•itata having tiled her final account and
ners and advance lessons. Tel. Ml 5.
petition for settlement and allowance
tfiereof and for distribution to the per¦ons thereunto entitled)
Mon«y to Loan
40
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on January 6, 1966, ol
11:15 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
nolle* hereof be give n by publication ol
PLA.IN HOTE-AUTO-FURNITURB
this order In the Winona Dally Newt
170 E. Jrd. Tal. VIS. .
end by mailed notice at provided by
Hrs. m a.m. to i p.m., Sat. ? a.m. to noon
law.
Dated December . 196].
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
on any article of value , . .
/ (Probata Court Seal)
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
Harold J . Libera,
Tel. 2133
131 E. Jnd St.
Attorney for Petitioner.

LOANS TiSr
Quick Money . . .

SUSPENDED MILKER UNITS
Kochenderfer & Sons
Fountain City, Wis.

Portable Diaper Washer,
A-L condition
$15

TEMPO

Miracle M all

Hours 9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
Sunday 1-8
Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63
you BET WE carry a wide variety of
high grade coals. Commander, 1 sues,
furnace,, itove end range; Petroleum
Coke; Pocahontas; Berwlnd Briquets;
Relss 50-50 Briquets ; Sfott Petroleum
Briquets) winter King Egg. S varieties
ot Stoker coals. JOSWICK'S FUEL «.
OIL CO., 901 E. Sth. "Where ynu get
more at lower cost."

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

USED FURNITURE—2-pc , living room
suite, S35; chest of drawers, it; '* size
bed, complete, £40 ; full size coll
spring, t8; 2 walnut step tablss, S8;
full size head board and frame, 1)5;
8 pc. -walnut dining room suits, S25.
FURNITURE, 302
BORZYSKOWSKI
Mankato Ave . Open evenings.

McCulloch

CHAIN SAWS
10 lbs.
New 1-10
Chain Sharpening

Good Things to Eat

Feiten Irn pl. Co.

V7inona

113 Washington

1—20" Used Bicycle with
chrome fenders and
basket, good condition $13

65

BUY FOOD wholesale on easy monthly
terms. Capitol Food Provision Co., 3930
4th St., Winona. Write or call 7356.

FARMHAND M IXER

FOR GOOD cooking and baking, Burbante
russets. WINONA POTATO MARKET,
111 Market St.

With A

DUCKS, GEESE er>d chickens for sale,
large and small chickens. For further
Information Tel. B-1373.

Swinging Auger

Musical Merchandise

1962 Model
Excellent condition.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
Breezy Acres
Hwys. 14 and 61 E.

Hay, Grain, Feed

We Service and Stock
Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS
Hardt 's Music Store
Radios, Television

SO

CORN FOR SALE—Orle Olan. Peterson,
Minn. Tel. B75-5MJ.
EAR CORN—for aal*. Gordon Olbba,
first place E. of Clyde Hall, Utica,
Minn.

Articles for Silt

70

B7

71

Stereo—AM-FAA Radio
Hand rubbed walnut finish
Almost S tt. long
Jl 89.M
No money down I
No payments
Mil Feb. 19<il

FIRESTONE STORE

200 W. 3rd

Wlnone

TELEVISION SERVICE

WE HAVE expert service on all makei
and rnodels. Very reasonable rates.
TWO-WHEEL TRAI LER-Inqulre 460 E.
Come In or call WINONA FIRE I
«th.
POWER CO., 5* E. 2nd. Tal. 5WJ.
CLEAN mas, like new, so easy to do
73
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric ihanrv Sewing Machlnen
pooer, H. H. Choete 8. Co.
WE H/VVE cabinets for moit models of
sewlna machines. Sewing HIM, electric
HOMELITE CHAIN SAW , Sutxr XL item
scissors, etc. WINONA SEWING CO.,
onstritor, Re«. 11-99, now 1179. WILSON
351 Muff, Tel. 9148.
STORE, Rt. J. Tel. tO-UST.

CUSTOMER RELATIONS
Challenging opportunity
with the nation's leading scholastic Jewelry firm, for a
recent college graduate with zero to , 3 years business
experience. Person selected must have potential to advance to supervisory position, must bt articulate, and
able to express sell well in verbal and written communications with school administrator* and professional lale*men.
Beautiful Southern Minnesota community.
Send complete resume, stating age, education , business
experience and salary requirements.

DAREL JACOBSEN
PERSONNEL REPRESENTATIVE
JOSTEN'S
OWATONNA , MINN.
_ .

.

«9

LOHSBAQUARIUM, SUPPLIES, tropical 1Uh BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL end enjoy me SIEGLER HEVTERS, oil or gas, Instil). EIGHTH E., modern S-badroom house ,
We wish to extend our thanks and
complete stock , young and old. Why not comfort of automatic personal care.
M, sold serviced; Aladdin Blue Flams
S51J0, part terms. 5-room collage, E. Used Car*
109 Ut«d C«r»
109
appreciation for acts of kindness, Symstart mis fascinating hobby with Christ- Keep full service - complete aurntr
aortable heaters; also oil burner oarls.
9th, modern except hedt, MI50. E. 4th,
pathy and floral offerings received
mas money? Lpfquist variety, Miracle cart. Budget plan and guaranteed Price.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., W E . Sth
small house, full basement, t25O0. 4- OLDSMOBILE — I9.W
wil
l
UKa
.1".
from friend., neighbor* In our beRAMBLER— 1W A. witeri Sj tcnr. *-tyl<
Mall.
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL I St, Tal. 7479, Adolph Mlchalowskl .
room house, *2«M, rent firms. C.
older car in trade. 761 E. ilh.
reavement, th* loss of our «lst*r, Frl*.
IrxMr. itralsht »Hck. terrific jconomyl
Pit CC W B. |
th. Tal. JJW.
SHANK, 553 . 3rd.
da. W* especially want to thank Rev. LAST MINUTE puppies for Chrlitmasl
will consider trad* . Ul W, Sarnii.
TypawriNn
77
Day* tor the services.
Pomeranians, red and black. 377 Wash- TRACKMASTER GO-CART double bar
Ella, Jack and Oay Lohs*
MUST SELL 1?M PontlM Mw h«r<1ington.
construction, balloon tires, *Vs h.p.
Attention Veterans
lop. ixrellant condition , 3<Vday guar.
racing engine, padded cushions, S14S. TYPEWRITERS and adding machinal
occupanImmedUte
pivmenf,
NO
DOWN
for
tale
or
rent.
Reasonable
rates,
Lest ind Found
4 GIFT PUPPIESI Chihuahuas; Fox TV- Dwlght Hendricks, St. Charlei, Minn. fret delivery. See us tor ell your of• nil*. 11595. Tel. t-lS75. MO 47th Av«.
Corvair Monza
cy. XI W. Stti. 4 bedrooms, IVi baths,
rlers, tl5i Slack Labrador*. Harliy- Tel. 932-A24.
spacious gaheat,
oil
-full
basement,
flea
IOPP
II
I
I
,
files
or
office
desks*
wood Kennel*. In Money Creek. Tel.
2 door. Solid white finish, Mobile Hornet, TralUrt 111
POUND — Package on Hwy. 93 Thurs.
regi. Will arrange lonfl term loan with
chalra. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5221.
NEW PORTABLE electric sawing machHouston 896-ltftt.
morning. Owner may have by Identipayments like rent,
red
vinyl bucket seats, raines
guaranteed
for
25
years,
look,
fying contents ind paying for sd. Bex
OUR Una »»laetlon ot new an*
PUPPIES—which make • good Christmas only tit and up. Cinderella Stioppes, SHARP LETTERS are written on either
dio, heater, 4 speed trans- SEE
Frank West Agency
3W, Aim*.
tha OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD Letlsu
used mobllt homai, all »li««. Bank
314 Mankato Ave. and W W , 3rd.
gift for *nyon*. Roy 's Store, Tamarack,
175
Lafayette
mission,
whitewall
ti
ros.
31
or
STUDIO
U
Great
features
In
financing. 7-y»»r plnn. COULEt MOWis.
Tel. 5540 or 4400 alter hours.
Ptrsensls
both, the only difference is the size , the
BILE HOME SALES, Hwy. 14*1 S.,
PORTABLE INDUSTRIAL air eosnprHDriven 31,830 miles
7
Studio 44 la lust a little bit bigger. Both
Wlnonn . Tal. 4374.
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES _ Schnsuiari, sor with Continental motor, can be
are
portables.
Tha
Studio
44
Is
portableused as lack hammer, good condition.
A WERRY CHRISTMAS from I t I Calm Terrier*, Pekingese, POodlas,
tight and portable-priced. The Letlera
HWY. 4) Moblla H«n» »«!•», »«t nt
Bassets, Beegle*, German Shepderdi,
Marvin Frelhelf, Rt. t, Lake City,
ELECTRK. 1SJ E. Jrd.
Buy Like Rent
32 Is priced at lust $74.50. The Studio
Shangrl-Li Motal. W« hava 15 wldet
Minn. Tel. J4J-1M3.
Dachshunds, German Shorthelrs, St.
M
et
»».».
WINONA
TYPEWRITER
en hand, also naw 1966 modal ( wldat.
IT'S terrific th* way we'r* selling Blue
Bernards. Pine Crast KennSIs, Inc., !
~
4 nice spacious rooms and
SERVICE. HI E. 3rd. Tel. I-33O0.
Tal. 1-36:6.
ICE SKATE EXCHANGE
mllai W. of Rochester on Old Hwy. 14.
Lustr* for cleaning rug* and upKelfer Bicycle Shop
holstery. Rent elaetrlc shampooer, 11.
bath in east location. Roof
RENT
OR SALE—Trallan and cum*
400 Mankato Ave,
ft. O. Ccme co.
Ttl. Mil
Washing, Ironing Mach. 79
75 W. 2nd
Tel. fl-2711
and siding only « years old.
•n. Laahy'j , Butfaln City, Wli. Til.
Horns, Caftle. Stock
43
TROPIC
AIRE
Cochrane
348-35:12 or Jl»-£«0,
HUMIDIFIER
WE THANK YOU for your patronage,
New automatic space heatOpen Mon. A Fri. Evenings
REPAIRING OF ell makes weshlng maReg. wm special SJM5
we hope you all have a very Merry
chines
and
dryers.
Wa
stock
a
comlarge
hot
water
heater
er,
MARK SCHNEIDER SALES
Christmas. RAINBOW JEWELRY, 116 PUREBRED CHESTER White boar, MO
plete line of parts for all makes and
Ibs. Joseph B. Freese, Thellman, Minn.
La Crosse Mobile Homel
3930 6th St., Goodview
included in price. May be
W. 4th S-t.
models. All work guaranteed. P&P
Tel. Wabasha 545-4111.
New & Used
Fire amt Safety and Easy Washer
purchased
on
contract
for
1 SNOW PLOW SPECIALS
BEST WISHES of the season from all the
Sales, IM E. 3rd. Now under new
deed with small down payGoodall 6 h.p. - $3« unt for IHS
folks at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 1?4 E. TOP QUALITY - Holsteln cows, J7, fresh
menagement.
or close springers, from 1st -to 4th
Jacobsen 3 h.p.-*JI» unit for $171
3rd St.
ment, balance like rent, for
calf. Jim Erickson, Mabel. Tel. 3-J.u,
•Wttlle They Last )
Wi mile S. of City limits on
Wanta . to Buy
81 less than $6,000.
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
OUR CHRISTMAS WISHES to you our
Hwy 14.
Jnd & Johnson
Ttl. S43S
trlends are as numerous as the *now- HOLSTEIN SPRINGING heifer, du* Dec,
29th. Ed Jorde, Rushford, Minn. Tel.
SEE Us For Best Price*
flakes . . . as bright as the sters . . .
RESIDENCE PHONES :
Lyle NorskoR - Hollls Morskog
864-9137.
Scrap Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Fur*
BERNS AIR KING HUMIDIFIER
as warm as tti* burning Yule log. Ray
Rea. $69.W, NOW WM
M t, W IRON S. METAL CO.
Meyer, Irinkepeer, and all the staff of
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554
E. J. Hartert . . . 3973
ONE TO TEN or more registered HareBAMBENEK'S, 9tt> S. Mankato
Ml W. 2nd St.
Tel. 3004
the WILJLIAMS HOTEL.
ford cows, bred fo I of the better bulls
Mary
Lauer
.
.
.
4523
of the breed, to calf around May 1st,
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON a, METAL
VERRY CHRISTMAS and thank you to
Auction Sale*
Phillips Hereford Farms, Ollmanlon,
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
Bill Ziebell . . . 4854
•II of our friends, our very best
Wis,
Iron, metals, and raw fur.
wishes as '45 ends. W. Betslnger, TailCARL FANN JR.
m W. 2nd
til. 20S7
or, M7 B. 4th.
AUCTIONEER. Bondad and Llcansad.
HOLSTEIN BULLS-of serviceable age,
Closed Saturdays
Tel. 844-7811.
Ruahtord,
Minn.
from
500-lb.
plus
butterfat
hero
aver~
PLANNING A hoKday trip* Know what
age. Will trade for close-up cow*. RusHIGHEST PR ICES PAID
the late weather Is b*fore you atari.
""
"
sell Persons, St. Charles, Minn. Tal.
tor scrap Iron, metals, rags, hWM,
Simply dial the TED MAIER Weather
MINNESOTA
raw furs and wool I
932-48U.
Phone 3333.
601 Main St.
Tel. 2849

i-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

BE
! TILE BARGAINS
URPET REMNANTS

Ileg.
45.88
12x7'6"
Wool
107.88
Acrilan
12x9'
202.88
Wool
12xl5'2"
186.00
Wool
15xll'2"
178.00
Wool
lSall'll"
260.00
15xl2'3"
Wool
100% Virgin Nylon Pile
Room. Size Bug
Built in Foam Rukber Pad

Now
25.8B
07.88
129.88
109.88
119.00
159.88

8'6"x11"6' Now 25.88
WELCOME MATS
COCOA MATS

&*£

Now 1 .39 ea.

Farms, Land for Sate

98

FARMS
FARMS
FARMS
We buy, we sell, w» trade,
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo. Wis.
Res. 695-3157
Tel. Office 597-345»

Houses for Sale

99

TopQuaiiiij
try $13?

Lots tor Sals

To You

Wanted—Real Estate

102

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

VALUES

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

'59 RAMBLER 4 door, *> cylinder, overdrive, standard
transmission, real
clean
$595

(Winona's Only Real Estate Buver)
Tel. 631S er TOM
P.O. Bo» 345

Accessories, Tirei, Pert* 104
STARTO-JET will sta rt your car In sseends every day. For more Information
er dealership csll Diamond K Bntsrprists, St. Charles 932-4301.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

'60 RAMBLEE 4 door, 6
cylinder, automatic transmission, very clean, a
steal at
$695

107

'62 CHEVROLET S t a t i o n
W a g o n , V-8 , standard
transmission, one owner
car , real clean
$1385

6REETINGS OF THE SEASO N
from
ROBB BROS., Wotoreycls Shop,
573 E. 4th.

Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108

'62 OLDSMOBILE « door
V-8, automatic transmission, tu-tone red/white ,
extra clean . . . . . . . . $1385

TRUCK BODIES-trallere. built, repaired and painted. Hoist sales end services. Berg's, 19M W . 4th. Tal, 4933.

-

109

'62 MERCURY Comet S-22,
6 c y l i n d e r , automatic
transmission. A
steal at
$1195

FORD—1»56 Club Sedan, V-l, automatic,
radio, heater, good transportatio n, snow
tires, $95. Tel. 8-1 «4.
CHECK OUR LOW RATES before you
finance your next cer . it Is so EASY
to arrange and you will be dealing with
a local financial Institution which Is
large enough to taKe care of ALL
your needs . . . both now and In the
future. Stoo In at the Installment Loan
Dept. of the MERCHANTS NATIONAL
BANK today.

\A/INON

From all The

For a

Employes

BLESSED and HAPPY

at

HOLIDAY . SEASON

NYSTROM'S

Tel. 2849

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
AND
A HAPPY (M EW
YEAR
Bob Selover
and Staff

I

Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

'59 FORD Convertible big
V-8 . Cruisomatic, radio,
power steering, and brakes ,
genuine tires like new with
NEW snow treads, all white
beauty .
NEXT WEEK ONLY $395
•57 CHEVROLET,
$49S
real sharp.

A UTO

V V HAMBLeR ^"\ DO0GI

-y SALES if

Open Mon. Wed. & Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel . 8-3649

S EASON'S
GREETINGS

OUR BEST WISHES

601 Wain St.

Evfrttl- J. Kohnar
li» Walnut. Tal. S-371D, attar hours 7(14

Py^LAJR
SBiTCISS

BUILDING LOTS (or tele, across from
Sundown Motel, some lac* Hwy., some
lake, best fishing In stall. Charlas
Biesanz. Tel. 5024.

Used Cars

Land & Auction Sales

100

STOCKTON, MINN.-3-apt. building and PONTIAC— IMS, automatic transmission,
vacant lot, Must be sold, redress InV-8, nearly new snowtlres and battery.
aulrles to the Merchants National Bank.
May be seen at TOWVa E. Hh St.
Trust Oept., Winona. Tel. 283T

We Wish to Extend

ROLLOHOME

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER. City and stata llcen<«<*
and bonded. 252 Liberty St. (Corn**
E. Sth and Liberty) Tal 4980.
DEC. 26—Tuai. 11 a.m. 2 miles W. ot Irv
dapendenca to County TrunK "X" , then
i miles W. on County Trunk "X" tow/i
road, then I mile S.W. Bernla Redsten,
owner; Kohner K Zeck , auctioneer * , i
Northern Inv., clerk,

; DEC.

28—Tues. 12:30 pm. I miles. W. nt
Mondovi. James Melxner eslataj James
Helka. auctioneer ; Northern Inv. Co.,
I . clerk.
DEC. 29—Wed. 11 a.m. 10 miles E. nt
Caledonia on Hwy. 141. then 1 ml1a
S. Arnold Belverud , owner; KohnPr &
Schroeder, auctioneers ; Minn. Land li
Auction Serv., clerk.

HAVI NG AN

AUCTION?
The sale of the lifetime accumulation of goods is a
serious matter. You want
your sale conducted in an
efficient manner. Thorp
Sales Company, through
their many representatives ,
is ready at all times to discuss with you the complete
handling of your sale.

THORP SALES CO.
(Formerly Minn, Sales Co.)

120 Miracle Mill Off. Bldg.

Rochester, Minn.
Off. Phone - AT 2-7463
RES. PHONES
Merle Moehnke AT 9-3239
Clark Vessey AT 9-8790
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Jlc ts our sincere

JS
¦ Q)

blessings that belong to Christmas...
that you find everjr happiness
in th« New
Year ahead.

*•

MERRY CHRISTMAS
TO ALL
from

BOB

MARV

ddoMk.
W
ii REALTOR

TffwwL

USED CARS

120 ciwrcR -Tii.2#9

210 W. 2nd St. .

LOCAL WINNERS
Showroom Visitors Drawing

1 . James R. Erickson
Lamoille , Minnesota

(3 piece GirnlnRwcnr Set)

2. Itohnrl. Haskell
70;i Wilson St.
Winon a, Minn.

(Hamilton Reach Elcrlrlr
Knife)

3 . Hans Hansen
113 West. Mark St.
Winona , Minn.

(Ham ill on Ren eh Electric
Knife )

. Mrs. Harold R riesnlh
IfiM We. .. fit li St.
Winona, Minn.

(LiiNlamnli c Camera)

. Harold Srlnih
UK) Knsl KiiiR . .
Winona , Minn.

(Inrilam ntie Camera)

. Alanna .1. Fcnsktt
474 W«st Lake St.
Winona , Minn.

(Iiifitanifltic Camera)

7, R . J. Cicminskl
:i0!) East. 'Ilh St. .
Winon a, Minn.

(IiiHtamatl e. Camera)

fl. Mike Kami'owr.kl

441 East MeKinley SI.
Arcadia, Wisconsin

fl, Warre n Sc.nvey
1647 Edgewood Ril.
Winon a, Minn .

^™"

f y r™ .
^^M_mW%mM_ w^

(Mustang Transistor Radio)
(MuslnnR Transistor Radio)

(fw OWL MOTOR CO. raj)
rMIUAMF

**SZS

j g|

wish thit your Holiday Season
be
enriched with til the

M
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DICK TRACY

B* R«y Crmm

BUZ SAWYER

I
By Ctotcr Could

By Mort Wallctr

BEETLE BAILEY
BLONOIE

9y Chic Young

TIGER
THE FLINTSTONES

«v Hanna-Barbera

STEVE CANYON

By Milton Canniff

By Bud Blalc*

Bv Al Capp

LI'L ABNER

f.

I

il]Pr WINNERS

a
Bave
i

happy
L M TJ

In Marigold's Home Service December
Prize Drawing

Anna Gobar
• Mrs.
Box 115, Alma, Wit.

—««_—_

I

I 25S5." ^utSS

William P. McAndrew
• Mrs.
704 West Wcbatha St.

M0NTHLY

1

PRIZE
rir WINNERS ^k

• Russel Kessler

rfc"*^6 " I ^^_5§r%

lewiston, Minn.

ftiU/lV © ^^
D*« RY F°OD S
$tfi»

• Mrs W r.AUtll
196 Eo.t Eight St.

,c weenie

USKJ 'X...,
•»«!>< C«|,»
:'.T, "'I . ,

Robert Mikrul
^
•

Lamoille, Minn.

John G. Weinberger
• Mrs.
Lake Boulevard

/ I HEA
-rJ PS[S0*

WlW
rfK?
^^£ / \l -I ^*M»

*•/Jt-N1
[I \
>l

^ C^h^'

^QBMMM
M^Yuj lft
^^^^^^^
nlllp 7T

• John A. Sorenson

i

£$&\_ \

Ettrick , Wis.

Msg ' ll

• Mrs. Olga Amerson
Galeaville , Wit.

EACH WILL RECEIVE 2 BOXES OF CHRISTMAS TREE ICE CREAM

Ask Your &?Route Salesman About
Entering Your Name

mmammm

DAIRY FOODS
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At a time like this, we of McDonald's realize
our great good fortune.
And we realize to whom we owe this great
good fortune. To our customers. To you.
Thank you for your patronage. We will work
harder than ever to deserve it in the future,
Meanwhile: Have a happy. The best one yet.
I
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Via will close at 6 p.m. on ChrUtmai Ev* and t*.
main clottd all day Christmas.

LOCATED ON HIGHWAY 61 JUST 2 BLOCKS WIST OP JUNCTION 14

3
5

J

